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In This Issue 

Voices of Global Change 
How will the world church treat North American Ad

ventism? That is one of the fundamental dramas of the 1990 
General Conference Session and of the next decade of 
organized Adventist life. To put the dilemma in its starkest 
terms: the church is experiencing a clash between member
ship and money--88 percent of the membership of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church lives outside North 
America, yet 80 percent of the denomination's budget 
comes from North American members. 

The Seventh-day Adventist Church began in the United 
States. But for well over 100 years, members in America 
have automatically sent monies to the General Conference 
to finance Adventism traveling to the farthest reaches of the 
globe. As a result, Adventists are the second-most interna
tional church in the the world. (Roman Catholics are first.) 
And, just as the Curia, or top leadership of the Roman 
Catholic Church, has come overwhelmingly from the his
toric home of the church, Italy, so also the highest leader
ship of the Adventist Church has come disproportionately 
from the United States. However, since Adventism has a 
republican form of church government, delegates from 
outside North America (Africa and Latin America each 
provide about one-third of the delegates) can dominate a 
General Conference Session. This includes selection of 
world leaders by the all-powerful nominating committee, 
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and voting by the General Session concerning topics of great 
interest to North American Adventism, such as the role of 
women in the church. 

A recurring response by North Americans at the highest 
levels of the General Conference headquarters has been an 
attempt to change the basis of electing General Conference 
delegates from just membership to money. Their proposal 
would allow parts of the world, like the United States, to add 
delegates according to the size of their financial contribution 
to the world budget. 

This issue of Spectrum, through formal and informal 
essays, narratives, and interviews, provides some of the 
texture, flavor, and rhythm of an international church. This 
issue also includes a short essay proposing an alternative 
solution to the tensions between North America and the rest 
of the church: Allow the North American Division greater 
self-determination, including the same control over its fi
nances as other divisions currently enjoy. If North America 
were reassured that it could actually decide its own destiny 
perhaps it would then stop devising methods to retain 
control over the General Conference headquarters, and start 
genuinely celebrating the rich and exciting diversity of an 
expanding multicultural denomination. 
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ROlTIanian Adventists Before 
and After the Revolution 

by Iozsef Szilvasi 

We almost missed each other-l was about to 
go to Romania's region of Transylvania, and 
Alexandru Timis, president of the Cluj Confer
ence, came unexpectedly to Budapest. It was 
providential, I believe, that we should meet to
gether. The interview I had planned to make in his 
Cluj office finally took place in the headquarters 
of the Hungarian Union. There are 55,000 bap
tized Seventh-day Adventists in Romania, includ
ing 6,000 whose mother tongue is Hungarian. 
Two of our members were killed in the revolution, 
with seven more injured and six still missing. 

In the last two years, the Hungarian Union has 
been involved in caring for hundreds of Hungar
ian-speaking Adventist refugee from Transyl
vania (Light, 7-8/1988; 6/1989). Together with 
the Yugoslavian Union, our church in Hungary 
was among the first to deliver aid after the Roma
nian Revolution began shortly before Christmas, 
1989 (Light 2/1990). 

What follows is a candid appraisal of the new 
situation Seventh-day Adventistsface in Romania 
and the ordeal experienced especially by the 
Hungarian minority in Transylvania. 

W hen the story of the Romanian 
revolution emerged, much was 

said about the activities of the Securitate secret 
police. How were Seventh-day Adventists pro
tecting themselves against their activities? 

The above conversation took place in Budapest in mid
January, 1990, and was prepared by Jozsef Szilvasi, 
communications director of the Hungarian Union 
conference. It is reprinted with permission from Light, the 
monthly journal of the Trans-European Division, March 
1990, Volume 40, pp. 4, 5. 

We must distinguish between what is per
ceived as legal and illegal activity of the church. 
There are activities that overstep the bounds of 
admissibility, and as such, involved a certain 
amount of risk. Among these were the organiza
tion of youth camps, public evangelistic meet
ings, publishing, and also the education and train
ing of pastors. For instance, we had to disguise 
evangelistic meetings as "weeks of prayer." 
When I finished a series of lectures, I copied 
materials on an old-fashioned duplicating ma
chine and distributed them to my fellow ministers. 
In this way I could convince my coworkers to 
work with me, to be a tool in God's hand. In this 
way, the nucleus of an evangelistic task-force was 
formed. 

As for our members, we produced materials for 
Sabbath school, and the Week of Prayer, so that 
each would have at least one copy. Our members 
knew that I had been watched by the Securitate 
because of the regular evangelistic meetings, yet 
when they saw that the events announced were 
still being held, they too gathered around the 
organization of efforts. Our brothers and sisters 
realized that this was the only way for the church's 
survival. 

Does that mean that the Securitate were not 
able to infiltrate our ranks? 

There have been several clearly separable 
stages in the church's life in the past 25 years. In 
the beginning we were in a very difficult position, 
for there were several enlisted members and pas
tors and they had absolute power. Even if the 
Securitate blacklisted somebody, one couldn't 
check to see whether it was true or not. That was 
the case with me. In a sense I was put on such a list, 
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and it can be substantiated by a record in my 
employment register. I was dismissed several 
times from my church work and then reemployed. 
The church administrators would protect me but 
they, too, were afraid. They thought they could 
not help me anyway, so why get into trouble by 
making a stand for me? Thus, several times the 
conference secretary told me that I was sacked. 
Then they reemployed me. 

After a while there came a turning point. They 
slowly got to know us and realized that we were 
not a threat to them. Other denominations were 
much more aggressive in their activities and kept 
striving for foreign attention to the Christian dif
ficulties in Romania. Therefore, the Communist 
party machinery was concentrating all their en
ergy on other areas, where they had more prob
lems, and so paid less attention to us. 

Was there any indication in those 25 years that 
the anti-people and anti-religious stance of the 
regime would come to an end? 

You didn't have to be a Seventh-day Adventist 
to recognize the signs of collapse. Every decent 
person was shocked again and again by the inge
nuity of propaganda and the new titles given to the 
dictator. These were glorifying phrases, mostly 
self-glorifying: "We praise you, we glorify you, 
there is no name like yours," et cetera. Those who 
know history well can recognize in these excla
mations the cults of Caligula, Nero, and other 
proud and godless Roman emperors. We as Sev
enth-day Adventists expected that God's Word 
would come true: the fall is preceded by conceit. 
Ceausescu claimed names due alone to God and 
His Son. He allowed himself to be praised shame
lessly in songs, poems, and slogans. 

The revolution was sparked offby the case of a 
Reformed Church minister, Laszlo Tokes. What 
was the reaction of Adventists toward him? 

We must admit that in Romania we knew much 
less of what was going on around Laszlo Tokes 
[see box on page 4] than our compatriots in 
Hungary. What we knew we learned from the 
Hungarian Radio Kossuth. Nevertheless, we fol
lowed the development of his lot with great at
tention. From what we know, he was not directly 
engaged in politics, but the authorities believed 
that he was acting against the official policies 
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regarding the Hungarian minority in Romania. 
Yes, he was vocal against the destruction of vil
lages, and the closing of Hungarian schools, but 
mainly he had problems with the office of his own 
Reformed bishop. He made no propaganda 
against the state. Why was he displaced arbi
trarily, without any reason, first to Timisoara, and 
then to another place? "I obeyed, I came here," he 
said,"but how long will they continue to trifle with 
me?" His own bishop went as far as to call the 
authorities to implement the ecclesiastical deci
sions. It was then that the congregation members 
surrounded·the parish, like a human chain. 

It continues to be a sore point for 
many Romanians that the case of a 
Hungarian launched the revolution. 
In the end the main thing is that we 
are now all free-it makes no 
difference who started the process. 

We were afraid that if the revolt resulted in 
bloodshed, there would develop a two-fold repri
sal-first, against the church, since the central 
figure was a pastor-and then against the national 
minority, since Laszlo Tokes is Hungarian. We, 
on the other hand, do not admit to the Romanians 
that the revolution was started by a Hungarian. It 
continues to be a sore point for many Romanians 
that the case of a Hungarian launched the revolu
tion. In the end the main thing is that we are now 
all free-it makes no difference who started the 
process. 

Many of us are interested in how the ministry of 
our church was trained and nurtured in Romania. 
How did you solve the problem of pastor recruit
ment? 

It was necessary for us to develop a system of 
pastors' training. We asked Vilmos Moldovan, an 
educator and one of our ordained ministers, to 
develop a curriculum for ministerial training 
based on the Hungarian pattern. We produced 
textbooks out of our own materials, and from the 
curriculum of our Theological Institute of 
Bucharest. We also developed a five-year training 
course for lay activists. The requirement for ad
mission into the ministry was a certificate after a 
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final examination, as it was already a theological 
education. Both courses, for pastors and laymen, 
were situated in Cluj, but we also organized two
year courses in other cities as well. Thus over the 
years 250 young people were trained. 

Is the language used in the training program 
Romanian or Hungarian? 

We insisted on using one language, for bilin
gual education would have been more expensive 
and more complicated. In democratic spirit we 
asked the students' opinion, but we let them know 
that we would prefer their education taking place 
in the Romanian language. Young people with 
secondary education had a good command of 
both languages, and in this way we would not lay 
ourselves open to the suspicion that we were 
drawing from a separate source. Thus, from both 
a practical and tactical consideration the Roma
nian language was more practicable. We did not 
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want to raise the suspicion that Magyarization 
may have been involved. 

Our education activities created quite a stir. 
The problem was that as a church we operate a 
seminary in Bucharest. The school, however, 
could only admit three theological students a year, 
which, for a community of 55,000, is a ridicu
lously low number. The State Office for Church 
Affairs lashed out against education in Cluj and 
tried to strain the relationship between the two 
ministerial training institutions. There were some 
in Bucharest who were bombarding the Roma
nian Union with requests to dissolve the Cluj 
Theological Seminary. A rumor spread in the 
church that a Cluj theologian publicly down
graded the Bucharest seminary. In the end, under 
the pressure of many restrictions, the union de
cided that the Cluj ministerial training school 
should be closed. 

Adventists Help Spark the Romanian Revolution 
by Jack Friedman and Trauldl Lessing 

The revolution that ended Romania's tyranny can be 
said to have been born last fall when government 

and church leaders tried to evict [pastor Laszlo] Tokes from 
his pulpit at the Hungarian Reformed church in Timisoara. 

... [When the] police came to deport him to the village 
of Mineu, Tokes fled to his church-and there had an 
experience he calls "a turning point in my life. I came out of 
the church and saw that my parishioners had formed a 
human chain around it." Then the minister took a closer 
look and saw something even more remarkable in a country 
where ethnic and religious divisions are rife. "These were 
not only my parishioners, with a few Baptists and Adventists," 
says Tokes, an ethnic Hungarian, "but Orthodox priests and 
some of their Romanian flocks." 

... After a short-lived resistance, Tokes was finally led 
away, and that afternoon, December 17, the people of 
Timisoara assembled in the main square to protest. C,eausescu 
ordered the army to shoot into the crowd. Several thousand 
died and were thrown into shallow, mass graves .... "When 
we heard that Ceausescu had been arrested, it was the 
happiest hour of our lives," says Tokes. "We knew we had 
escaped death." 

Taken from "Laszlo Tokes, The Pastor Who Helped to Free 
Romania, is Home," People Weekly, 5 February 1990, pp. 
63-66. 

A Time of Change in Romanian 
Churches 
by Steve Friesen 

Romania is overwhelmingly Orthodox-at least 70 
percent of its 23 million inhabitants belong to the 

Romanian Orthodox church. The Ceausescu government 
also recognized 11 other Christian groups as legal entities. 
Under the new provisional government, all institutions, 
including the churches, face an uncertain situation in which 
the old rules do not necessarily apply and no new rules have 
been established. 

... Some denominations formed by the [Romanian] 
government as a way of more effectively controlling the 
churches will probably fragment or renounce their national 
organizations. The new structures will probably be quite 
different. In the discussion stage is a national association for 
evangelicals that would include Baptists, Pentecostals, 
Seventh-day Adventists, Plymouth Brethren, Lord's Army 
(a formerly illegal evangelical group within the Orthodox 
Church) and others. Several Romanians also want the 
denominations to sponsor youth organizations. 

Taken from "Renewal, Reorganization for Romanian 
Churches," Christian Century, 21 February 1990, p. 173. 
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The Romanian Union was not hostile toward us 
for, like everybody else, they saw that what we 
were doing was good, yet it appeared that they 
were yielding to external pressure. Finally, the 
union solved the question by getting the State 
Office for Church Affairs to permit us to engage 
pastors without seminary education, and call 
them in at intervals to a course to be held in 
Bucharest. We supported this scheme whole
heartedly. We had a number of well-trained 
people shortly before graduating from whom we 
could choose. Their lives were open books to us, 
as we had been dealing with them for three years. 
During those three years we taught them thor
oughly. 

The world community, and certainly Seventh
day Adventists, especially those from Europe, are 
anxious to know what the present needs are in 
your country. 

Our gratitude goes to everyone for their un
precedented solidarity with us. I must be frank, we 
have a problem storing the parcels sent by relief 
agencies. We have enough to eat now. In the past 
there was enough food production in the country, 
yet most of it was exported [to payoff Romania's 
foreign debt-Eds.] or supplied to the ruling fam
ily. As soon as food exports were stopped, the 
food supply for the market considerably im
proved. I can say that we have sufficient food 
now. 

What then is most needed at present? 
In the first place, medicines and therapeutic 

equipment. During the Ceausescu' s regime, no 
medicines were imported, and there was scarcely 
any home production since raw materials had to 
be imported. Surgical instruments are quite primi
tive too. 

It is understood that such medical supplies can 
only be donated to doctors and public health 
institutions. Are there Adventist doctors who 
could make good use of them? 

With the help of church pastors we recently 
compiled a list of the names and addfesses of all 
Seventh-day Adventist medical workers. There 
are quite a number of them even in the Cluj region, 
where we have established the Association of 
Adventist Doctors as an administrative body. I 
know that a similar organization will be estab-
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lished in other regions as well. The Romanian 
Union is establishing a health department headed 
by a professional medical officer. Medicines 
should be distributed through this department. 
Our Association includes all types of special
ists-anesthetists, internists, surgeons, and cardi-
010gists. We desperately need equipment and 
medicines, but most of all we are in need of 
analgesics and cardiac drugs, as well as vitamins 
and baby food. The latter have been denied to us 
for years. 

The Romanian church members are in need of 
church literature. The Euro-Africa Division is 
taking steps to help with the publishing program. 
What are your immediate needs? 

We are now faced with a new 
situation in which the Orthodox 
Church, as it did in the first days of 
the revolution, appears before the 
public making proclamations with 
the intent of becoming the State 
church. This is a situation that may 
produce hard times for us. 

Bibles in the Hungarian language are urgently 
needed as well as Romanian Bibles, and we hope 
that these will be printed here sooner or later. As 
for literature in the Hungarian language, we are 
grateful to the Happy Life Foundation from 
Budapest, which is donating offset and duplicat
ing machines for our use. We already have trained 
church members who can operate them. 

We are hoping to publish smaller books such as 
Steps to Christ and Christ's Object Lessons, from 
the pen of Ellen G. White. At the same time we 
have also agreed with the Bucharest Advent 
Publishing House that larger books in Hungarian 
will be printed there. In the past it was difficult to 
evade bans made by the authorities, yet now there 
is nothing to prevent Hungarian publications in 
Romania. 

We have heard that Seventh-day Adventists 
can now reclaim buildings thatformerly housed a 
seminary in Brasov. Are you taking steps to re
open this institution? 
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Our seminary in Brasov was built in the 1930s, 
and at that time it was said to be an extremely 
modern building. The school had dormitories and 
was self-sufficient with classrooms, teachers' 
flats, and farm buildings. The institution also had 
plant cultivation, 3l1imal breeding, and a mill, so 
that the students could earn their living and school 
fees. In 1949 it was nationalized and the state 
rented the building. 

Our former school buildings became a training 
center for the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and up 
till now the special corps of the Sec uri tate were 
trained there. The Securitate modernized the 
building. We now hope to get the buildings back 
and establish a school in one part of the building, 
and a clinic in the other. Our aim is to begin 
education and health work at the same time. We 
anticipate that the church will only receive an 
empty building, and will have to provide its own 
furniture and equipment. 

When looking into the future, what dangers 
could the church face in the new democracy? 

One threat is the increase in political power of 
the national Orthodox Church, which is very 
strong. Before recent events, we often said that it 
was a bad thing to have the State Office for Church 
Affairs continually nagging us. But at least we 
were considered equal with other denominations. 

We are now faced with a new situation in which 
the Orthodox Church, as it did in the first days of 
the revolution, appears before the public making 
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proclamations with the intent of becoming the 
State church. This is a situation that may produce 
hard times for us. Currently we are witnessing a 
dual between the Orthodox Church and the Greek 
Catholic Church; the latter until recently was 
forced into a union with the Orthodox Church. 
This community now wants independence. How
ever, while this is happening they will not bother 
us. 

Historically, the Orthodox Church has played a 
decisive role in religious matters throughout Ro
mania. The notion is reappearing that a Romanian 
is fln Orthodox. One wonders if it will have any 
bearing on the Protestant denominations in the 
future. In Transylvania, however, all denomina
tions historically enjoyed religious pluralism. The 
whole region was compared to a colorful meadow 
and we were tolerated as one of many flowers. 

As for the Adventist Church, above all we must 
let our presence be known without becoming 
involved in politics. Our people are not prepared 
to see their pastors involved in public life. For 
example, the county and municipal organizations 
of The National Salvation Front are established 
one after another. In Cluj they called in the pastors 
and asked them what could be done to establish a 
new and undisturbed government organization. 
When I was approached, they asked me to de
scribe our election system. They liked it and 
invited me to join the Front. I declined; this is 
exactly what the church members expected of me. 



African Adventislll' S 

Quest for Self-reliance 
by Zebron M. Ncube 

I n this paper I present a broad pic
ture of what I consider to be cru

cial in African Adventism today. It is only as 
Adventists in Africa focus on the broad issues that 
they are able to deal with the specific and local
ized challenges. The African Adventist's rela
tionship to the church must be seen within the 
framework of the international community of 
Adventism. 

This paper is not designed to discredit the great 
work the Lord has achieved in Africa through the 
combined effort of the missionaries and us, the 
people in Africa. It is, however, a critical response 
to a general observation that Christians in Africa 
do not have the means and the committed person
nel to make their presence felt in the leadership 
structure of the world church. Despite the pro
vocative and critical aspects of this paper, my 
hope· is that the reader will focus on the spirit 
behind the inadequate human language. 

Roy Branson, from the Kennedy Institute of 
Bi6ethics, addressed the Caribbean and Pan-Afri
can clubs at Andrews University in 1986. In two 
meetings he spoke concerning the "church of the 
south" versus the "church of the north." His thesis 
was that the Seventh-day Adventist Church in 
Third World countries ("church of the south") 
was growing faster in membership than the 
church in North America, Europe, and other first 
world countries ("church of the north"). 

Branson intimated that there seemed to be a 
considerable degree of fear within the member
ship of the north that power and leadership of the 

Zebron Ncube is a professor of theology in the Religion 
Department of Solusi College, Zimbabwe. 

world church would soon shift to the Third World. 
He went further to explain that the high-powered 
national delegations to the past two General Con
ference Sessions (Dallas, 1980, and New Orleans, 
1985) which came from Third World churches 
seemed to have created concerns and fears among 
the churches from the north. The churches from 
the north were now asking four genuine questions 
in the event of the Third World churches assum
ing the leadership of the General Conference: 

1.) Will the church of the south tolerate dissent, 
or will it continue to manifest its traditional dog
matism and authoritarian style of leadership? 

2.) Will the church of the south tolerate theol
ogy as a discipline in view of the fact that pres
ently it is preoccupied with building churches and 
clinics and repairing schools? 

3.) Will the church of the south not abuse the 
role of laity by maintaining a hierarchical power 
through organizational structures? . 

4.) Will the church of the south financially 
carry the institutional structures in North 
America?1 

If Branson's observations are substantial, then 
we are faced with a situation worth looking into 
very closely. As a third worlder, I have felt that the 
churches of the north are basically assessing the 
self-concept of the churches of the south. They are 
asking the churches of the south to define them
selves in terms of experience, self-awareness, and 
sense of destiny. The churches of the north are also 
attempting to feel the pulse of the churches of the south. 
It would appear that the Adventist Church is indeed at 
the crossroads of time. Which way will it go, and how 
will it maintain the balance of power? 

It is expected that the church in every region of 
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the world will define and perceive the nature of its 
self-concept in relation to local and global com
mitments and concerns. Christians of Africa have 
not been exempt from this requirement. They are 
being asked by Christians of the West to articulate 
the purpose of their existence and their sense of 
destiny. Christians of Africa have the same expec
tations of those in the West. We all want to know 
how to relate to one another in view of the 
mission of the church. 

Psychology has contributed immensely to our 
understanding of the human developmental proc-

Those who are seriously concerned 
about whether or not the church of 
the south will be able to carry the 
burden of world church leadership 
must first of all ask themselves what 
kind of foundation was laid at the 
beginning. 

esses. We remain baffled by the complexity of the 
human creature. Yet we know just enough to 
appreciate the wisdom of God in designing hu
manity the way he did. From the school of devel
opmental psychology we are indebted to Erik 
Erikson who built his stage theory by emphasiz
ing the role of society in the structure of personal
ity.2 

Erikson became convinced that if children 
were to develop a meaningful sense of autonomy, 
it was necessary for the child to experience over 
and over again that he was a person allowed to 
make choices and learn the boundaries of self
determination.3 The child must be given an atmo
sphere of freedom in order to develop a sense of 
selfhood. At the same time, the child should 
realize that freedom has limits. 

According to Erikson, every person goes 
through eight stages of development and each 
stage is a crisis that must be resolved. The resolu
tion of that crisis is essential for subsequent 
growth and personality.4 For example, if a child 
develops trust in his mother, he lets her out of his 
sight with the certainty that she . will return. 
Similarly, this is the way the childnieasures other 
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people and also determines whom to trust or 
mistrust. 

Having thus acquired a sense of trust, the child 
demonstrates reliance and hope as virtues in his 
life. The child is ready to develop the skill of 
autonomy, which must yield the crop of a healthy 
self-concept and self-control. If the conflict at this 
stage is not positively resolved, the child mani
fests a low self-concept. These stages build on one 
another like a chain, allowing the child to achieve 
reliance, initiative, skills, role in society, commit
ment' concern for the world, and composure. 

With this construction I suggest that what hap
pens to us in our developmental stages naturally 
reflects in the character of the church we are 
members of. There is a correlational development 
between the life of the individual and that of the 
church. The church consists of people from all 
walks of life-that is, from all socio-cultural 
backgrounds and emotional experiences. They all 
bring their history into the church. This shows up 
in the way they view themselves and the world. 

I suggest that the self-concept of the Adventist 
Church in Africa today reflects, to a great extent, 
the nature of its upbringing. Whether Adventism 
in Africa has the virtues of hope, direction, pur
pose in life, competence, devotion, and care de
pends on how the stage conflicts were resolved in 
the history of its development. The way the chil
dren in Sabbath schools, in educational institu
tions, and in Christian homes were nurtured, re
flects in the present character of the church. 

Those who are seriously concerned about 
whether or not the church of the south will be able 
to carry the burden of world church leadership 
must first of all ask themselves what kind of 
foundation was laid at the beginning when the 
church was born in each area of the mission field. 
We reap what we sow. 

The gospel of Jesus Christ picks us up from 
where we are, transforms us, and makes us realize 
anew our worth. However, it is regrettable that 
one finds it difficult to overlook those experiences 
in African history that touch our sensitive nerves. 
It is not possible to clearly understand the attitude, 
behavior, struggles, and perceptions of African 
Christians while ignoring their history. The 
church has shaped human history; Similarly, 
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history has shaped the church. 
An investigation into African exposure to the 

global mission of the Adventist Church from the 
1901 to the 1985 General Conference sessions 
shows that Christians from Africa were excluded 
from participating in high levels of decision
making structures of the church. The Adventist 
message had already taken root in Southern Af
rica by the 1890s. Yet the first African to attend 
the General Conference session was James 
Malinki (Malawi) in 1930. In 1936 Isaac Xiba 
Nkomo (Zimbabwe) was the second and the only 
African to attend. No other Africans went to the 
General Conference sessions until 1954, when the 
West African, the Congo, the East African, and 
the Southeast African union missions sent about 
six African delegates to represent them. There 
was a turning point, however, during the 1985 
General Conference session in New Orleans. Of 
the total delegates from Africa, about 80 percent 
were Africans and 20 percent were missionaries.5 

Russell L. Staples even observed that 

... On the international scale the church has entered 
upon an era of change. At the General Conference 
session at New Orleans the church became newly aware 
of her diversity and unity, her selfhood and responsibil
ity, and the relative weight of her delegated presence. If 
Adventists had thought of themselves previously as a 
church with a message for "every nation, and kindred, 
and tongue, and people" (Rev. 14:6), they now came to 
see themselves as a church of all nations.6 

Before New Orleans the Adventist Church was 
still the church of all nations, but the African 
Adventists were always in the background. The 
global mission and affairs of the church were in 
the hands of the West. For that reason Adventists 
in Africa have maintained a low profile over the 
years. I make three observations in this regard: 

1.) The leadership of the Adventist Church was 
slow and sometimes hesitant to provide enough 
exposure in the global responsibilities to Chris
tians in Africa. This is the reason why. much of 
Africa is still behind in terms of the commitment 
to the worldwide mission of the church; 

2.) The missionaries believed that they were 
developing nationals for leadership, but in prac
tice theydid not find it easy to relinquish lead
ership in favor of the nationals; 
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3.) A stigma was often attached to those nation
als who sought their identity and self-determina
tion. Because this cry for self-expression was 
contemporaneous with African nationalism, 
those nationals who spoke strongly about their 
self-determination were labelled as politicians. 
Even at New Orleans, there was misunderstand
ing regarding the feelings of the African delegates 
who criticized certain ecclesiastical behaviors. 
All that the Africans were saying was that they 
should be given the faith, the trust, and the self
expression that they had never been given before. 

Now Africans have come to realize that when 
they go to world church sessions they do not go as 
evangelistic souvenirs but as counterparts in the 
global task of the church. Africans have begun to 
see themselves as partners with the rest of the 

Africans have come to realize that 
when they go to world church 
sessions they do not go as 
evangelistic souvenirs but as 
counterparts in the global task of 
the church. 

world and not just a mission field. After all, the 
whole world has become a mission field. 

From the late 1950s to the present, Africa has 
been going through the process of change-po
litically, culturally, economically, and relig
iously. While, on one hand, many African coun
tries have achieved political independence, on the 
other there is still a struggle for ~conomic sur
vival. There is also a big push for cultural revival. 
Even Christian theology is being rewritten from 
an African perspective. In harmony with the ten
ets of black consciousness, Africans want to build 
up their own value system and to see themselves 
as self-defined.7 

In 1968 John Molesworth Staples, a former 
Seventh-day Adventist missionary and college 
lecturer, wrote an article for Christianity Today in 
which he addressed himself to the greatest need 
for the church in Africa. In that article he pre
sented three areas in which Christianity would 
meet its greatest test in Africa. One of these was 
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in the field of race relations. He observed that 
Africans would have to assume stewardship of the 
work in their continent. 8 

He went further to suggest ways this could be 
accomplished: (1) The African church had to be 
provided with better-trained ministers who could 
present a message in the "new society"; (2) 
theological training was to become a matter of 

The African church cannot see itself 
as a counterpart of the world 
church when it remains dependent, 
suspicious, confused about its 
mission, and alienated. 

priority; and (3) there needed to be improvement 
in colleges and seminaries. Staffs were to be 
strengthened, libraries expanded, courses re
aligned to meet needs of present-day Africa, and 
entrance requirements kept high to attract good 
students. 

John M. Staples was not writing in a vacuum. 
He had been a missionary himself. He knew the 
condition of the ministerial training schools. He 
wanted to see certain changes made in order to 
enhance a healthy self-concept within the church 
in Africa. 

Russel L. Staples, born and raised in South 
Africa and a former president of Solusi College in 
Zimbabwe, has also shared his concern fororgan
izational changes within the Adventist Church in 
order to accommodate the Third World churches. 
His observation is that 

On the immediate horizon the most powerful con
straints for organizational change would appear to be: a) 
The anticipated straitened financial resources of the 
Third World churches. b) The delegation strength of the 
Third World at world sessions. This points toward a 
world organization that more generally reflects the de
mographic composition of the church. c) The progres
sivity of Adventists worldwide and their closeness to 

political power in many Third World countries. They 
naturally expect a major voice in the direction of church 
affairs. d) A feeling in some quarters that we may have 
reached the point at which centralization begins to 

hamper local initiative.9 
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Interestingly, Staples recognizes that the 
demographic weight of the Third World churches 
requires "expression in the world church leader
ship." However, his impression is that "balance 
will be maintained." The necessity for this bal
ance of power, as he sees it, is that whilst the Third 
World may be numerically strong, the West has 
the resources of experienced leadership, financial 
strength, institutions, and personnel with exper
tise and commitment. 

The challenge to the church in Africa is clear. 
We in Africa may have the numbers of baptisms 
and membership, but if we do not stand on our 
own feet financially we will not make an effective 
impact in our pursuit of self-enhancement and 
self-fulfillment. We have come to the crossroads 
of time when we must search forrelevance locally 
and globally. 

The church in Africa has come from a long 
history of dependence. It now must actualize 
itself and design its future in relation to the claims 
of the gospel. It will take selfhood, self-accep
tance, and self-reliance to achieve this goal. The 
African church cannot see itself as a counterpart 
of the world church when it remains dependent, 
suspicious, confused about its mission, and alien
ated. 

Tokunboh Adeyemo, in defining selfhood, 
states: 

Selfhood means that you do not want to be like 
anyone else, however nice they may be, but that you 
want to be yourself, that you want to be you; and when 
we apply this to the church, it means the same thing. 
Selfhood means that the church in Africa wants to be an 
African church in the African context That does not 
mean that I go back to the old religion and take animism 
and mix it in a little bit of Christianity and come up with 
something that is less Christian. I want to be truly biblical 
but authentically African, so that when they see me they 
know that I am a brother in Christ and that I am from 
Africa 10 

In a similar vein, Wayne E. Oates has defined 
selfbood as the specific focusing and clarification 
of human identity.H This focusing and clarifica
tion of human identity is not just an anthropo
logical quest for meaning, but even a Christ
centered question. One's selfhood cannot be dis
cussed apart from Christ. Christ is the center of 
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our being. The deciding factor of our identity is 
our encounter with Christ. 

The decisions and responses of the individual 
to Christ necessarily involve at least three con
flicts within the identity of humanity . (1) Conflict 
over one's personal and cultural background. 
This must answer the question: Who am I? (2) 
Conflict over one's sense of ultimate concern in 
calling and vocation: What am I going to be and 
what am I going to do with my life? (3) Conflict 
over the temporal and the eternal dimensions of 
one's destiny as a child of both the finite and the 
infmite-the responsibility of my trust and com
munion in Christ. 12 

Christ and our relationship to him changes the 
way history and society may have shaped us. 
Society has an influence- on us, but it is not the 
lasting and determining factor. Christ and the 
claims of the gospel do transform the old self and 
create a new self in us. What happens to us at 
conversion necessarily introduces a process of 
rediscovering our selfhood in Christ. In Romans 
6 Paul talks about the old self crucified with 
Christ and the new self raised to the newness of 
life. In Ephesians 2:12-21 he again underscores 
the fact that all those who have accepted Christ are 
"no longer foreigners and aliens, but fellow citi
zens with God's people and members of God's 
household" (NIY). Other New Testament texts 
that share this idea are Galatians 4: 1-11 and 1 
Peter 2:10. 

The identity of African Christians is not only 
anchored in their cultural heritage; African Chris
tians find their selfhood in their conviction that 
they are the sons and daughters of God. Oates 
points out that Jesus himself went through the 
struggle for selfhood. The stresses of the deci
sions in the wilderness confronted his own hu
manity in the decisive issues of his day-to-day 
living. He had to come to grips with his own 
heritage very early in life. He affirmed the pro
phetic heritage of Isaiah 61 in his Nazareth ser
mon (Luke 4:18-20), chose his true vocation by 
participating in the sufferings of others, did not 
detach himself, actualized his selfhood as a suf
ferer, and had an eschatological sense of destiny 
which was undergirded by an unfaltering trust in 
the power of his Father. 13 
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This is the same process that Christians in 
Africa must go through and affirm. Selfhood 
involves an appraisal of one's cultural heritage 
and an affirmation of and participation in the 
prophetic mission of the church on earth. This is 
the heart of Adventism. Selfhood does not draw 
us inward to ourselves; instead it makes us feel 
that we are counterparts with the rest of God's 
children who are involved in the task of mission. 
While, on the one hand, inferiority and superiority 
have the capacity to divide, selfhood, on the other 
hand, unites. 

People who lack self-acceptance 
cannot finance local church programs 
and projects. They cannot finance the 
world church either. 

Sometimes we assume that people naturally 
love themselves and hate others. Walter Trobisch, 
in his book Love Yourself, disagrees with this 
myth. He suggests that nobody is born with the 
ability to love himself.14 Loving oneself is some
thing that is to be developed. This means that 
people who hate themselves fmd it difficult to 
love others. This is the reason why the Bible 
admonishes us to love our neighbors as we love 
ourselves. Loving others is dependent on loving 
ourselves. 

Self-acceptance is a value that should be clari
fied in early childhood. IS It is well known that 
Africa has been a land of complexion creams-a 
manifestation of lack of self-acc~ptance. Self
hood and self-acceptance mean the ability to care 
for oneself and for others. The effects of lack of 
self-acceptance are wide-ranging. People who 
lack self-acceptance cannot finance local church 
programs and projects. They cannot finance the 
world church either. 

Is it not interesting that in the New Testament, 
the statements regarding Christ's identity precede 
statements concerning His self-denial? Before 
Jesus washed his disciples' feet he "knew that the 
Father had put all things under his power, and that 
he had come from God and was returning to God" 
(John 13:3, NN).16. Before we can go out into the 
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world as salt, we must fIrst of all come to grips 
with ourselves. The church in Africa also must 
come to teffils with itself before it fInd its place in 
the international scene. 

Are you aware that the Third World churches 
which called for moratorium on missionaries 
have remained recipients of material resources? 
For that reason, Kalilombe, of the Catholic 
Church in Malawi, asked: 

1) Can it be demonstrated that as more and more 
local people take over from expatriates, the local church 
is becoming correspondingly more self-reliant, more 
self-ministering, and more self-supporting? 2) Is the 
local church becoming more adapted to the conditions of 
the local people? 3) Is it answering better their needs and 
problems? 17 

These questions are very pertinent. As the 
African church grows in membership, the needs 
keep growing and becoming more complex. More 
qualifIed people are needed to provide a wider 
variety of expertise. The only security that the 
church has is the strength of the church as a 
whole-the laity. Kalilombe declared that "any 
church is worth what its laity is."18 He laid down 
the following suggestions for self-reliance for the 
church in Africa: 

• Projects must be planned and developed by 
the local churches so that they will possess a sense 
of ownership. 

• The donor countries should not give with too 
many strings attached, such as manning the 
projects by expatriates who end up consuming the 
funding in travel and maintenance. 

• The church's life and activity should be based 
on the active participation of the majority in the 
church, the laity. 

• The needs, aspirations, and problems of the 
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majority must determine the priorities. 
• The structures and shape of our institutions 

and organizations should be dictated by the ways 
of thinking, feeling, and acting; the standard of 
life; and the material, intellectual, moral, and 

The future of financing higher 
education, as well as the total 
activity of the church, must come 
to lie in our own hands rather 
than in external funding. 

spiritual resources of the active majority. 
• The Third World churches must view their 

reliance on foreign assistance as the minimum 
that the churches cannot do without, not the 
maximum that the churches can negotiate. 

• Third World churches must deliberately re
duce their dependence. 

• There must be an adequate period of prepara
tion for self-reliance. Self-reliance does not mean 
isolation. No man is an island.19 

Those of us in Africa admit that the greatest 
challenge facing our institutions of higher learn
ing is the challenge for survival. Many factors 
indicate that the future of fInancing higher educa
tion, as well as the total activity of the church, 
must come to lie in our own hands rather than in 
external funding. Centuries ago Jesus said: "Ask, 
and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall fInd" 
(Matthew 7:7, KJV). Certainly, the Lord who 
owns everything in this world is willing to give us 
all things. His wealth is placed in our hands and 
the hands of our neighbors. Let us tap our own 
African resources. 
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India's Latest Export to Adventism: 
Bullock-Cart Theology 

by Brian de Alwis 

I am writing from India, a land 
that has been the target of Chris

tian missions for over four centuries. Christianity 
has, however, made little headway and Christians 
number less than three percent of the population. 
Seventh-day Adventist missions have been in 
India for nearly a century, butthe results (153,571 
members on the books by the end of 1987 in a land 
of 800 million people) are distressingly meager. 
With over a billion people in Southern Asian 
countries, the church faces a staggering task. The 
two most significant challenges that bear directly 
on the mission of the church are the overwhelm
ing presence of the world religions and the mas
sive poverty typical of these countries. As one 
who is deeply grateful to count myself one among 
this small number of Adventists I want to share 
with you, my Australian brothers and sisters, my 
hopes and fears for the church and its mission in 
Southern Asia. 

I'm excited, because I believe that Southern 
Asia is ready for the fulfIllment of the Advent 
mission-the climactic proclamation of the ever
lasting gospel. This may be due to the religious 
nature of the people who have a strong sense of the 
supernatural. Alternatively, it may be related to 
the need we feel because of the stark economically 
conditioned poverty which forces over 60 percent 

Brian de Alwis received his doctorate from Andrews 
University and was Vice President for Academic Affairs at 
Spicer Memorial College until his sudden and untimely 
death early this year. This piece was reprinted from the 
Adventist Professional by permission of the Association of 
Adventist Business and Professional Men, Ltd., Sydney, 
Australia, an organization dedicated to lay participation in 
the mission of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 

of the people to live below the poverty line (that is, 
below an annual income of $100.00 U.S.). Or it 
could, in part, be brought about by the agony of 
terrorism with which we are daily confronted. For 
whatever reasons, our people are eager to hear a 
good word for times such as these. Among the 
believers themselves, I find a vibrant faith in that 
which Adventism holds dear. There are individu
als who are remarkable examples of faith. How
ever, there are also some things which are cause 
for great concern. My overwhelming concern is 
that Adventism in Southern Asia is still, and 
seems all set to continue to be, a foreigner. My 
greatest hope for Adventism is that it will become 
"the Servant Church," for I believe it is only in this 
way that the mission of the church will be fulfilled 
in Asian countries. 

Bishop Clarke Sunder of the Church of South 
India, speaking at Spicer Memorial College re
cently, remarked: "I see very little that is Indian 
here." Often referred to as "the American mis
sion," the foreignness of Adventism in India per
sists. Foreignness touches every aspect of church 
life and is perhaps the greatest single drawback to 
the accomplishment of its mission. Southern. 
Asians looking at our publications will see that 
four decades after Southern Asian countries be
came independent and the appointment of nation
als as editors, almost all the articles are written by 
foreigners. Glancing through our church paper, 
the Southern Asia Tidings (comparable to the 
South Pacific Record), for the last three years 
(1986-1988), they will see that 87 out of the 90 
theological or spiritual articles that involve crea
tive thinking were reprints from Western jour
nals. They will probably take note of the column 
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"Home and Family" by Margaret Nathaneal, the 
indigenous associate director of Church Minis
tries, as an outstanding exception because it ap
peared in 23 issues. If they look for editorial 
reaction, their opinion of our subservience will 
find confmnation as editorial comment on the 
Southern Asian church, its mission, and concerns 
is entirely absent. Not a single editorial is to be 
found in all 36 issues. 

At a conference on Buddhism in Rangoon, in 
June 1988, Adventist missiologist Gottfried 
Oosterwal asked a Burmese brother as to how a 
Burman would view the Rangoon church build
ing. The prompt reply was: "A colonial building." 
If you should look at the model of the proposed 
church building for Spicer College, with its gothic 
windows and other typically Western features, 
and you had a suspicion that it strongly resembled 
the Takoma Park Church orthePioneer Memorial 
Church at Andrews University, it would be pre
cisely because the Indian architect was sent to the 
United States to see these churches and use them 
as models. Southern Asian Adventism has slav
ishly accepted Western church architecture as 
being synonymous with Christian architecture. 
We have, as yet, not given serious consideration 
to the theological statement our church buildings 
can make. Western fears of syncretism have too 
often stifled our creativity. However, both in 
appe~ance and function the desirable features of 
Hindu and Buddhist temples can be incorporated 
with profit. There are points at which the gospel 
can be accommodating, and others at which it 
must be challenging. 

The foreignness of Adventist missionaries is a 
byword. Adventist mission institutions are seen 
by Asians of other faiths not so much as represent
ing the religion of Christ, but as enduring pockets 
of colonialism. The missionary not only brought 
the message, but all too often the Western world, 
as well. Experienced and senior national workers 
find themselves overshadowed by the fledgling 
missionary who comes with a far higher salary 
and has all the advantages of better housing and 
facilities. The newcomer's vast supply of goods in 
underdeveloped countries has the effect of isolat
ing the missionary from both the people and the 
culture. The Adventist living in the mission com-
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pound is profoundly influenced by the 
missionary's affluence and lifestyle. In dress and 
lifestyle Adventists are more Western than most 
Westernized Indians. Little wonder then that 
there is a constant exodus of our college graduates 
and others to Western countries. 

One can hardly blame the average Southern 
Asian for thinking of local Adventists as being in 
a state of colonial servitude. The role of the 
national leader, the average church employee, and 
the lay member is largely adjectival to the part 
played by the missionary. The local Adventist 

Both in appearance and function 
the desirable features of Hindu and 
Buddhist temples can be 
incorporated with profit. There are 
points at which the gospel can be 
accommodating, and others at 
which it must be challenging. 

elite often came across as being more foreign than 
the missionary. Until the idea was abandoned in 
1985, a concerted attempt was made to shift the 
Southern Asia Division headquarters outside of 
Division territory. The places to which the shift 
was attempted included London, Teheran, Cy
prus, Hong Kong, Singapore, Bangkok, and 
Colombo. Considerable money (including a 
100,000 rupee gift to the Sri Lankan president's 
fund) was spent in the attempt which had to be 
abandoned as government permi~sion was not 
forthcoming in any place. Reasons given for the 
proposed shift included the fear that missionaries 
would be phased out of India, and concern for 
travel restrictions on Indians to other countries 
within the Division. One dreads to imagine what 
the average Indian would have thought of a church 
that shifted its headquarters to a foreign country 
after being based in India for decades. Nothing 
would have served better to reveal our foreignness 
and subservience. 

Consequent on the failure to make the shift, 
four Unions (Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Burma, and 
Pakistan) were transferred to other divisions. The 
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most troubling aspect is the lack of participation 
by the church membership in major decisions of 
this nature. Twenty-seven Spicer College faculty 
members met with President Neal Wilson in 1985 
at the Division Office in Puna to protest the shift 
of headquarters and the transfer of the Unions. 
They prefaced their memorandum with this state
ment: 

We are constrained to place our concerns before you 
as crucial, far-reaching decisions are being taken by the 
Division Officers at the General Conference without 
broad-based consultation (or for that matter, it seems to 
us, without any consultation) of the Southern Asian 
church. 

Southern Asian Adventists have long felt the 
need for open lines of communication between 
leaders and laity, between first and third worlds. 
The vital need is for a servant (incarnational) 
theology to inform the church in its polity and 
practice. Such a theology must identify with the 
trans-cultural core which constitutes the distinc
tively Adventist message, and yet be rooted in 
Southern Asian soil. In recent times, the "B ullock
Cart Theology Series" is attempting to meet this 

In some places the bullock-cart is 
the most efficient means of 
transport there is. The best vessel 
to proclaim the Three Angels' 
messages in Asia is the life that is 
truly Adventist and truly Asian. 

need. The symbol of the bullock-cart is a call to 
"do" theology and not merely "import" it. Ad
ventist theology cannot ignore the overwhelming 
presence of the world religions in Asia. This is the 
context in which we live. It means, for instance, 
that Adventist apocalypticism and eschatology 
must be made meaningful in the context of the 
cyclical world views of Asian religions. Bullock
Cart theology is a call to mutuality-first world 
Adventism must realize, as we do, that in some 
places the bullock-cart is the most efficient means 
of transport there is. The best vessel to proclaim 
the Three Angels' messages in Asia is the life that 
is truly Adventist and truly Asian. 
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If there is one theological issue, more than any 
other, which calls upon the church to be servant 
and experience the Incarnation, it is that of pov
erty. All Asian religion is basically an attempt at 
explaining the economically conditioned poverty 
that pervades Southern Asia. Adventism has yet 
to learn to do theology from the perspective of the 
poor; yet~ it is only as it is shown how God speaks 
in the midst of Southern Asian destitution and 
deprivation that Adventism will cease to be a 
foreigner. An Adventism without the cross will 
fail in the accomplishment of the mission of the 
church. Because the Son of Man came to this 
world not to be served, but to serve, and to give his 
life as a ransom for many, the church is to manifest 
the same form of a servant. And only as the church 
manifests the same form of the servant which was 
seen in the Lord's march to the cross, will it 
become the body of which he is the head. 

What does all of this have to do with Adventist 
believers outside of my home division? Neal C. 
Wilson, president of the General Conference, 
speaking at the Spicer College Forum on "Issues 
in Bullock-Cart Theology" on March 25, identi
fied an issue which I believe is as significant to the 
South Pacific Division as it is to us in Southern 
Asia. He was responding to Volume 2 of the 
Bullock-Cart Theology Series, an open letter to 
the president and members of the General Confer
ence Committee, which stated: 

This is what bullock-cart theology is all about
mutuality. And yet this mutuality will never be the result 
of either the magnitude of first-world funds or the 
preponderance of third world numbers. 

President Wilson considered this a "very valid 
point," which Seventh-day Adventists need to be 
aware of today because it could "introduce a force 
that could tear us apart!" He said: 

It speaks in this document about the conflict that 
there is between numerical voting power in the church as 
opposed to fmancial power within the church. Now it 
didn't put it exactly in those words, but it is very clear in 
the document that this is being presented as the great 
stumbling block to this church. And frankly I have to 
totally concur ... 

There are those who are helping to fmance the world 
church financially, who do not have voting power in the 
church: They have the financial power but not the voting 
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power. And to a large extent those who have the voting 
power do not have the fmancial power. Frankly, if we are 
not very careful, and if the Holy Spirit does not guide us 
in finding a good solution to that, and one of the best 
solutions there is, is what has been suggested in this little 
document, that is, let's get together and talk: about it 
(S.M.C. Forum Tape). 

Wilson concluded his comments with the hope 
that the Lord would help us somehow to find an 
answer "to avoid some kind of difficult confron
tation that this church could very easily experi
ence and that could fragment us." 

The crux of the question lies in the importance 
accorded to money. Is financial power in the 
Seventh-day Adventist organizational structure 
in harmony with the mission of the church? Asian 
and African countries have seen their member
ships grow, but for years have had no representa
tion on the General Conference Committee. Even 
with recent changes, they are still very inade
quately represented. Leadership positions in 
these divisions have for too long been retained by 
missionaries from the first world. 

Our experience may well pose some questions 
to you in Australia. In the South Pacific Division, 
the home field, with a membership of 55,399, 
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pays a total titheof$AU31,662,746. On the other 
hand, the mission field-the Central, and Western 
Pacific, and Papua New Guinea Unions, with a 
membership three times as large (157,667}-pays 
a tithe of only $AU6,921,281. 

What has the financial dominance of the Home 
Field meant to the mission of the church? Has it 
resulted in the cultural emasculation of the Island
ers? Would not the mission of the church be 
accomplished sooner if the indigenous church 
was encouraged to develop along the lines of its 
own genius? Is there not an assumption of the 
superiority of the donor (with regard to the cause 
of the mission) in the impositions he makes on the 
donee? If democratic elections on a membership 
basis were held in the South Pacific Division, 
would there be a majority of Island staff at Divi
sion headquarters? These are questions that are 
meaningful, I believe, if our experience has any
thing to say to you. The Bullock-Cart is a call to 
mutuality-bridging the gulf between the worlds. 
It is an attitude, an outlook, a conviction which 
says that the Third-World church is also a full 
partner in Adventism. Supremely, it is a call to a 
servanthood that brings about a mutuality mani
fested in our Lord's incarnation. 



Brazil Teaches Gringos 
How to Worship 
by Terese Thonus 

Just over one year ago, after our 
wedding and honeymoon, my 

husband Richard and I found ourselves setting up 
housekeeping in a small town in a southern 
Brazilian state. Richard, an urban Brazilian, went 
through a mild form of culture shock. As a music 
education graduate from Andrews University 
with a graduate degree in linguistics from the 
University of Texas, my reaction was much the 
same. 

The local Seventh-day Adventist church, 
Templo Adventista, was just seven or eight blocks 
away from where we lived. Our experience with 
this congregation would playa key role in our not
so-pleasant adjustment. 

On our first Sabbath, I noted with delight a 
small electronic organ at the front, still unopened, 
and told a deacon I would be glad to play it if no 
one else was scheduled. I was not invited to play. 
We sat through Sabbath school and church. 
People stared at my sleeveless arms and Richard's 
tieless neck. No one spoke to us on the way out, 
and no one invited us home for lunch. 

On the way home, somewhat crestfallen, we 
discussed the advisability of continuing to wor
ship just down the road. Wouldn't it be much 
better, we reasoned, to drive an hour away to the 
state capital, where we knew the sermons and 
social life would be more like what we were used 
to? For some reason we chose to return to the 
Templo the next week. And this is what we have 
done every Sabbath since. 

Terese Thonus has an MA in linguistics from the Univer
sity of Texas at Arlington, and teaches at Cultura Inglesa, 
Curitiba and Porto Alegre, Brazil. 

The second week I again offered my musical 
talents to the deacon. My services were not 
required. During Sabbath school, the deacon 
asked my husband to write our names and our 
parents' names on a piece of paper. Richard 
complied, though mystified. 

Three weeks into our adventure, we met Pastor 
Dorvalino. "I understand you play the organ," he 
said. "Why don't you accompany us next Sab
bath?" A few moments later the deacon came to 
apologize. "I'm sorry. It's just that we didn't 
know if you were Adventists or not. You under
stand." We tried. Dorvalino did his best to make 
us feel welcome, but we saw him rarely. His 
district of eight congregations was widely scat
tered, and he needed to get around by bus. Most 
sermons were preached by laymen, and a place on 
the speakers' roster was a much-coveted privi
lege. 

We requested that our memberships be trans
ferred to the Templo. First the board would, of 
course, need to check us out. Jorge, the head elder, 
came to speak to me urgently. "There's a prob
lem," he said. "It's Richard's beard. Don't you 
think you could convince him to shave it off?" I 
was taken aback. My husband had (and still has) 
a well-trimmed, attractive beard which did a lot 
for his self-esteem, and I told Jorge as much. "Oh, 
I understand, but some of the board members are 
having a hard time. But don't worry, we'll work 
things out. Just don't tell Richard." The subject 
never came up again, and a few Sabbaths later, we 
were voted into membership. 

A sort of "honeymoon" ensued. Richard began 
substituting for missing Sabbath school teachers, 
and I was invited by Clarice, the music director, to 
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rehearse two small choruses, one female and one 
mixed. I was surprised at the complete lack of fear 
and trembling demonstrated by the groups when 
they got up to sing. . They had learned all their 
pieces by ear and when they erred, they erred 
boldly. Not one of them could read a score. I took 
this as a challenge and set out on a "musical 
literacy" experiment. Richard warned me not to 
expect too much. I could see why after I dis
covered that the average education among the 
women was at the third grade level and not much 
higher among the men. In many instances, reading 
the notes was not the main problem; reading the 
words was. I tried to be patient. After all, hadn't 
I found a real ministry? In a year, I determined, I 
would leave the Templo with something palpable: 
a musically-literate congregation. 

After a few weeks, I began to pay attention to 
their music-not the pieces I had taught them, but 
the ones they had learned before or put together 
themselves on the spur of the moment: Borba and 
Arcelino's duets from the hymnal, in thirds, with 
portamentos borrowed from local folk tradition; 
Clarice's family trio warbling "oldies but good
ies" from Harpa Crista; choruses they had 
"learned" in the wrong rhythm. Nevertheless, the 
gospel message seemed to get through. I was the 
only one bothered by the fact that they couldn't 
follow the organ, whenever it worked. 

We began to help with neighborhood evangel
istic meetings. Richard was in his element as 
children's story-teller; I organized the music. 
The slide projector broke, the tape recording was 
indecipherable, but the place was packed every 
time. We went to Sister Diva's home meeting on 
Sabbath afternoon to sing. There were three non
Adventists in attendance. A round, stem woman 
with a two-foot braid, Diva had once told me that 
God didn't like it when women cut their hair, 
looking meaningfully at my bare neck. But in her 
own territory she was magnificent in her care for 
an alcoholic woman. We found Diva's spirit in 
nearly everyone in the church: severity on "stan
dards" with themselves and the brethren, but 
tremendous openness and soul-winning zeal to
wards "them who are without." The most illiter
ate among them knew how to give a Bible study to 
his next-door neighbor, and very often did. 
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We began inviting church people over for re
hearsals and meals. They "oohed" and "aahed" 
over our stereo and computer. Most got their first 
taste of Bach and Beethoven sitting on our living 
room sofa. Knowing that we would be leaving 

Having a spiritual (or material gift) 
doesn't mean that I have the right 
to demand that the gift be accepted 
and/or used. And I got frustrated 
at times because mine wasn't. 

soon, some began to make offers for our car, our 
small gas stove, even my clothes. "Mrs. White 
says that we should offer our possessions to our 
brothers and sisters first if we have to sell some
thing," one reminded me. I didn't press her for a 
reference. I didn't need convincing. We knew 
that our weekly Dorcas offering of rice and beans 
went straight onto the tables of at least some 
church members, and I had often "met myself' in 
the person of sisters wearing clothes I had do
nated. As a matter of fact, a wardrobe I once 
considered scanty now seemed luxurious, even 
after being purged of all possible charity. 

Still, frustrations mounted. Why did they 
never show up for rehearsal? Why were we 
always asked to sing the moment of, and not a 
week beforehand? Why couldn't they learn the 
names of the notes just a little faster? 

The Christmas program was a near disaster. I 
had planned something which was much too 
complicated, and then threw a fit when the chorus 
members went to an impromptucampmeeting 
instead of showing up for rehearsals. But with a 
little of the grace of God, something was commu
nicated, something was sung. My husband said to 
me at the end, "They don't want what you have to 
offer. You have to accept that." He was right. 

Having a spiritual (or material) gift doesn't 
mean that I have the right to demand that the gift 
be accepted and/or used. And I got frustrated at 
times because mine wasn't. The gift that I needed 
was much more like that of Maria's. She sewed 
for Dorcas and spent every Sunday afternoon 
with a large group ofladies putting the church's 
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closet in order. Or that of Romilda's, who made 
sure there were three bouquets of fresh flowers on 
the platform every Sabbath, even if they had to 
come from her own garden. Or that of Daniel's, 
who cleaned up the church on Friday afternoons 
and distributed tithe receipts during the lesson. 

I had originally thought of coming to this 
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country as a missionary, but the people of Templo 
have taught me the lesson which any missionary 
anywhere must learn: that having a fIrst-world 
background and college education does not cre
dential one for service. 

Who is the missionary and who is the mission? 
For me the distinctions have blurred. 



North American Laity, . 
the World is Watching 

by Jay Du Nesme 

I n several areas the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church in North 

America needs to declare bankruptcy. Bank
ruptcy does not necessarjly signal complete fail
ure. Rather, it means "recognizing failures for 
what they are, and no longer tolerating or defend
ing outdated, unneeded, or inefficient practices 
and programs. It means taking extraordinary ac
tions to solve exceptional problems. Here, we 
will focus on just one area crying out for decisive 
action-improving the structure of the North 
American Church at the division level. 

Unfortunately, for almost 90 years virtually 
no fundamental reorganizing has taken place 
within Adventism. The most significant cause of 
problems within the church's structure is the lack 
of trust. Most administrators, from the General 
Conference to the local conferences, would argue 
strongly that they do trust the laity. The facts 
speak otherwise. Even in "progressive" North 
American conferences, where lay people com
prise a majority of the executive committees, lay 
people have never been in line-authority 
positions, where they made significant executive 
decisions. Lay people have also rarely been an 
integral part of the dreaming and long-range, 
strategic planning process of the church. 

Yet, management experts teach that successful 
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organizations not only actively involve all layers 
in decision-making. They also advocate pushing 
responsibility down the structural ladder as far as 
possible. This is not presently the case within the 
North American Division. In spite of the signifi
cant changes in the structure of the North 
American Division approved at the 1989 Autumn 
council, the General Conference can still ulti
mately control the selection of leaders for the 
North American Division, as well as the flow of 
funds. 

Lay people are largely at fault for accepting a 
minor and passive role in directing and carrying 
out the mission of the church. With few excep
tions we have accepted the status quo and not 
insisted on a major voice in church affairs. That 
must change. There are three innovations that 
urgently need to take effect if there is to be a 
genuine North American Division response to an 
active laity. 

First, lay members should make their presence 
felt as early as the 1990 General Conference 
Session in Indianapolis. Lay delegates can urge 
that North America, like all the other divisions, 
meet from the beginning of the session as a 
caucus. Now, North America is the only division 
that does not meet as a division to select the names 
of individuals it wishes to have as its leaders. 

Delegates from North America meet only by 
groupings of unions, and typically pick clergy to 
serve on the nominating committee. In that com
mittee, the North American clergy, along with the 
president of the General Conference, decide by 
themselves, without further consultation with the 
North American delegates, who will lead the 
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division. All the delegates from North America
from the fIrst night on-should caucus and pick 
by secret ballot the names of division leaders the 
entire delegation feels will respond most effec
tively to the needs of North America. 

Second, the North American Division should 
move toward a representative, or constituency
based form of organization. Lay members could 
participate far more in helping to set the direction 
for North America if the division leadership were 
to be chosen, not at the General Conference Ses
sion, but at a constituency meeting of the North 
American Division. Members of such a constitu
ency could be selected at the local conference 
constituency meetings, the level of church struc
ture where lay memberS are most fully repre
sented. The responsibilities and activities of the 
division constituency could be modeled after 
the triennial local conference constituency 
meetings. With a constituency-based North 
American Division, lay members could more ef
fectively bring about the changes needed to re
invigorate North American Adventism. 

Third, fmancial decisions need to be brought 
closer to those giving the funds. Like the other 
divisions, North America should be able to con
trol its own income, and pass on fIxed percentages 
to the General Conference just as all other divi-

. sions do. Presently, North America, and only 
North America, is required to send its income 
directly to the General Conference. The General 
Conference Committee then decides how much to 
turn back to North America. These practices must 
change, so that the North American Division 
operates the way every other division does. 

Of course, this will insure that North America, 
through its constituency-chosen division leader
ship, will more directly control how much money 
the General Conference headquarters will have 
for its own operations. The division cou1d well 
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decide to continue appropriating as much money 
as before for the overseas divisions, while placing 
a cap on the amount or percentage of money from 
North America going to the General Conference, 

Inaction will have dire, even 
catastrophic consequences. Only by 
taking decisive action can trust be 
restored between the laity and the 
leadership of the North American 
Division. 

just to operate its Silver Spring, Maryland head
quarters. Because of fInancial problems in North 
America, local and union conferences are being 
forced, much more than most members realize, to 
reduce their own personnel and services. Still, 
given the long tradition of giving by North Ameri
can members for the world-wide work of Ad
ventism, if lay members were told that the North 
American Division had successfully reduced the 
amount of money going to operate the General 
Conference headquarters, it is likely that the 
North American laity would actually increase 
their giving for overseas missions. 

Such fundamental reorganization may appear 
challenging to some North American clergy, but 
inaction will have dire, even catastrophic conse
quences. Only by taking decisive action can trust 
be restored between the laity and the leadership of 
the North American Division. As a result, the 
North American Division can be renewed and 
rejuvenated. Much is at stake, for the entire Ad
ventist denomination still expects the support, 
fInancially and institutionally, of a strong and 
buoyant North American Division. It is time, 
North American lay members, to act. The world 
is watching. 



Australia--A Time for Women 
to Lead in Education 

by Wilfred Rieger 

"Dear God, 
Are boys better than girls? I know you are one, 

but please try to be fair. 
Love, 
Samantha. " 

T his small girl's diary entry gets 
quickly to the heart of the issue. 

Her petition reflects the norms of her society and 
its culture, including her acquired notion of 
personhood. It appears to Samantha that, where 
she is living, girls are not "getting the breaks." 

That same uncomfortable feeling is experi
enced by people within the Seventh-day Advent
ist Church who perceive gender-exclusiveness as 
a persisting problem. 1 The seriousness of the 
problem was acknowledged by the 1985 General 
Conference session, in calling on the church 
worldwide to "open up leadership positions to 
women."2 This study demonstrates that few 
Seventh-day Adventist elementary schools and 
high schools in the South Pacific Division employ 
women in leadership positions. Several strategies 
for implementation are suggested below. 

Australian Society 

A ustralian education generally ex
hibits ambivalence about equal 

opportunity programs. For instance, reports ftom 
public schools in New South Wales indicate that 
40 percent of the promotions have been set aside 
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for women teachers3 and that the federal govern
ment is emphasizing a national policy that 

recognizes the need to provide a supportive school 
environment in which girls and boys are equally valued 
and challenged as learners and their needs are equitably 
catered for.4 

On the other hand,. Yates5 claims that much of 
the attention given to sexism, gender, and equal 
opportunity is illusory. Equally disheartening are 
articles in the Australian press that describe poli
tics as "still a man's game in which men set the 
rules. '>6 Women remain an expedient and "are 
manipulated as a 'gender requirement' when it 
suits men to do so .... Women in politics get only 
what the men want to give them."7 

South Pacific Division 
1985-1988 

W here does the Seventh-day Ad
ventist system in the South Pacific 

Division fit into this wider picture? During 1985-
1988, the number of women serving as principals 
in South Pacific Division schools is dispropor
tionate to the number of women teachers in those 
schools. Consequently, principalships, during at 
least the years covered by my study, are heavily 
weighted against women and in favor of men. 

Data analysis also reveals that, with one excep
tion, all high school principals are male. Further
more, while a representative number of women 
work under the direction of women principals, a 
maximum Qfonly five men inthe entire South 
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Pacific Division education system worked under 
women principals during anyone year in the 
survey period. 

Educational administration ratios at confer
ence, union, or division levels are no better. Ex
cept for some remedial and curriculum consult
ants, women are conspicuous by their absence. 
Recently Loma Linda University, in conjunction 
with the South Pacific Division Education De
partment, began offering an M.A. (Education) 
degree as part of a summer school program at 
Avondale College. The Loma Linda coordinators 

Given these perceptions, appointment 
of women to one-teacher school 
principalships seems very much like a 
penalty. Will these women move on in 
time to principalships in larger schools? 
Past experience has not proved 
encouraging. 

(according to unofficial reports) were surprised 
that the division sponsored 10 men, but no 
women, for the "administration strand" of the 
1986-1987 M.A. program. Twelve men and 
three women were sponsored for the "curriculum 
strand" during the following year. Under the 
division's older policy of sending full-time, em
ployee-sponsored students to overseas post
graduate study programs, men are still receiving 
benefits, but no women from either the elemen
tary or high school sector are presently being 
sponsored for overseas postgraduate studies. 

In the years 1985 through 1988, the number of 
male/female one-teacher school principals was 
not disproportionate. This can be perceived as an 
encouraging sign. However, research indicates 
that more than 50 percent of final year elemen
tary-level teacher education students viewed ap
pointments to a one-teacher school as either 
"negative" or "highly negative."8 Major reasons 
given were: (1) Excessive work load9 coupled 
with disproportionate financial remuneration; (2) 
lack of opportunity for social contact and profes
sional development; (3) "small town" atmo
sphere.10 
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Given these perceptions, appointment of 
women to one-teacher school principalships 
seems very much like a penalty. Will these 
women move on in time toprincipalships in larger 
schools? Past experience has not proved encour
aging. 

Defending the Status Quo 

W e will now consider some of the 
arguments for maintaining male 

dominance in school administration. A common 
one claims that it is pointless to employ young 
women because they always get married and 
leave to have babies. In other words, women are 
poor long-term organizational investments. In 
fact, not all women get married, or have children. 

It is understandable for an employer to be disap
pointed when an employee leaves work, especially if she 
or he is doing a good job. But it isn't just young women 
having children who leave ajob. Men and women of all 
ages leave jobs, mostly to go to new ones. To say, "I 
won't employ [promote] a woman because she'll only 
leave to have a baby,".is the same as saying "I won't 
employ [promote] a man because he'll only leave to take 
another job."l1 

The level of frustration experienced by some 
female church teachers is illustrated by one fe
male respondent in a survey [in response to a 
written request for maternity leave]: "A letter 
came back accepting my resignation! I never 
resigned! ! "12 

A second argument alleges that women do not 
apply for leadership positions in denominational 
schools. When pressed, most women decline pro
motions. Even if accurate, this may be so because 
many women have become so discouraged be
cause of past policies and experiences that they 
are reconciled to submissive roles within the 
organization. Women are also unlikely to seek 
principalships because they believe the training 
available prior to appointment is inadequateP 

Third, defenders of the division's record sug
gest that the position of women in Adventist 
schools is no worse than that of women in state 
education systems. Comparisons of 1983 public 
school figures, 14 with Adventist figures for ·1984, 
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show similar percentages of women principals in 
each system. The answer to this point is simply 
that two wrongs don't make a right. Rather, the 
church should heed the admonition of the apostle 
Paul: "Don't let the world around you squeeze 
you into its own mold "15 The church needs to 
provide a model that challenges the thinking and 
practices of the world. 

Proposing a New Future 

C an we learn anything from the 
current situation? How should we 

respond? Here are some suggestions: 
1.) Corporately and individually we need to ac

knowledge that genderexciusiveness exists in South 
Pacific Division school leadership positions. This 
problem is highlighted by the continuing use of 
discriminatory language in policy statements and 
administrative procedures found in current division 
documents: 

1.210:89 The school principal is responsible to the 
employing organization for the management of the school. 
He receives his directions through its ranking officer the 
Conference President. ... 16 

2.710:89 It is expected that the principal will use his 
authority for the control of school property .17 

Job Description Union Education Director, Func
tions and Responsibilities: 

2. Assist division education director in his evalua
tion of the union colleges ... 18 

Are these examples merely lapses in proofread
ing, or significant indicators of the "deep thought 
structure" of church administrators? 

2.) Men should repent of monopolizing denomi
national power structures, and recognize their need 
of the Spirit of Jesus when it comes to power 
relationships. 19 

3.) We must reaffIrm the 1985 General Confer
ence Session's call for opening leadership positions 
to women. (Greater incentive would exist if the 
General Conference followed its own advice.) We 
also need to provide the means for accomplishing 
this by initiating "enabling strategies." 

These strategies might include specific re
quests to nominating committees (and the many 
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other decision-making committees relating to 
education) to utilize the resources and leadership 

The church needs to carefully 
review the composition of 
committees, because as long as 
selection panels are directed and 
composed largely of men ... the 
situation can only get worse. 

talents of women in education and the church at 
large. Moreover, the church needs to carefully 
review the composition of committees, because 
as long as selection panels are directed and com
posed largely of men, or women who are not 
professionally active and qualified, and as long as 
no account is taken of arguments about role mod
els of women for girls (and for boys), nor of 
evidence of outstanding female leadership and 
participation in education, the situation can only 
get worse.20 

For instance, the validity of recommendations 
by the Adventist Commission on Women's 
Roles21 might be questioned because 80 percent 
of its members are men. Hence, as part of this 
process of change, women must represent 
themselves. 

4.) McMahon22 directs our attention to a num
ber of career tactics useful for denominationally 
employed women: Work out values and pursue 
them; gain qualifications equal to those held by 
men; display endurance, integrity, and assertive
ness; develop and use support groups and net
works; understand the system; have long-term 
career goals; and don't be afraid to work on 
committees if the opportunity arises.23 

5.) As pointed out by Guy,24 we should change 
a number of Adventist schooling practices (e.g. 
curriculum content, instructional practices) in 
order to "nip the problem in the bud." 

6.) Qualitative and quantitative research para
digms might offer new insights into the problem. 

7.) Finally (although these suggestions are not 
intended to be exhaustive), we need to review and 
evaluate progress, or the lack of it, to see whether 
strategies have been effectively implemented and 
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whether they are helping us reach our goals. This 
procedure should be part of an ongoing process in 
an organization where leadership has a "vision." 

What, then, of the future? Vyhmeister (in a 
spirit of kindness, no doubt) entitled her study 
about Adventist women in church leadership po
sitions: "Not Weary in Well Doing."25 However, 
data for the Adventist education system in the 
South Pacific Division indicates that the reality of 
women in leadership positions is more accurately 
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described as "not doing well, and weary." 
But this is not a time for despondency. The 

origin of the Seventh-day Adventist Church was 
marked by the creative, cooperative, caring, and 
energetic endeavors of a group of relatively young 
people. The latter phase of the development of the 
church will be no less challenging or exciting. 
According to Scripture,26 there will be no room for 
gender exclusiveness. However, for this to hap
pen, we must step out in faith. 
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AIDS, Africa, 
and the Adventist Church 

by Andrezj Zeromski 

T he Acquired Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome (AIDS) epidemic will 

have a substantial effect on the Adventist Church 
in Africa. Adventists must confront the enormity 
-of those changes in relati~n to the quarter of the 
denomination's worldwide membership that lives 
on the African continent. To recognize the cer
tainty and rapidity of these changes, it is also 
necessary to understand the full dimension of the 
AIDS crises in Africa. Finally, the Seventh-day 
Adventist church must explore what it can do to 
combat the on-slaught of AIDS in Africa. 

Impact of AIDS on the Church 

T he growth of the SDA Church in 
Africa has been meteoric, with 1.5 

million members today and perhaps nearly 5 
million by the year 2000.1 Can this phenomenal 
growth rate be maintained in the face of the AIDS 
epidemic? The answer is probably not. 

Falling birth rates and loss of young adults due 
to AIDS will eventually result in decreased mem
bership growth among the 20-to-40-year-olds. 
This group is vital to the function of the church, 
since it provides much of the denomination's lay 
leadership and financial support. Church mem
bership and attendance will become weighted 
toward the very young, since persons oyer the age 
of 40 to 50 in Africa make up a small proportion 
of the population, especially in rural areas. 

Andrezj Zeromski is a pseudonym for an Adventist health
care professional in Africa. 

Many young people joining the church now 
may already be infected with the virus. One rea
son is the early sexual activity of African young 
people. A recent unpublished survey in a rural 
Adventist school found that one out of 10 students 
was sexually active at age 10. By age 13, one of 
three children was sexually active. Since life 
expectancy is shortened, Adventists who are now 
young will not be sustaining church growth. Per
haps as many as 20 percent of urban adult converts 
joining the church in 1990 will be dead of AIDS 
by the beginning of the next century. Early in the 
21st century the population growth will probably 
slow, due to vertical (mother to child) human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) transmission that 
occurred during the late 1980s and 1990s. This 
will probably result in decreased accessions to 
the church. 

Women whose spouses are not church members 
compose a large sector of church membership in 
many African countries. These women provide 
continuity to the function and life of the church. 
Unfortunately, these women are at risk of ac
quiring HIV infection from their husbands who 
may have outside sexual contacts. These women 
provide an Adventist environment for their 
growing children, many of whom will eventually 
become church members. Disintegration of these 
Adventist households and dispersal of children, 
perhaps to non-Adventist homes, could curtail 
membership growth. 

With time, growth in church membership may 
slacken, reflecting the effects of AIDS on the 
general population. If the long-term population 
decline that some project for Africa becomes a 
reality, then the church may have to make econo-
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mies in its present organizational structure. Par
alleling population losses from AIDS, and a de
cline in Mrican contributions, appropriations from 
the world church to the church in Africa will 
probably continue to decrease in real terms. Within 
the African church, tension could develop be
tween the increasing pastoral needs at the com
munity level and reduced financial resources to 
maintain the church's central structure. 

Several factors that normally might substantially 

Young clergy probably have 
a greater chance of having been 
sexually infected before joining the 
ministry. The numbers of young 
men available to enter the ministry 
may decrease with time, and the 
median age of ministers will rise. 

alter projected growth rates will probably not 
occur. Vaccines or effective treatment, even if 
they become available, will not substantially 
change the epidemic's course. Development and 
production costs are likely to limit their use in the 
world's poorest regions. The infrastructure neces
sary for effective delivery may not be present in 
some countries. Where it once existed, the system 
may have already disintegrated because of the 
epidemic. Of course, if there is a decrease in 
heterosexual promiscuity, both within and with
out the church, then the effects of the human 
immunodeficiency virus on population growth 
and population numbers can be lessened. These 
circumstances would allow for continued church 
growth, albeit at a slackened pace. Prevention 
efforts must be concentrated on effecting sexual 
behavioral changes among the young. It is un
certain, however, whether a change in. sexual 
mores of the magnitude required can be achieved. 

Although Adventist Church membership in 
most African countries is predominantly rural, 
much of the church's income derives from more 
prosperous urban members. These urban house
holds will become increasingly susceptible to the 
economic effects of AIDS which will compromise 
their ability to support the church. Even if AIDS 
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does not infect immediate family members, the 
household will be expected to assist kin dying 
with AIDS. Relatives will come from rural areas 
seeking care in the better medical facilities 
available in urban centers and will have to be 
housed and fed. Already many urban households 
are caring for children orphaned by AIDS. 

Church pastors are predictably the least likely 
to develop AIDS through sexual transmission. 
However, infection through other routes may still 
occur. Young clergy probably have a greater 
chance of having been sexually infected before 
joining the ministry. The number of young men 
available to enter the ministry may decrease with 
time, causing the median age of ministers to rise. 
A widening age differential in cultures undergo
ing rapid cultural and economic change may have 
unsettling effects for both church and national 
governments. 

Nonpastoral church employees are more likely 
to contract mv infection through sexual contact. 
Single workers, and wives working for the church 
whose husbands are not church members, will be 
particularly vulnerable to mv infection. Church 
employees may have to support orphaned relatives. 
This will add emotional and financial stress in 
their own households, and impair their effective
ness at work. 

Government educational and health units are 
likely to be particularly hard hit by losses due to 
AIDS. This will increase competition for trained 
staff in locations where the church is hard pressed 
to match salaries offered by government or in
dustry. Replacing losses of trained staff may be 
difficult for the church. In many countries, gov
ernments operate most training courses, and may 
restrict access to training by non-governmental 
organizations until its own losses are recovered. 
Church institutions located in countries where the 
denomination does not train its own cadres could 
be hardest hit 

Schools may soon be faced by static or declining 
enrollment. Where Adventist schools do not re
ceive state support, many parents may no longer 
be able to afford church school fees. In both 
government and church schools, female students 
will be subject to increased sexual pressures by 
male teachers looking for sexual contacts who are 
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likely to be uninfected. 
Hospitals will be faced with substantial in

creases in the terminally ill AIDS patients or those 
with AIDS-related illnesses. These patients have 
limited ability to pay. Furthennore, the govern
ment subsidies, on which many mission hospitals 
depend, are unlikely to match hospital needs. 
Many church medical units, already experiencing 
financial and personnel problems, will be seriously 
affected. Church hospitals, despite their reputation 
for compassionate care, may be forced to limit the 
treatment they can provide those dying from AIDS. 

The church's publishing work may have diffi
culty keeping up sales of expensive books during 
a protracted AIDS-related economic slump. On 
the other hand, the market for inexpensive national
language publications may increase where there 
is heightened spiritual awareness and a climate of 
searching and uncertainty. As literature evange
lism is now conducted in some places, native 
language Adventist publications, unfortunately, 
do not carry the profit margin necessary to provide 
for the economic survival ofliterature evangelists. 

The Impact of AIDS 
on Society 

T o appreciate how immediately and 
pervasively AIDS threatens Ad

ventism in Africa, one must absorb the dramatic 
scope of the AIDS danger to African societies. 
AIDS was first recognized during the 1970s in the 
United States, but today the majority of new cases 
are occurring in Africa. InEurope and the Americas 
(excluding parts of the Caribbean), infection with 
the virus is most common among homosexuals 
and intravenous drug users, with some spread into 
the heterosexual community. But in Africa another 
pattern prevails. Infection is transmitted prima
rily through heterosexual contact, and to a lesser 
extent by contaminated blood transfusions, 
unsterilized needles, and ritual scarification. 

In Africa, the AIDS epidemic shows no sign of 
abating. No African country has accurate data on 
the extent of the infection. While in some coun
tries HIV infection is rare, in other countries, 
partIcularly in East and Central Africa, 25 percent 
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of the urban adults and most prostitutes appear to 
be infected.2 In some countries AIDS has become 
a leading cause of death, even among young 
children. Groups likely to have higher-than-aver
age infection rates include long distance bus and 
truck drivers, migrant laborers, teachers (who are 
transferred frequently), and members of the po
lice and army (usually assigned away from their 
home area). 

Because in matrilineal cultures 
marriage bonds tend to be weaker, 
many women are divorced or 
separated at various times in their 
lives. Some of the highest HIV 
prevalence rates are to be found in 
matrilineal cultures. 

The rapid spread ofHIV infection in Africa can 
be better understood by considering certain pat
terns of sociocultural behavior and descent. While 
many African cultures are patrilineal, the Bantu of 
Central and Southern Africa are matrilineal. In 
patrilineal cultures, wives command a bride price, 
cannot inherit property, and have few rights of 
their own. Women tend to have more rights in 
matrilineal cultures and children become part of 
their mother's family rather than their father's 
family, as in patrilineal societies. Because in 
matrilineal cultures marriage bonds tend to be 
weaker, many women are divorced or separated 
at various times in their lives. 3 Some of the highest 
HIV prevalence rates are to be found in matrilineal 
cultures. 

The rapid changes affecting many developing 
countries provide an environment that facilitates 
HIV transmission. The colonial governments in 
Africa established agricultural and administrative 
centers. Men often spent long periods away from 
their home villages. With the improved transpor
tation brought by the colonial era, women began 
drifting into urban areas as well. In these urban 
areas women were at a disadvantage, having nei
ther the education or the job opportunities avail
able to men. Consequently, they often became 
prostitutes, domestics, or market vendors· in the 
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secondary economy. This pattern has continued 
from colonial days to the present. 

After independence, the pace of urbanization 
increased, creating further migration of both men 
and women to urban areas. The hold of traditional 
authority and the indigenous social controls, gov
erning both the behavior of married and single 
women, are less strict in urban areas than in rural 
localities.4 

Single clerical and professional 
women need the protection, 
networks, and gifts which high
status men can provide. What has 
been in the past their strategy for 
survival has now become a pathway 
to disease and death. 

Recent difficulties borne by much of Africa 
include declining per capita food production, 
widening income disparities, migration to cities 
already crowded with the unemployed, and in
creasing hunger in both urban and rural areas. 
Recent "feminization" of poverty means that poor 
women and children fare worst under these cir
cumstances. While disrupting traditional and 
family relationships, these events have also con
tributed to the rapid spread of AIDS in Africa. 

In many African cultures, sexual contact out
side marriage is common behavior, even in the 
Christian community. This is particularly true for 
men who travel in the course of their work. The 
more prosperous men in a community may have 
several families living in different locations, and 
also maintain loose relationships with other sexual 
partners. Many cultures forbid sexual relations 
during the wife's pregnancy and for varying pe
riods of time after delivery. During these times 
husbands often seek other partners. 

Although prostitution has been incorporated 
into African systems of capitalism and industrial 
production,S many other types of multipartner 
relationships exist, particularly in urban areas.6 

These transient alliances often carry little or no 
social stigma.7 Men contracting mv infection 
frommultipartnersources transmititto girlfriends 
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and wives (who are, traditionally, monogamous). 
Poor urban women, often heads of the household, 
find these sexual and domestic liaisons vital to 
fmanciaI survival. Single clerical and professional 
women need the protection, networks, and gifts 
which high-status men can provide. 8 What has 
been in the past, their strategy for survival has now 
become a pathway to disease and death. 

Well-educated men with high salaried mana
gerial positions constitute an elite urban strata. 
They often are able to maintain several house
holds as well as various impromptu liaisons. The 
multiple partners of the elite from Christian 
backgrounds may consist of an "inside," or le
gitimately betrothed wife, and an "outside" mis
tress.9 Recently, a new class of urban elite profes
sional women has emerged, who, while remain
ing single, often maintain a wide range of sexual 
contacts. 

Sexual activity among children appears to be
gin at younger ages than it did in previous genera
tions. 10,11 As it becomes known that prostitutes are 
usually infected with HIV, men turn to younger 
women and girls in the hope of avoiding infection. 
In many male-dominated African cultures, young 
or unmarried women have little prerogative to 
resist sexual advances from older men.1Z This 
places adolescent girls at increased risk of infec
tion. 

What will be the future impact of AIDS on the 
African continent? While hard data are virtually 
unobtainable, it is certain that AIDS will produce 
major economic and demographic changes in 
Africa.13 As AIDS strikes particularly hard at the 
educated and managerial sectors of society, a 
general economic and bureaucratic slow-down is 
likely. This is likely to be a critical factor in 
countries already experiencing negative economic 
growth. 

AIDS may, of itself, have lesser consequences 
than malaria, malnutrition, and the continent's 
steadily declining per capita food production, 
when these are considered individually. However, 
in the face of existing high morbidity, short life 
expectancy, and declining national resources, the 
additional burden imposed by AIDS is likely to 
wipe out maIlygainsAfrican COllI1tri~S have 
achieved. 
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The human immunodeficiency virus will have 
a profound effect on the future population of 
Africa. Development of a mathematical model to 
predict population changes is hampered by many 
unknowns. Despite this uncertainty, some projec
tions have been published.14, 15, 16 Although these 
forecasts do not entirely agree, it is clear that the 
annual population growth, which is now 3 to 4 
percent in most African countries, will drop sub
stantially over the next 10 to 15 years in those 
countries with highHIV prevalence, perhaps even 
reaching zero percent in some. In heavily infected 
countries, a negative population growth may pos
sibly begin during the next 20 to 50 years. 
The direct and indirect costs of AIDS are substan
tial even in poor African countries. In Zaire it is 
estimated that an urban child dying from AIDS 
represents a loss equj.valent to 14 months offam
ily incomeP The direct and indirect costs asso
ciated with the death of a young adult are likely to 
be considerably greater. 

African industries tend to be very labor-inten
sive. Economies often rely on a handful of in
dustries to earn the foreign exchange necessary to 
support the nation. AIDS is likely to produce high 
employee morbidity and turnover, while at the 
same time increasing the employer's health-related 
expenses. The cumulative loss of product-ivity 
resulting from AIDS is likely to produce major 
damage to some national economies.1S Losses of 
key managerial personnel, often trained abroad at 
considerable expense, are already beginning to 
affect industry in some countries. Training for 
their replacements may not be readily available, 
especially if grant funds from the developed world 
are redirected to the reconstruction of Eastern 
Europe. 

The effect of AIDS on food production is also 
likely to be substantial. Between 1960 and 1980, 
per capita food production in Africa fell by- 20 
percent.19 There is little evidence to suggest this 
trend has reversed. The majority of African food 
is produced by subsistence farming. This requires 
a large rural population to maintain production. 
AIDS will decrease production in the subsistence 
sector and may seriously damage social structure 
in rural areas. 

Declining tax revenues will decease financial 
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support for school systems, which will also be 
affected by a drop in population growth and the 
number of children starting school. Church school 
systems may have a particularly difficult time 
financially. 

The health-care system, like education, will 
suffer from decreased manpower and financial 
resources. It is already proving difficult for the 
system to cope with patients requiring care for 
AIDS and AIDS-related illnesses. The diagnosis 
and treatment of these persons will require sizable 
quantities of imported medical supplies, a serious 
problem in the context of weak national economies 
and depleted reserves. Already HIV infection is 
producing a rapid upswing in patients hospitalized 
for opportunistic infections. 

The pattern of AIDS in Africa 
means that young adults in their 
prime working years, as well as 
their children, will represent the 
largest number of victims. 

Because it will create losses in key personnel, 
AIDS may well increase political instability. 
Governments could be unable to maintain many 
services because of a shrinking tax base and loss 
of trained staff from their infrastructure. Ac
cordingly, local and multinational organizations 
will have difficulty operating. Increasing num
bers of nationals may leave for Europe or North 
America to seek professional fulfillment in more 
stable environments. 

Perhaps the biggest impact of AIDS will be on 
the families of the victims themselves.20 The 
pattern of AIDS in Africa means that young adults 
in their prime working years, as well as their 
children, will represent the largest number of 
victims. In some matrilineal societies, perhaps a 
third of households are headed by a single parent, 
almost always the mother. Loss of the family head 
in these circumstances could be catastrophic
especially in an urban nuclear family. 

AIDS is likely to-further loosen marital bonds 
and increase social instability. As a wife becomes 
ill from AIDS or one of its complications, the 
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husband may take another wife, or desert the 
family to marry someone in good health. Even if 
the family remains together, an incapacitated 
mother may enfeeble the family, since on the 
African continent 50 to 90 percent of food is 
grown by women.21 

In urban areas the nuclear family is becoming 
the norm. These families may not have the emo
tional or economic resources to care for a member 
with AIDS. Where there is an extended family, 
the person most likely to assume responsibility for 
surviving children would be the grandmother, 
who often lives in a rural area. Taking on survi
vors from several households could cause her 
considerable stress, since she may herself be a 
widow. These new wards of the grandmothers 
will be locked into subsistence activities in order 
to maintain this extended family. In many coun
tries such children would be unlikely to attend 
school, even if money were available. This may 
cause a drop in literacy rates, especially among 
females. 

What Can the Church 
Do About AIDS? 

I n the face of this epidemic and its 
social consequences, what can the 

church do? Some religious bodies have concluded 
that AIDS is outside their province of responsi
bility. However, if the Adventist Church wishes 
to maintain its current momentum, it must consider 

. vigorous intervention. Since change in sexual 
behaviors offers the only option available to com
bat the spread of AIDS in the short or medium 
term, this needs to become a church priority. Such 
an initiative must receive whole-hearted com
mitment from church leadership and clergy. To 
succeed, AIDS education must be based in such 
local groups as local church elders, youth leaders, 
and the Dorcas society. The chur~h must select 
target groups within its membership for concen
trated AIDS education. School children who have 
not yet become sexually active are a prime target 
group. Young adults, especially those about to be 
married and those deferring marriage for educa
tional reasons, are another important target group. 
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Adolescent and young adult women should be 
encouraged how to resist illicit sexual pressures. 

AIDS education is not an easy task since, there 
is widespread skepticism among youth. The acro
nym SIDA (AIDS in French) is popularly known 
as Syndrome lmaginaire pour Decourager les 
Amoureaux. Events that might occur in the future 
are of little concern in most African cultures.22 

Thus, visualizing the future consequences of 
present acts is an important but difficult part of 
AIDS education. This is especially true of a dis
ease like AIDS, since many years may pass be
tween infection and the eventual consequence. 
Knowing this gives rise to the expectation that 
medical discoveries will soon provide a vaccine 
or treatment. In Kenya, extensive press coverage 
of AIDS stressed medical research rather than 
behavioral change as hope for controJ.23 

The key to AIDS awareness and behavioral 
modification ultimately rests with the family.24 
Whatever form or function the family takes in 
Africa, it remains the basic social unit. 

Most national AIDS programs are built around 
the concept of "safer sex." The church needs to 
stress a message based on Christian morality, with 
a particular emphasis on reaching its youth. The 
Adventist Church in Africa has traditionally taken 
a strong stand against adultery among its mem
bers, but it has had a rather lax attitUde toward 
promiscuity among its youth and single members. 
This attitude needs to be reevaluated. 

The promotion of condoms to prevent trans
mission of AIDS has created conflicts between 
church groups and national AIDS organizations 
in several Mrican countries. TheAdventist Church 
needs to seriously consider its position on this 
subject. Some Adventist organizations in Africa 
have taken the position that no activity within 
their jurisdiction may in any way promote the 
distribution of condoms aimed at preventing AIDS 
transmission. Under this policy medical person
nel can not give condoms to sexually active mv 
patients, provide condoms to couples where one 
spouse is infected and the other is not, or supply 
them to medical personnel exposed to AIDS in 
order to protect their own spouses. This policy 
also ignores the common situation where the wife 
knows her husband to be unfaithful and wishes to 
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protect herself against possible infection. 
In many African cultures, circumcision and 

male sexual initiation rites take place at pUberty. 
Sexual initiation of pubescent females is also 
common. Initiates are often expected to prove 
their acquisition of adult status. The church might 
hold its own equivalent rites, stressing Christian 
morality, and in the case of males, arrange for 
circumcision under hygienic circumstances. If 
held in cooperation with other Christian bodies 
with similar concerns, these rites could help break 
down prejudice against Adventists. 

Few families will be left untouched by AIDS. 
The church and its medical personnel can also 
help to prepare family members for the return of 
terminally ill AIDS patients from the hospital. 
Denominations that feel a special call or mission 
often have difficulty showing tolerance to others.25 

Dealing with AIDS among· its members, clergy, 
and employees may pose a special challenge to 
the church. It is easy for Christians to make 
"judgment of God" pronouncements against those 
with AIDS, regardless of how the infection might 
have been contracted. This destroys communica
tion and creates long-term tensions within the 
church. Condemnation of AIDS and its victims 
may be an unconscious conduit for anxiety and 
preoccupation about the deterioration of society 
in general and its morals in particular.26 

An AIDS awareness program within the church 
must promote understanding and compassion 
while foregoing judgment. Because an Adventist 
pastor may have responsibility for dozens of 
churches and companies, local members must be 
trained to comfort the dying and console family of 
victims suffering from a disease that carries a 
stigma among Christians. This is an opportunity 
for the church to demonstrate the compassion of 
Christ, and to build strong emotional bonds both 
within itself and within the community. 

The church needs to introduce its own curricu
lum for AIDS education at all levels in all its 
schools. These materials should inculcate prin
ciples of Christian moral conduct and stress the 
integrity of the family. Behavior modification is 
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most likely to be effective among school-age 
youth. 

Church health units can play an active role in 
promoting AIDS awareness, alone or in joint 
undertakings with health units of other denomina
tions. Funding for well-designed projects is avail
able through ADRA International. Finding or 
sparing the qualified personnel to implement such 
projects is more difficult. Health personnel have 
ready entry to most primary and secondary schools 
for health education. Ready access is also usually 
available when approaching community leaders. 
In many places clergy and churches of other 
denominations would welcome AIDS information 
provided by the Adventist health workers. Coun
selling is a key part of AIDS education programs, 
and one that already over-stretched medical per
sonnel cannot take on alone. Other groups in the 
community must be trained to assume this role. 
Women's associations, where they exist, are ex
cellent resource groups for the church to use to 
establish ongoing AIDS educational programs. 
These would also provide important access to 
single parent households. 

The AIDS epidemic provides an opportunity 
for the church's publishing work to address a 
contemporary social issue within a Christian con
text. Since many who understand the AIDS crisis 
are educated, publications on AIDS could be 
prepared first in French and English, thus cutting 
down on lead time. Subsequent local translations 
could be made from these sources. This witness 
would spread rapidly anywhere there is an active 
colporteur system. This is a subject that, if pre
sented attractively, would probably do very well 
in the secular bookstores of African cities. 

Few events have given the church greater op
portunities to address contemporary issues from a 
Christian context than has the AIDS epidemic. 
The church is being challenged to live the prin
ciples of Christian morality, and to proclaim these 
as more socially relevant than ever before. This 
epidemic is also a call for the church to display the 
concern and compassion of Christ for the welfare 
of fellow human beings. 
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Adventist Health/U.S. Dismantles 
System, Forms New Association 

by Jay Greene 

On April 1 ,1990, members of AHSIUS (church 
leaders and hospital officials) voted to disband 
AHSIU.S. in an effort to contain legal risks and 
increase mangement efficiency. Administration 
of the System's 68 hospitals and healthcare entities 
will now rest solely at the regional level. 

This move followed the March 1989 recom
mendation of the Financial Review Commission 
appointed by General Conference officers to study 
church business. The AHSIU.S. voted the recom
mendations on February 15,1990. Thefollowing 
is an article reprinted from Modern Healthcare 
detailing the disbanding. 

-The Editors 

A fter an eight-year experiment, 
Adventist Health System/U.S. is 

dismantling its national multihospital system and 
has formed an association that will have no 
authority over the 64 hospitals sponsored by the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. 

Under the plan, Adventist's four divisions will 
become autonomousboClies with as yetunspecllled 
powers over hospitals within the regional groups, 
said Donald W. Welch, president and chief 
executive officer of AHS/U.S. 

The restructuring is intended to reduce corporate 
overhead expenses and management fees paid by 
hospitals and remove legal and debt liabilities 
from the church, Mr. Welch said. It was 
recommended after a two-year review by a church 
task force, he said. Hospitals pay corporate man-

Reprinted with permission from Modern Healthcare , March 
26,1990. Copyright Crain Communications, Inc., 740 N. 
Rush Street, Chicago, IL 6061l. 

agement fees based on a per-bed cost, which was 
unavailable. 

Adventist Healthcare Association, the scaled
down hospital organization, will move its head
quarters some time this year to Silver Spring, 
Maryland, from Arlington, Texas, after an 
executive director is named, Mr. Welch said. 

The new association will continue to operate 
Adventist's purchasing and risk management 
programs, which will remain in Arlington, Mr. 
Welch said. With a handful of exceptions, most 
hospitals participate in the programs, he said. 

The association also will provide mission, phi
losophy, and educational services to hospital 
members, he said. 

AHS/U.S. operates 64 hospitals with 10,808 
beds in 27 states and the District of Columbia, 
making it the nation's sixth-largest system, 
according to Modern Healthcare's 1989 Multi
unit Providers Survey (MH, May 26, 1989, p. 27). 

AHS/U.S. reported a net loss of$7.9 million on 
revenues of $2.3 billion in 1988, compared with 
net income of $4.4 million on revenues of $2.1 
billion in 1987, the survey said. No financial 
information was available for 1989. 

Final approval of the plan is expected to occur 
at an April 1 meeting of the General Conference 
of the Seventh-day Adventist church, Mr. Welch 
said. 

Mr. Welch, 62, who has been AHS/U.S. 's only 
CEO since it was formed in 1982, also said he has 
resigned to become president and CEO of 185-
bed Huguley Memorial Medical Center, Fort 
Worth, Texas, effective April 10. 

Two other Adventist executives, Edward 
Reifsnyder, senior vice president for finance, and 
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Roger Rieger, vice president for capital finance, 
have also resigned. 

Analysts who have followed Adventist's at
tempt to build a national system were disappointed 
but not surprised with the restructuring. 

"With such an enormous organization, it's 
easy to see how it was an extremely difficult 
undertaking to truly manage it on a centralized 
basis," said Glenn Wagner, director of municipal 
research at Mabon, Nugent & Co., New York. 

"It's disappointing that a system this large 
couldn't muster its resources for the common 
good," Wagner said. "From an operational stand
point, it may be better to retain local control." 

The restructuring primarily eliminates AHS/ 
U.S. 's reserved powers, which include strategic 
planning and capital financing. Those powers 
probably will be transferred to Adventist's 
divisions, said Mr. Welch. 

One reserved power had permitted Adventist! 
U.S. to review and approve capital expenditure 
requests for more than $5 million, but that threshold 
is expected to drop to $lmillion or $2 million, 
according to Mr. Welch. 

"The association will have the power to review 
decisions and make recommendations but not 
change decisions," he said. 

During the past two years, AHS/U.S. and its 
divisions have been decentralizing operations to 
help reduce corporate overhead costs. 

For example, last year, Adventist reorganized 
its largest division to give its six regions and 30 
hospitals more autonomy (MH, April 28, 1989, 
p.5). 
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One Adventist hospital executive in the Mid
west, who asked to remain anonymous, said he 
expected AHS' largest division, North Eastern 
and Middle America, to break up into two or three 
separate divisions. NEMA, which had been three 
division in the early 1980s, spans States from 
Maine to Colorado. 

Mr. Welch said there have been infonnal dis
cussions about reorganizing divisions to better 
reflect common geographic interests. 

Earlier this year, a five-hospital group now 
called Hinsdale (Ill.) Health System spun out of 
NEMA to form its own obligated division, which 
is part of the church but not AHS/U.S. (MH, Jan. 
15, p. 6). 

Last year, AHS/U.S. also phased out its 
retirement center management company and hired 
Dallas-based Retirement Corp. of America to 
manage 10 of its 13 retirement centers (MH, May 
19, 1989, p. 11). 

Adventist will continue to operate its own 
purchasing program, but it will develop an 
information system to monitorpurchasingvolumes 
and product lines, Mr. Welch said. 

AHS' risk -management program, which began 
in 1974, is a self-insurance trust that covers most 
of Adventist's hospitals, Mr. Welch said. AHS 
provides as much as $5 million in professional 
liability and malpractice insurance coverage for 
its hospitals. AHS buys excess insurance above 
that amount up to $100 million, he said. 

Mr. Welch said the 27 risk-management 
employees and eight purchasing employees are 
unaffected by the corporate restructuring. 



Kellogg Snaps, Crackles, and Pops; 
His Last Interview as an Adventist
Part 2 

We here publish the second and 
final part of John Harvey Kel

logg's valedictory statement as a Sev
enth-day Adventist (part one appeared 
in the previoHs issue of Spectrum, Vol. 
20, No.3). What appears in these two 
installments constitutes more than half 
the complete interview. 

For more than 30 years, Dr. John 
Harvey Kellogg played a key role in the 
Seventh-day Adventist church. He was 
an active member of the General Con
ference Committee. For many years he 
headed the International Medical Mis
sionary and Benevolent Association, 
which employed more workers than did 
the General Conference. Kellogg or
ganized the denomination's first medi
cal school. Its Chicago branch eventu
ally became the downtown campus of 
the University of Illinois School of 
Medicine. Kellogg also built the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium into an institution 
with an international reputation. The 
year of this interview and of Kellogg's 
disfellowshipping-1907-saw 3,919 
patients admitted to the Sanitarium. Its 
days of greatest prominence came later 
in the 1920s, with 7,462 patients wel
comed in 1926. 

Kellogg was not only a central de
nominationalleader. For more than 50 
years Kellogg was a visible part of 
American public life. Early on he made 
contacts with leading European physi
cians such as Mortimer Granville in 
London, Petre-Sante in Paris, and 
B illroth in Vienna. The very year of his 
interview with Amadon and Bourdeau, 
Kellogg spent several days observing 
Pavlov's experiments in S t. Petersburg, 
later bringing Pavlov's star pupil from 
Russia to conduct research at Battle 
Creek. As they developed their famous 
clinic, the Mayo brothers repeatedly 
visited Kellogg. At the invitation of the 

founding editor of the American J our
nal of Physical Anthropology (still the 
leading journal in the field), Kellogg 
served as one of the journal's early 
associate editors. While still an Adven
tist leader, Kellogg worked along side 
Jane Addams, before the turn of the 
century, in establishing settlement 
houses in Chicago, a movement which 
contributed to the emergence of the 
professions of urban planning and so
cial work in America. 

The Battle Creek Sanitarium, which 
Kellogg headed for 67 years, became a 
favorite of the most prominent people 
in American society. Kellogg enter
tained business tycoons, such as Alfred 

Kellogg's greatest 
impact on America 
came from his passion 
for inculcating 
healthful living. 

Dupont, John D. Rockefeller, Mont
gomery Ward, J. C. Penney, and S. S. 
Kresge. In 1938, a local newspaper 
indicated that grape juice producer 
Edgar Welch had visited the "San" 32 
times, and textile manufacturer Joseph 
Cannon 22 times. Well-known person
alities like comedian Eddie Cantor, and 
the travelers Amundsen, Richard Halli
burton, and Lowell Thomas flocked to 
the Sanitarium. Politicians also en
joyed its benefits. William Jennings 
Bryan, the perennial U.S. presidential 
candidate, was a guest. The Treasurer 
of the United States, W. A. Julian, 
signed in at least 22 times. The 
l00,OOOth registered patient was former 
presideriiWilliam HowardTaft. 

But Kellogg's greatest impact on 
America came from his passion for in
culcating healthful living. His writings 
on sex, such as Plain Facts About 
Sexual Life (in print for 40 years), were 
among the best sellers of the late 19th 
century. Estimates are that his some 50 
books sold over 1 million copies. 
Kellogg's search for more healthful 
foods permanently changed America's 
diet. He spawned the prepared break
fast food industry. (John's younger 
brother, W. K. Kellogg, and C. W. Post 
got their ideas working for John Harvey 
in Battle Creek.) Kellogg, not George 
Washington Carver, is responsible for 
developing peanut butter, and he pro
vided vegetarians with the earliest meat 
analogs. 

The readers of this last interview 
with Kellogg are fortunate that the 
editor of what appears in Spectrum is 
Richard W. Schwarz, emeritus profes
sor of history at Andrews University, 
and author of both John Harvey 
Kellogg, M. D. (Southern, 1970), and 
the standard college text on Adventist 
history, Lightbearers to the Remnant 
(pacific Press, 1979). He would have 
preferred including more of the inter
view, but yielded to Spectrum's space 
limitations in deciding what parts to 
publish. He is also responsible for the 
explanatory footnotes and subhead
ings. 

For a description of the original 
document containing this interview and 
the historical context for Kellogg's 
strained relationship with denomina
tional leaders, leaders are encouraged 
to consult Schwarz's introduction to the 
first installment in the last issue of 
Spectrum. Suffice it to say here that 
from 1902 on Kellogg was embroiled in 
running battles with the General Con
ferenceleaderShip,particularlyA. G. 
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Daniells, president of the General Con
ference, and W. C. White, Ellen 
White's younger son and long-time ad
visor. The Battle Creek Tabernacle 
board of elders finally decided to take 
action concerning the sensitive issue of 
Kellogg's church membership. They 
chose two men to visit Kellogg who had 
known him for years: George Amadon, 
70, who had worked at the Review and 
Herald Publishing Association from the 
days of James White on, and was cur
rently a visitation pastor at the Taber
nacle; and Augustin Bourdeau, 73, who 
had retired in Battle Creek after more 
than 50 years service as a pastor, mis
sionary, and local conference official. 
At the time of the interview, Kellogg 
was 55. After this interview, before the 
year was out, both John Harvey and his 
brother W. K. Kellogg, were disfellow
shiped. Neither ever joined another 
denomination, and throughout their 
long lives continued to express respect 
for Ellen White. A still-active John 
Harvey Kellogg died in 1943, attheage 
of 92. 

Readers who wish to further explore 
this period of Adventist history can find 
a very different perspective from John 
Harvey Kellogg's by reading the fifth 
volume of Arthur White's biography of 
his grandmother, Ellen G. White: The 
Early Elmshaven Years (1900-1905), 
published by the Review and Herald 
Publishing Association in 1981. Rich
ard Schwarz's biography, John 
Harvey Kellogg, M. D., and the chapter 
entitled "The Kellogg Crisis, 1901-
1907" in Lightbearers to the Remnant, 
may also be helpful. 

-The Editors 

The Interview-
Part II 

Amadon: Doctor, neither Brother 
Bourdeau nor 1 want to see people be
lieve in the absolute infallibility of Sis
ter White; we don't believe in any such 
nonsense. 

Bourdeau: She did not say that 
what she saw was of the Lord. Brother 
White said, "Mywife'sjudgmentisjust 
like any other person's, when she is not 
in vision or when she does not write and 
say that what she has seen isof the Lord. 

Kellogg: Let me ask you two ques
tions, then. If what you say is correct 
and true, what right have these men to 
take these documents that have been 
written, and the things that have been 
written with reference to us here at the 
Sanitarium without looking for any 
confmnative evidence, and when the 
facts were right square against it, and 
scatter that allover the world? And 
when anybody says, "Well, but how do 
you know that is so?" say "The Lord has 
spoken." That is what 1 am telling you, 
Brother Amadon-it is the fraud in this 
thing, the terrible fraud that is going to 
be brought to judgment and is being 
brought to judgment now and you will 
find that it is coming right straight to 
book; that the Seventh-day Adventist 
preachers, the ministers and yourself, 
and other people have used these "testi
monies" in such a way as to make the 
common people believe that every 
word was an inspired word. What you 
have just said just now you would 
hardly like to have appear in print over 
your name in the Review and Herald 
paper. 
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Amadon: 1 don't know about that, 
because 1 don't apply that to the Testi
monies o/the Church; 1 say, No, bless 
your dear soul. 

Kellogg: But we are talking about 
the testimonies now. 

Bourdeau: Then, in a private letter. 
Kellogg: Then 1 will ask you the 

second question: Why did you say a 
little while ago, "That has been ex
plained"? . . . That is what 1 said 
toW.C. White at the time. W.C. White 
said, "You talk in such a way as to 
destroy faith in the Testimonies." ... 1 
said, "I am perfectly willing to admit 
your mother can make mistakes, and 
that it would not interfere with my re
spect for her or her work; but 1 am not 
going to say a mistake is a prophecy; 1 
am not going to say an error is the truth 
in order to hold this thing up, for it is not 
the way to hold it up. The proper way to 
hold it up is to let the truth stand on its 
merits. Whatever is truth will stand." 

Amadon: Doctor, don't you think 
really the Lord has made a mistake right 
here? You know Sister White has to 
have somebody to help her in her work. 

Monday NighJ Medical Question Box talks at the sanitarium attracted audiences of 75 to 
200 guests from all over the cOunJryand abroad. . .. 
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She needs assistance. It has been re
vealed to her that Will would be help. 
Now, hasn't the Lord really made a 
mistake in that, and hadn't He ought to 
have chosen somebody else and not W. 
C. White, and really ,isn't the error with 
the Lord? 

Kellogg: Why do you ask me that 
question? What have I said that leads 
you to ask me such an absurd thing as 
that? 

Amadon: You say Will is respon
sible largely for this condition of things, 
and you bring up this, that he manipu
lates these testimonies in a way to suit 
him. I say now hasn't the Lord made a 
mistake about that? 

Kellogg: He is just as straight as 
Daniells, Prescott, and a lot of those 
other fellows that are going out and 
holding up things that are not the infal
lible word from the Lord, and making 
people believe it is. 

Amadon: Hadn't the Lord ought to 
have chosen Dr. J. H. Kellogg to do that, 
and the thing would have been all right? 
But instead of that He has chosen W. C. 
White, and Will manipulates them in a 
way to suit himself, as he likes. 

Kellogg: Why do you ask me such 
an insulting question as that? I have not 
said a word about Will for some time; I 
have been only telling you the truth, and 
things he told me, and I think he told me 
the truth. If Will is condemned, it is the 
facts that condemn him. 

Amadon: I don't think Will would 
knowingly deceive, cover up, hide, do a 
wrong thing. 

Kellogg: He has got so used to it. 
Amadon: Doctor, that is judging 

him.,.--that he has got used to it. 
Kellogg: That has been the method 

of procedure right straight along, from 
his father down, and I know it and can 
give any amount of proof of it; and if 
you or the General Conference Com
mittee should give me a challenge for 
the proof and you want the proof fur
nished, I will meet your challenge. 
When you want to dispute my word 
about this thing, and the General Con
ference Committee want to come up 
and challenge me to do this thing, I will 
do it, sir, and the world will hear it; but 
you will not get it unless you challenge 
me; but when you do challenge me you 
will get it sure .... 

Nature of Ellen 
White's Testimonies 

Amadon: It seems to me that is a 
pretty hard thing to say, that we are 
being fooled, bamboozled by believing 
these things are testimonies and so on 
when they are not. 

Kellogg: I have not said that. But 
you yourself have said that a letter from 
Mrs. White is not necessarily from the 
Lord. These men have gotten up some 
documents that you yourself have re
ferred to as having come from the Lord, 
with reference to my attitude toward the 
Tabernacle. That was just the kind of 
letter-gotten up by Will from private 
letters written by Mrs. White, gotten up 
by W. C. White-that you have, by your 
own word here, referred to as a state
ment from the Lord. 

I won't belittle myself 
by noticing the bark of 
a dog as I go down the 
street, and I won't 
notice in any other 
way the horrible 
things these people are 
saying. 

Amadon: That is not wholly cor
rect, not absolutely. When we were at 
the Berrien Springs meeting in the spring 
of 1906, the message came from the 
Lord, and Will White was there, and I 
don't suppose he knew anything about 
it-perhaps he did not-stating to look 
out for the Tabernacle, to look out for 
the Tabernacle. Now, that was signed 
by Mrs. E. G. White. Daniells had that 
and read that. That was at the Berrien 
Springs meeting the first of May, 1906. 
Will didn't have anything to do with 
that. What you refer to is a letter he 
wrote to Daniells, and it came about this 
way-you know it, I guess; you have 
had it and read it all over. 

Kellogg: There was nothing in that 
testimony that said I was trying to get 
the Tabernacle. That is not the thing. I 
was trying to get possession of the Tab
ernacle by adroit scheming, and she 
feared that ... Iwould get it. ... 
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... You refer to that as a testimony. 
I present that as one of the evidences of 
the fraud that is being perpetrated. They 
will give Sister White misinformation, 
just as she got misinformation from the 
newspaper and others who have written 
her; then she writes letters, and they 
take those letters .... 

Amadon: If his mother tells him, 
"You go to myoid correspondence and 
you copy out certain things where I 
have spoken with reference to the Tab
ernacle" -I cannot see how that is per
verting or misusing the testimonies. 

Kellogg: Those were private letters 
to private persons, every one of them, 
and in not a single instance did she say, 
"The Lord has shown me this." ... 

Amadon: I say she is not absolutely 
infallible. I don't mean by that, Doctor, 
as applying to the Testimonies; but I 
say, suppose in her private life as a 
woman that she writes as she used to to 
her children-you know I don't regard 
that as the inspiration of God. That is 
what I mean. 

Kellogg: Yet, right here today you 
have been using against me as a testi
mony a document signed by W. C. 
White, which is simply compiled from 
her personal letters, and in which there 
is not a single word saying, ''The Lord 
has shown me this," or "The Lord has 
shown me this." ... 

... It was a circular letter that Will 
White compiled, and it has been sent all 
over as proof that I was doing it. Now, 
then, I want to say that thing is a libel, 
that it is a lie right straight through, that 
I have never wanted a thing to do with 
the Tabernacle; that I have said to eve
rybody concerned with me at the Sani
tarium, "Let it alone, keep aloof from 
it." If you will call upon F. E. Belden, 
put him on the witness stand, he will tell 
you that I have appealed to him by the 
hour and with tears in my eyes to let that 
thing alone, and he fmally was notified 
that if he did not let it alone he would be 
discharged from the employ of the 
Modem Medicine Publishing Com
pany, and he has been discharged .... 

Amadon: I heard that and didn't 
believe it. I heard you gave him a regu
lar lambasting, and I thought, ''That is a 
story that is going around," and I did not 
believe a word of it. 

Kellogg: You will find out some
time or other that there are some people 
around the Sanitarium that have respect 
for their word and for their standing and 
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character .... 
I won't belittle myself by noticing 

the bark of a dog as I go down the street, 
and I won't notice in any other way the 
horrible things these people are saying. 
They have succeeded in keeping the 
denominational people away from the 
Sanitarium. Whom have they hurt? We 
have got the Sanitarium full of patients, 
and our classes full of young people of 
the Baptists and Methodists and Pres
byterians and others who are willing to 
work on the same conditions the others 
worked on, just for the principles they 
are getting, and they are going out into 
the world as missionaries with the prin
ciples that the Lord has given to this 
people, but which they have despised 

I have stood true as 
steel with the Lord's 
help to those prin
ciples, and I have held 
them up before the 
people, gone from 
camp meeting to 
camp meeting, gone 
this whole denom
ination over, and never 
a cent did I receive ... 
even when I was in 
debt and borrowing 
money. 

I have stood true as steel with the 
Lord's help to those principles, and I 
have held them up before the people, 
gone from campmeeting to campmeet
ing, gone this whole denomination 
over, and never a cent did I receive even 
for my traveling expenses, even when I 
was in debt and borrowing money, and 
I never had one cent. ... Many a time 
have I got on a campground early in the 
morning and just worked all day when 
we had no doctors here as we have 
today, so I had to hurry back-work all 
day long until night time, talking in the 
stand when I got a chance, working in 
the tents of sick people, to try to show 
them how to correct their habits, with 
thatprovision stand on the ground sell
ing sausage, halibut, herring, and the 

most abominable things, everything but 
pork, and coffee and tea, in the provi
sion tent-doing the best I could to hold 
up the principles when they were all 
scoffing ... from the top down to the 
smallest men, ridiculing me-working 
all day without a morsel of food, with
out anybody offering me a morsel of 
food, then get aboard the train at night 
and thank the Lord for the opportunity 
of helping sick people, giving them a 
little light; and I have not changed. 

Amadon: Doctor, we believe that is 
all written down in God's book of re
membrance to your credit 

Kellogg: I don't deserve any credit 
for it; I don't want any credit for it; I 
could not do anything else .... I would 
do that same thing among the Adventist 
people now if they were not building up 
barriers against me, turning the hearts 
of the people away, making them be
lieve I am a pantheist when I am not; 
making them think I am a seducer of 
women when I am not. 

Amadon: We don't believe that 
contemptible, wicked stuff, Doctor. 

Kellogg: I will tell you why I bring it 
up. When ... the General Conference 
appointed a committee [to investigate 
the institution] ... I publicly stood up 
before the General Conference, and I 
said, ... "We are willing to be investi
gated, but we will not have a star-cham
ber investigation; we must have a pub
lic investigation." That committee 
never appeared. The man who was ap
pointed chairman of the committee in a 
little while gave up the truth, was con
victed of all kind of irregularities, and 
the committee never appeared. Elder 
Daniells, when I was down in Washing
ton, when they charged me with being a 
pantheist and denounced my book, El
der Daniells stood up there, and he said, 
"Doctor Kellogg will not allow the 
Sanitarium to be investigated." I said, 
"You appointed a committee yourself. 
When did your committee appear? 
They have never appeared." ... 

Mter the Berrien Springs meeting, I 
got W. C. White to come down here, by 
very hard work; I ... talked with him 
until three 0' clock in the morning to 
persuade him to bring the whole Gen
eral Conference Committee here, ... get 
as many people as he could, ... but he 
said he would not have a great audience 
like that and have people getting up here 
and making speeches. Isaid, "Bring the 
General Conference Committee here, 
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then, and see how much of this is true. 
... We are willing to correct anything 
that is wrong. Bring the General Con
ference Committee here and show us 
this thing." He promised me he would 
do it ... 

Dr. Morse, after several days 
elapsed, wrote a copy of the resolution 
that was passed in the Board (meeting), 
inviting the General Conference to 
come here, and to have this conference 
and see if we could not settle up all our 
difficulties; because Sister White had a 
testimony that the Lord showed we 
ought to do it ... Doctor Morse wrote 
out the copy of the resolution, and he 
made a mistake. The resolution as 
passed by our Board was that the Gen
eral Conference Committee should be 
invited to come; but Dr. Morse in writ
ing that resolution had made it read, 
"The General Conference Committee 
and the presidents of the Conferences, 
and all the leading ministers." Now, 
Will White had never agreed to that Dr. 
Morse ... wrote the letter to W. C. 
White and enclosed a copy of the reso
lution. And W. C. White never replied, 
but instead came a testimony from Sis
ter White commanding the General 
Conference Committee and these lead
ing brethren, saying there had been a 
call for such and such a meeting here, 
and commanding the brethren not to 
come; that the Lord didn't want any 
such thing held in Battle Creek; that the 
Medical Missionary Board, whenever 
there had been any such council held, 
had always come out ahead and 
bragged that they carne out ahead .... 

That thing told me right away that 
the Lord had never instructed her to not 
permit such a great gathering, for we 
had never asked for such a gathering. 
It was purely a clerical error-Dr. 
Morse's blunder .... Mter the Berrien 
Springs meeting, Mrs. Druillard was at 
Nashville, and I got messages from her 
and from Sarah every little while of 
what was going on when Sister White 
was at Nashville .... 

Mrs. Druillard sent me a message 
and said, "For pity sakes, be careful 
what you say." She told me that "Sister 
White is getting letters almost every 
day from Elder Daniells and others tell
ing the awful things you are saying; that 
you are telling what a great victory you 
had over at Berrien Springs" .... It was 
all a lie, every bit of it. But somebody 
picked up the gossip going about and 
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sent that down, and it was not a word of 
it true; but here comes this testimony 
from Sister White warning them not to 
come, because I wanted to get them up 
here simply to have a victory over them, 
and to crow over them just as I was 
crowing over them with reference to 
Berrien Springs .... 

... I know just how Elder Daniells 
believes the Testimonies. I am going to 
tell you a little information now I am 
sure you won't use. If you were gossip
ing people, I would not tell it to you, but 
you don't gossip, and I don't gossip, 
and I don't want this used to the detri
ment of anybody .... 1 

I want to tell you another thing about 
the testimonies. Keck 2 received a letter 
from Sister White that was a scorcher, 
and he showed it to me, and he told her 
just what he thought of the whole busi
ness, and what he knew. Arid he got 
back a letter from her, and he has got it 
now; and I have seen it, and that letter 
said, "Brother Keck, you know more 
about that matter than I do; I leave it to 
you entirely; I shall have nothing more 
to do with it." That is the way that thing 
ends up. 

... Now, Brother Amadon, there is 
not a man living that knows this thing 
down to the core as I do, and notwith
standing that I am not the man standing 
up to denounce anything or anybody. 
... That man Butler is going around 
working against me all the time now. I 
have got his letters of the last three 
years, letters from him with reference to 
the General Conference and with refer
ence to Mrs. White, letters from him 
and Brother Haskell, and if I should 
publish those letters it would blast both 
of them absolutely. I am not going to be 
mean enough to do that thing .... This 
man Evans came into this room volun
tarily and told me that Daniells and 
Prescott and Whit~ had organized a 
conspiracy and combined together to 
ruin me and would do it if they could, 
and he said, "I believe I have letters to 
prove it." 

In three weeks he was down there, 
had joined hands with them, and was 
working at it. I have come pretty nearly 
telling them of that on two or three 
public occasions .... 

You know when Evans and Daniells 
went down there and went over the 
books in the office, and then went over 
to Sister White and got a counterblast 
agaiitst Ed?3You remember the meet-

ing under the tree. I have got a verbatim 
report of that meeting .... They found 
out I had it and it made a rustle in the 
camp .... It shows the whole thing right 
in operation-a testimony being made, 
and it has got Sister White's name 
signed to it when the thing was manu
factured on the spot, and it has got the 
internal evidence in it. Sister White 
suppressed the whole thing, and you 
know it. 

"Conspiracy" of the 
General Conference 
Leadership 

That is the time they started their 
campaign against me; for I was there 
along with Ed, but didn't know it until 
afterwards. Daniells sat there, and there 
are reports of things, statements made 
to Sister White just as false as sin, 
Brother Amadon; and she came out and 
took a position, told these men what to 
do. When they came up here and de
nounced the book Living Temple it was 
only so that they might get rid of making 
up the $200,000. Sister White told them 
not to when they told her the tales they 
told her, and they wanted to know how 
in the world they could get out of it, and 
the only way in the world was to de
nounce the book, and afterwards 
Daniells told Sutherland they made a 
mistake denouncing the theology of the 
book. 

Elder Daniells turned over a new 
leaf, came up to my house to make 
peace with us .... He came up and at his 
own proposition we were to write two 
articles together, and make an appeal 
for England. I made a pledge to help 
him, and he set out, and he went over 
there and wanted to do it, and Prof. 
Prescott put his foot on it and sup
pressed the thing in Daniells's absence 
and would not allow the article to be 
published. 

When Daniells came back, he went 
on to· California, and Evans told me 
what they were going to do. He said, 
"Daniells is going over there to have it 
out with Wil1." He said, "Wherever he 
goes, he finds Will has got some testi
monies ahead of him. Will will scrape 
up a lot of his mother's old testimonies 

. and work it in so that when Daniells gets 
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there the pace is already set for him, and 
he has to follow that, and he is tired of 
it." ... He said, "Ed is losing $2,000 a 
month, and he has got the books and is 
going over there and he is going to have 
that thing stopped. That publishing 
house down there (in Nashville) ought 
not to be anything but a depository. The 
Review and Herald office has got ma
chinery enough here to print all the 
books for the entire denomination." He 
said, "I told him to get it down in black 
and white and have a stenographer there 
and have it signed so they could not go 
back on it." 

So you see that whole thing was 
plotted and planned before they ever 
went there, and they got her out under 
the tree, had the stenographer get. it 
down just as they wanted it; and there 
she was denouncing Ed and Will put
ting words into her mouth-"now 
Mother, you know how you have felt in 
relation to Ed; you know the Lord has 
shown you"-andso on, and she would 
say, "Yes," and that all went in .... 

That is the time they 
started their campaign 
against me •.•. When 
they came up here and 
denounced the book 
Living Temple it was 
only so that they might 
get rid of making up 
the $200,000. Sister 
White told them not to 
when they told her the 
tales they told her. 

She went back on the Ed business 
because she knew just how she had been 
caught in a trap. And Sarah McEnterfer 
told me she cried for three days and it 
nearly put her in her coffin. Daniells 
laid that trap. She told me this thing 
while they were there doing it. After
wards I got hold of the document itself. 
Evans said, ''This thing ought to be 
stopped anyhow-these testimonies 
here." He said, "If there were just 
enough of us to stand together on it, I 
believe we could stop that thing." He 
said, "Will White doesn 'tbelieve those 
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testimonies." He said, "Now I will just 
tell you how I know." 

He said, "You know A. R. Henry 
was suing us for libel here; and you 
remember about that. Mr. Hulbert was 
our attorney and I was down to Mr. 
Hulbert's office one day, and he said, 
'Look here, where did Mrs. White get 
that information about Mr. A. R. 
Henry?' " Henry charged that the things 
written about him were not true. Now I 
want to tell you a little word about that 
thing. I know how that Henry testimony 
was manufactured. A. O. Tait in the 
office came to me and he said, "We are 
going to do the old man up." He said, "I 
am writing letters to Sister White, and I 
am getting letters from her, and I am 
writing her and we are going to do the 
old man up and we are going to get him 
out of that, and we won't have that man 
there." Pretty soon A. O. Tait came to 
me, and he said he had got a letter from 
Sister White, ousting the old man. He 
had been wiring and writing her the 
information, and he told me he was 
going to do it in addition. 

Mr. Hulbert asked Mr. I. H. Evans, 
"Evans, how does Mrs. White get this 
information?" Evans said, "Why, I said 
to him, 'I am not much acquainted with 
Mrs. White; I never met her but once, 
but my understanding is that she is a 
prophet and that the Lord gives her this 
information in visions in the night; she 
has visions as the old prophets did.'" 
Evans said Mr. Hulbert said, "Oh, 
fudge, you don't want me to believe 
such nonsense as that?" He said, "That 
is what I was always led to believe." 
And he said, "W.C. White, herson, is in 
town, and I think you better ask him 
about it." 

So Hulbert wrote a letter to Will 
White asking him that same question 
and he handed it to Evans and Evans 
looked it over, then put it in an envelope 
and sealed it up, and delivered it to W. 
C. White. He was in his office when he 
delivered it, and W. C. White took it 
upstairs with him, and came down 
pretty soon, and Evans said, "W. C. 
White handed me the letter and I looked 
it over, and this letter read, 'My mother 
is in constant correspondence with the 
leading members of the denomination, 
and with O. A. Olsen, Dr. J. H. Kellogg, 
A. O. Tait, W. O. Palmer and various 
other persons, and she has received her 
information from them.'" 

... Y 00 see Will's idea was that he was 

going to save his mother from the 
charge of libel by showing where she 
got the information, and get it back onto 
me and A. O. Tait and the other folks. I 
hadn't written her any information 
about Henry at all because I was kind of 
sorry for the old man and my sympa
thies were rather with him. That would 
not relieve her at all, but Will did not 
know the law; he was such a saphead on 
things of that kind he didn't know any 
better than to think that would relieve 
her, by putting it off on these men; so he 
said, "My mother is in constant corre
spondence and she received the infor
mation from various ones." 

Evans said, "I drew my pencil right 
across the letter clear down to the bot
tom, and left nothing but the signature, 
'Yours truly, W. C. White.' Will said, 
'Whatdid you do that for? , I said to him, 
'You are giving away the whole case.' 
'Well,' Will said, 'What else should I 
say?'" He said, "You should say, 'My 
mother is a prophet of the Lord. The 
Lord comes to her in the visions of the 
night and has revealed to her these 
things with reference to A. R. Henry. ,,, 
Evans said to me, "What do you think 
Will replied? Will White said, 'I cannot 
lie!"' . .. 

Bourdeau: Willie told me some
thing about it. ... He told me that what 
Sister White saw was not with regard to 
his [A. R. Henry's] robbing the institu
tion or anything of the kind, but with 
regard to withholding means from the 
Lord. 

Kellogg: There were a lot of things 
in it that were not true at all, but just 
gossip these people had sent. ... 

Now, as I said, a few of those men 
with I. H. Evans, some weeks after
wards, had a meeting of the Mission 
Board down there, and I was attending 
the meeting of the Mission· Board. 
Prescott was there, Spicer was there, I. 
H. Evans was there, and I think Dr. 
Rand or Dr. Read was there, some 
member of our Board was there and I 
told thiS . story in the presence of all 
those people· without mentioning any 
names. The question was up of how the 
testimonies should be used. And Evans 
sat there laughing. Prescott raised a 
question whether that story could be 
proved. Evans said, "It is all true; I am 
the man; I told the Doctor," and he 
testified right there voluntarily to the 
truth of what I have just told you, in the 
presence of all tliosemeri.They wollld 
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have to swear to it if they were put on the 
witness stand. 

Controlo/Health 
Foods 

. . . I had a testimony from Sister 
White with reference to ••. the College 
View Bakery.4 When they started the 
college out there, they wantedpermis
sion to manufacture the health foods, 
wanted us to give them a baker, wanted 
to sell to everybody west of the Missis
sippi River, and we said, "If you are 
going into a large business you must 
agree that if we start a sanitarium there 
a little later the business must be turned 
over to the Sanitarium because they will 
need it to help build up the Sanitarium. 
You must agree that the Sanitarium 
shall have it; and it was agreed to; and 
later when the Sanitarium was started, I 
asked them to tum the bakery over. 

The General Conference Committee 
owned the whole thing then, or the 
General Conference AsSociation, and I 
wrote them a letter about it, and they 
appointed a committee, and that com
mittee looked into the matter and made 
their report that the thing should be 
turned over according to agreement. 
. . . Kauble went out there and took 
charge, and when Kauble took charge, 
he said, "Here, the College is running 
that thing; that is the college building 
and that belongs to us; we are not going 
to tum that over." They had $3,000 on 
hand and they would not tum a cent of 
it over. 

Then it was brought up with the 
Conference. Ilabored with the commit
tee, and the committee laughed at me 
and said they would not do a thing, and 
I told them I should bring it up before 
the General Conference, and I did; and 
when I brought it before the General 
Conference, I did not say much; I only 
opened their record and they saw the 
resolution. No, I didn't know they had 
a record; I did not use the record frrst, 
but at the beginning of the meeting I set 
the secretary to work to see if he could 
fmd the record. John Morrison made a 
speech in behalf of the college saying 
they ought to own the bakery; and 
Santee came in and read a testimony 
overSisteiWhite's signature saying the 
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food business should be used to support 
the colleges. 

The thing was so utterly absurd I did 
not pay attention to it, butI sat there, and 
he read that testimony. I sat on the front 
seat, and Santee sat on the back seat, and 
when he arose he said, "Before I begin 
my remarks I wish to ask Dr. Kellogg 
this question: Dr. Kellogg, do you be
lieve the testimonies?" I didn't say a 
word; I simply sat there and kept still. I 
said nothing at all, simply sat there. He 
waited a long time, and everybody 
shuffled their feet, cleared their throats 
out a great deal, and he waited as much 
as 10 minutes, and it got to be very 

Now I know the Lord 
never showed her that 
and the rest of them 
knew it. And I knew 
they had gotten a 
letter ... they simply 
read that letter over 
her name and tried to 
work it on me as a 
statement from the 
Lord. 

painful. Finally he said, "Mr. Chair
man, I wish to know whether Dr. Kel
logg is going to answer my question?" 
He said, "Do you have anything to 
say?" I said, "I have nothing to say 
except that that question is irrelevant." 
The chairman said, "I think so too." So 
he went on and read the testimony from 
Sister White in which she said that the 
profits of the food business should be 
used for supporting the colleges. 

Now I know the Lord never showed 
her that and the rest of them knew it 
And I knew they had gotten a letter
she did not say the Lord had shown her 
that; but they simply read that letter 
over her name and tried to work it on me 
as a statement from the Lord that the 
profits of the food businesses should be 
used for the support of the colleges. I 
knew better, and I was not going to bow 
my head to such stuff as that, and there 
didn't anybody there pay any attention 
to it, and not a single member of the 
General Conference Association, not a 

soul of them, paid an atom of attention 
to that thing. 

Then John Morrison spoke an hour 
trying to prove that the food business 
belonged to the college and that they 
should have it, and he swung his arms, 
frothed at the mouth, and went on until 
everybody was sick of it He said, "If 
you do this thing, if you take that bakery 
from the college, it will ruin it;" and so 
he went on a great rate. When he got 
through talking, I made a very short 
speech. I stated simply what I have 
stated to you about the agreement at the 
beginning, and I said, "The secretary 
has been looking the matter over, and I 
have asked the men to do as they agreed 
to do, and I understand the secretary is 
able to read a report of the meeting," 
and he read the report of that meeting. 

... The meeting voted unanimously 
to turn it over, and do as they agreed. 

Now, Santee went out West, and he 
began to tell around everywhere out 
there that I hypnotized the General 
Conference. That is where my hypnotic 
influence began-and that I had intimi
dated them, and that they were so afraid 
to do anything against my wishes-that 
they were just forced; I had forced them 
to do this unrighteous thing; that I had 
robbed the College .... 

Sources of Ellen 
White Testimonies 

Well, I met Haskell, and Haskell was 
there, a patient stopping there. He had 
been sick and was having a little treat
ment, so John Morrison and the rest of 
them had a chance to talk with him; and 
I saw him and had a talk with him, and 
he said, "Of course you are right about 
that; they ought to do what they agreed; 
the Sanitarium Food business belongs 
to the Sanitarium, is a part of it, of 
course it is, and they ought to have it; 
that is right" I said, "Now, Elder Has
kell, I want to tell you something. I am 
not a prophet but I am going to proph
esy. Santee will write to Sister White, 
and he will tell her just what he is telling 
over the country. Pretty soon I will get 
a testimony condemning me for my 
attitude and demanding that I shall turn 
that bakery back to the college." "Oh," 
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he said, "you will never get any such 
thing as that" I said, "It will come as 
sure as fate, for nearly every testimony 
I have had in the last four or five years 
has come in just that way." "Oh, you are 
mistaken, the Lord could not tell such a 
thing as that." 

In less than three months' time the 
testimony came, saying, "You have 
robbed the College View College. You 
have disgraced yourself by that thing, 
by your attitude in that thing. The 
General Conference should have been 
ashamed to allow you to intimidate 
them. ONE was present and heard your 
threatening words." And I was com
manded to turn that thing back quick, 
and the General Conference was com
manded to rescind their action quick; 
and I want to tell you they have never 
done it to this minute. 

Bourdeau: Never tried to? 
Kellogg: No, sir; and I didn't either. 

I wrote Sister White back and said, 
"Sister White, you have been misin
formed about this thing." But I was 
going to tell you-I sent that testimony 
to Haskell immediately and I said, 
"Now, Haskell, it has come; here it is; I 
inclose it" I got a letter back from him, 
"Well, I am surprised. I thought you 
were certainly right about that College 
View matter." And he thinks so yet 
The thing went further than that She 
sent a letter to Elder Haskell and one to 
Elder Irwin; sent a letter to them inclos
ing the testimony to them, and sent me 
a copy here; and in that letter to them she 
said, "Elder Haskell and Brother Irwin, 
I say to you, take a frrm stand against Dr. 
Kellogg in this matter." 

I said to Elder Haskell, "I suppose of 
course you will take a firm stand against 
me now." He said, "/ shall do no such 
thing." (Yet) he was commanded to do 
it by the Lord! ..• 

Now, I sent a copy of that to every 
one of the persons present at that meet
ing ... to open their eyes. There was a 
testimony with all the solemnity of any
thing that was ever written in the world, 
and it said, "ONE was present and heard 
your threatening words," and the ONE 
was capitalized with O .... I sent a copy 
of that to every person present at that 
meeting, and I said, "I did not intend to 
say anything threatening at all, but if 
you understood anything I said to be a 
threat, or intimidation, I wish to with
draw it, and I want you to revise your 
action, and act as you would have done 
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if 1 had not threatened or said any such 
thing." I confess it was all farce on my 
part because I knew I had not said any 
threatening words, and it was a decoy 
letter; it was to get from them an ex
pression of views. . .. They stand by it 
today, and the College View Bakery is 
owned by the sanitarium there today. 

1 got letters back from Cottrell and 
from other men, saying, "I did not hear 
you say any threatening words. 1 was 
not intimidated." But Robert Kilgore, 
who took the real orthodox position
Robert wrote a letter and said, "I didn't 
know 1 was intimidated, 1 didn't hear 
any threatening word; but if the Lord 
says I was intimidated, I shall immedi
ately confess that I was a cow-
ard." ... 

When I got the letter from Sister 
White, I wrote her quietly, without 
giving her any explanation at all .... I 
said, "You profess to have information 
direct from the Lord," so I simply left 
her with the Lord .... I got another letter 
back from her, and I want to tell you it 
was the most stinging letter that I ever 
had from her in my life. 

Now, sir, that made me 
mad; I am perfectly 
frank to tell you it 
made me mad to the 
soles of my shoes, 
because it was a 
proposition to bargain 
with me. "If you do 
what I tell you to, I 
will protect you and 
won't let people know. 
If you don't, then I am 
going to expose you." 

I am glad to tell you the last letter I 
ever got from Sister White was just a 
sweet, nice, old fashioned, motherly 
letter, just the same as she always used 
to write me, and she wrote me that letter 
after her visit here, and after the last 
time I saw her she wrote me that letter 
from San Diego-just a nice, quiet, 
newsy letter without saying a word of 

condemnation. But the letter that came 
from her said, "You do that thing quick; 
turn that bakery back that you have 
robbed. I hope it will not be necessary 
to reveal things which I might reveal 
concerning you." 

Now, sir, that made me mad; I am 
perfectly frank to tell you it made me 
mad to the soles of my shoes, because it 
was a proposition to bargain with me. 
"If you do what I tell you to, 1 will 
protect you and won't let people know. 
If you don't, then I am going to expose 
you." I saw that she had made copies of 
it She landed in California about two 
weeks after thats ... Elder Irwin came 
up to see me. He said, "I am going to 
meet Sister White. What word shall I 
take her from you?" . . . I said, 
"You tell Sister White to go right 
straight ahead; she is at liberty to reveal 
about me everything the Lord has 
shown her; but if she attacks my char
acter she will have to prove what she 
says." He went over there and told her. 

Now, this that I am telling you ought 
to make some impression upon your 
minds. What was the next message I got 
from Sister White? It was a telegram; 
"Come over here; we want to consult 
with you about the Australian sanitar
ium." I went over. I didn't feel very 
much like going. I didn't intend to go, 
but I went over, and I went up to the 
Sanitarium. I didn't feel much like 
meeting Sister White. I felt that she had 
mistreated me and insulted me by deny
ing that I told her the truth, by trying to 
lay me in a lie, and accusing me of 
things I had never done; and then in 
order to compel me to assent to do the 
thing she demanded of me, to threaten 
to expose me. 

Bourdeau: If I were in your place, 
instead of allowing my anger to come, 
or hard feelings, I would have gone and 
kneeled right down upon my knees be
fore the Lord and placed it before Him. 

Kellogg: I did, I did. I didn't have 
any very great trouble about it; but I said 
it made me mad, and it did. But I didn't 
remain mad; I cannot remain mad over
night; I never did in my life. It is hard for 
me to keep mad for five minutes;6but 
that angered me because I felt it was a 
contemptible thing, for after I had 
trusted her all my lifetime, treated her 
like a mother, had been absolutely 
honest and sincere to the last line I ever 
wrote her, k> have her going back on me 
that way just because Santee had writ-
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ten her a lot oflies ...• It made me angry. 
I did not feel that she had treated me 
right, so I didn't feel like being very 
obsequious, and I went up to the Sani
tarium and after [a]while she came up 
there. She came across the dining room 
with her face covered with smiles, hold
ing out both hands, took hold of both my 
hands, and said, "Dr. Kellogg, how do 
you do? We have been very anxious to 
consult with you about the Sanitarium 
in New South Wales." 

So we consulted about it for two 
days. Not a lisp or a word, or anything 
at all. Everything I suggested was ac
cepted right away .... I didn't want her 
to think that merely consulting me a 
little in that way and giving me a little 
attention made things right, because it 
didn't. It didn't make a thing true that 
was not true, and did not flatter me at all, 
and I did not want her to think that it did, 
... so I quietly met her the day before I 
went away. 

I said, "Sister White, before 1 leave, 
I ought to say something to you; some of 
the things that have been written by you 
while you have been away were not 
true; and 1 am sure from some of the 
things you have written me you have 
been misinformed." 

"I have not been misinformed!" 
"Oh, but you have written me, Sister 

White, that I have erected buildings in 
Chicago to harbor the unworthy poor; 1 
ask you to show me those buildings; 
that 1 have taken money from the Sani
tarium." 

"I have never seen that you took any 
money from the Sanitarium for any 
such purpose." 

"But you have written me that I did." 
"I have no recollection of ever hav

ing written you any such thing." 
"If you look up your correspon

dence, you will find it." 
"I will look it up and write you." 
Never a line did she write me for 

three years. ButIleftherthereandthen, 
just like that, I came home. 

Six weeks after, the General Confer
ence was held here (1901) in Battle 
Creek. I thought from indications that 
there was going to be war at that time, 
that they were going to make an attack 
upon me, because I saw W. C. White 
had been scheming for sometime to get 
rid of the Medical Missionary Board 
. .. I felt awfully bad. 1 spent half my 
nights up here in bed crying and wetting 
Illy pillow because I thOtightit was 
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going to come, and I could not complete 
my dream which was to make the whole 
Seventh-day Adventist people a de
nomination of medical missionaries 
working in their homes, helping their 
neighbors, and to make it the great 
Good Samaritan organization of the 
world, and that is what I wanted then 
too. 

I saw this thing coming. Here were 
my (adopted) children. My ambition 
was that my children should all be 
missionaries right in this work, and I 
had my will putting every dollar I had in 
the world right into this cause, and had 
made my will to do it, and my wife had 
consented to have a small stipend, $100 
a month, to take care of her and the 
children dependent upon her; and that 
every dollar of my income should go 
into this cause-every bit of it I had 
made it that way. I had gone on support
ing this medical missionary work until 
I was $100,000 in debt. I had put the 
money into this cause .... 

... When I saw the whole thing was 

going to fall dead, I sat down on the sofa 
upstairs, Mrs. Kellogg and I, and we 
wept together by the hour .... I ex
pected nothing else at all but that they 
would take their stand against us. 

Plansfor the 1901 
General Conference 

I must tell you, that away back, nine 
years ago, at the time of· the South 
Lancaster meeting, there came a testi
mony condemning me for things I had 
not done. I sent her my resignation, told 
her the things she had written were not 
the truth. I could not receive them as 
from the Lord for they were not true; 
and I said, "Here is my resignation of 
everything connected with the Seventh
day Adventist denomination." Andshe 
has got it yet, and they have had it all the 
time; and now I expected nothing else 
but, as I said, that that 1901 conference 

would be the 
end of us. So I 
moved out of 
my house. 

Dr. and Mrs. Kellogg had no children of their own, but they loved 
children and accepted 42 of them into their home at different times. 
They eventually adoptedfour or five. This picture was taken in 1888. 

I went to 
see Sister 
White, told her 
to her face that 
the things she 
had written me 
were not true, 
and I came 
home and did 
not expect 
anything else 
but to be de
nounced fur
ther. She met 
Dr. Sanderson 
and she said, 
"Dr. Sanderson, 
the whole de
nomination is 
looking to see 
who comes out 
ahead, Dr. 
Kellogg or I, 
and I will 
never give up 
as long as I 
live." I was in 
suspense. I 
thought to my
self, I will ask 
the Lord for a 
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sign as to whether it was going to be 
peace or war, and I will find out. So I 
said, "I will send Sister White an invita
tion to come to my house. If she accepts 
that it will be a sign from the Lord of 
peace, and that these men are not going 
to crush us this time." 

So I prayed over the matter very 
earnestly, and I set that thing. I asked 
the Lord for a sign, and I made that sign 
so, after my last parting with her when 
I told her what she had written me was 
not the truth-that was the last word I 
said to her, and I came home. I wrote to 
Sister White and I got a letter from her 
saying she would accept my invitation 
to come to my house; so I had the rooms 
prepared for her. 

Irwin heard of it .... When he found 
this out, he got aboard the cars and went 
straight to California to see Sister 
White. Sister Druillard was there with 
Sister White at this time, and Sister 
Druillard said to me that Sister White 
got a telegram from Irwin saying, "I am 
coming," and she said, "What is he 
coming over here for?" Of course 
Irwin's fate was settled, but he didn't 
know it They brought Daniells over 
here to be president of the General Con
ference. It was all arranged over at 
Australia. I know the man who was 
present when they had the talk. Daniells 
denies it, but he doesn't tell the truth 
about it. 

Irwin, when he found out about it, 
began to scrabble every way he could to 
keep in, and he wrote Sister White a 
letter and asked her if there was any 
reason why he should not be president, 
and she told him she did not know any 
reason; so he got the men all together, 
read the letter to them to start his presi
dential boom. There they were, cook
ing his goose for him, as the boys say, all 
the time, and made him travel allover 
the country to introduce Daniells to all 
the conferences when he was simply 
attending his own funeral. 

Well, he thought he was going to win 
by his attack on me; so he went over 
there to see Sister White, and he read 
her a letter I had written him; and in that 
letter, by putting peculiar emphasis 
upon certain words, he gave Sister 
White the very opposite impression 
from what I had intended it to mean. 
Mrs. Druillard was present and she 
heard it; so he labored with Sister White 
and got her to change her mind about 
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coming to my house. He CW. C. White) 
kept saying to his mother, "What will 
the ministers think? What will the min
isters think?" I know this from people 
who were in the house. Finally she 
decided not to come. 

... Cindy Hall got her a house down 
the street. .. I wrote her a letter. I said, 
"Sister White, will you accept an invita
tion to come to my house? I notice 
another house is being arranged for you, 
so I conclude you have decided not to 
come to my house, and I am writing you 
simply to tell you it will make no differ
ence in my attitude towards you. I am 
your friend, and I shall remain your 
friend just the same; and I shall take no 
stand against you at all if you think best 
not to come because you think it will 
hurt your influence with those who are 
my enemies .... " 

There was a company 
of five or seven 
preachers, and there 
was nobody on that 
board who knew 
anything about 
medical work, or who 
knew anything about 
Bible work, or about 
educational work. 

The next day after I mailed that let
ter, I got a letter from her, and that letter 
had three letters in it This represents a 
phase of this whole work that shows 
you that there is scheming, and that 
Sister White herself enters into it, and 
what she writes is not always quite 
straight and square. I knew that from 
previous experience, but it is a personal 
fault and habit, and this shows you the 
fact There were three letters and three 
different dates. The one with the oldest 
date said, "I do not know; it may be 
possible that I will not be able to come 
to your house as I had agreed to do, as it 
is quite a distance from the Tabernacle, 
and I am not very strong, and I will need 
a place nearer to the Tabernacle." Of 
course I knew all about it She did not 
know that I knew, but I knew the game 
that was going on all the while; that was 
not the trllth. ~ 

The next letter stated, "I have de
cided my company is so large, so many 
persons are coming along with me that 
it would not be right for me to impose so 
much upon your generosity; and we 
will have to have a house of our own 
where we will have it perfectly quiet 
and be all by ourselves; so have given 
instruction to have another house pre
pared for me." The instruction had been 
already given and the house was al
ready prepared all the time, and I knew 
it all the while before that letter was 
written. That was just simply to prepare 
my mind you know. The third letter 
stated, "Last Friday night when we 
were having family prayers, a light 
ftlled the room, and an odor of violets, 
and a voice spoke to me and said, 'Go to 
Dr. Kellogg's house,' and so I am com
ing." When she got here, I did not feel 
free to go to see her, for fear people 
would think I was trying to influence 
her; so I did not go to see her at all. She 
was here in my house; I lived across the 
road .... 

After two or three days she sent for 
me. She wanted to see me after a day or 
two. She said, "When I decided to come 
here, they said"-she didn't tell me 
who 'they' was, but I knew who it 
was-"they said, 'Mother, you ought 
not to go to Dr. Kellogg's house be
cause of what the people will say. '" 

Now, I went to Sister White. The 
question of reorganization was up. I 
said to Sister White I thought it was 
wrong to have a Conference Committee 
constituted as they were, made up of 
preachers trying to run all the business 
and everything else, and I thought we 
ought to have a representative commit
tee in which all the different organiza
tions would be represented, ... but not 
let them have executive power, but have 
an advisory power so they could get 
together and have council. ... She said, 
"That is right" 

This was the day before the confer
ence met. I called the Conference 
Committee together, told them I wanted 
to meet them, had our Board in to meet 
them, and I arose and told them I wanted 
them to understand that the medical 
men and the Medical Missionary Board 
could not enter into this conference 
with them with confidence in what they 
were going to do, ... because there was 
a company of five or seven preachers, 
and therewas nobody on that board who 
knew anything about medical work, or 
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who knew anything about Bible work, 
or about educational work; yet there 
they were, professing to be ruling over 
the entire denomination in all branches 
of the work .... I demanded we should 
have a reorganization, and suggested 
the plan I had already spoken to Sister 
White about. They rose in great wrath. 
Irwin declared against it, Brother 
Loughborough said the present organi
zation had the endorsement of the Lord; 
and they all took a strong stand against 
it But W. C. White and Daniells did 
not They remained on the fence. Will 
suggested that "Mother should be con
sulted." A committee was appointed to 
see Sister White, and they came up early 
next morning to see her. As we passed 
out of the room, I said to Prof. Prescott, 
"I haven't any apprehension as to what 
the report of that committee will be, 
because Sister White has already told 
me this plan is right, for I had a few 
minutes' talk with her.'" 

I received not so very long ago, a 
letter saying, "You have reported that 
you told me the things that I stated at the 
Tabernacle, that that was not from the 
Lord, but you yourself had given me 
that information, and told me those 
things, and that I am simply saying what 
you told me to say." She said, "You 
know that was not the truth. You know 
you and I had no conversation before 
that meeting." 

Well, now, I wrote back to Sister 
White and told her she had been misin
formed; that I had never said anything 
of the sort; told her exactly what I did 
say. Now, I might say that just as Sister 
White was starting down to the meet
ing, one of those meetings, I stood on 
my porch, and I began saying one word 
to her with reference to the matter, and 
she said, "Wouldn't it be better if we 
should not be seen talking together?" 
So I refrained from saying anything. 

... Now, then, I will tell you why I 
have not made any noise about these 
things. Most of these things I have 
never mentioned before, and you knew 
nothing about 

Bourdeau: Don't you mention 
these things to the doctors? 

KeUogg: I don't have any occasion 
to; I don't talk these things to people. I 
don't want people to know them. My 
wife doesn't know what I have been 
telling you .... Haskell, Butler, and 
Irwin were knowing tomost of the facts. 
The members ()nheMediealMission~ 
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ary Association know a little of it. 
Bourdeau: They do not say any

thing about it. 
Kellogg: They never hesitated to 

tell me. One day just before our fIre 
here in February, 1902, Elder Daniells 
was present at a Board meeting. After 
1901 that question of the College View 
bakery kept coming up because N. P. 
Nelson down there in Nebraska was a 
very tenacious fellow, and Will White 
had promised him I should be made to 
put the bakery back; and they sent him 
copies of the testimonies they sent to 
me, commanding me to put that bakery 
back, and I hadn't done it, and there it 
was an open defIance of the testimony; 
and they kept hounding Will to see to it 
that I turned the bakery back. . . . It was 
a legal transfer, done in a legal way by 
the Board, and I could not do it if I 
wanted to. So it bothered Will. 

. . . So Sister White Wrote me a 
modifIed letter, and in this letter she 
said, "Don't ever allow yourself to do 
again what you did in relation to the 
Nebraska Sanitarium bakery, the Col
lege View bakery." ... That was sort of 
permission to let it go this time, but I 
must not ever do it again. . .. I brought 
it up before the Medical Missionary 
Board; they were the parties who did it, 
not me, and the General Conference 
Association, and Elder Prescott was 
present and Elder Daniells was present 

I read this letter from Sister White. I 
said, "Now, what shall we do about 
this?" Prof. Prescott immediately got 
up and he walked up and down the 
room. You see he had been a member of 
the original committee and he knew all 
about it, and I thought it was very fortu
nate to have him there. He shook his 
head. His jaw dropped, and he shook 
his head. Elder Daniells stood up in a 
corner of the room, and he said, "Well, 
you will have to do with that just the 
same as I have done with a great many 
other things like that. I have had a great 
many things like that that I could not 
understand, and I laid them away on the 
shelf." So we all agreed that we would 
lay that away on the shelf. 

But I went over to California a short 
time afterwards by the advice of the 
President of the General Conference. I 
went over to California, and I called on 
Sister White, and I said to Will, "Now, 
then, I am going to talk to your mother 
about that College View bakery busi
ness." I said, "She has got to know the 

facts about it." So I sat down and told 
her the whole story. And Will was there 
and heard it all. We went away. It was 
in the evening. I said, "Will, I am sorry 
I had to talk to your mother about this 
thing; it doesn't trouble me any, but I 
know it is right, and I cannot do any 
different than what I have done," and I 
told Sister White all about it. I told her 
if I ever had that thing to do again, I 
should do exactly as I did do, for I could 
not do anything else; I had to do right, 
and I should have to do it again; could 
not do any different And I talked to her 
straight about it. I said to Will, "I am 
sorry I talked to your mother; I am 
afraid it will keep her awake, that it will 
disturb her." "Oh, no," he said, "It is all 
right. I am very glad you talked with 
her." He said, "I have noticed that in 
cases of this sort generally a good talk of 
this kind generally did good, and that 
after having such a talk it was generally 
dropped; and I don't think you will ever 
hear any more from it," and I never did, 
and there never has been anything done 
about it It was dropped right there. 
Now didn't the Lord know about it all 
the while? Now, you see that is the 
situation of the thing. 

Here is where the great mistake was 
made. Daniells and these other men are 
just now bringing up this testimony 
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question and trying to bring it up to a 
point where James White never held it 
in the world. They are trying to bring it 
up, to make it an infallible guide, and to 
make people think that all they are do
ing they are doing in harmony with the 
infallible guide, the Spirit of Proph
ecy-that they are in touch with Sister 
White, and get orders for everything 
they do, and they are infallible because 
they have an infallible guide. They are 
adopting that thing; they are endeavor
ing to put it into their tests of faith-"Do 
you believe the testimonies?" They 
actually put it into their book as one of 
the questions to be asked, in testoffaith, 
in discipline .... 

The thing has been elevated to a 
pinnacle where it doesn't belong. The 
Lord put this gift into the church, gave 
Sister White remarkable insight into 
spiritual truth, into the question of eth
ics for the good of this people, and not 
to be used as a club for beating people's 
brains out ... 

Enmity Against the 
Medical Work 

This institution here, the Sanitarium 
at Battle Creek, if it were a Catholic 
institution and was doing good, or a 

From the ashes of the 1902 fire, the new Sanitarium arose in 1903, resplendent with 
1!eautiful roof gardens that afforded a lovely place to walk, converse, and even sleep during the summer months . ............. ----.- ---- ............. --------- .. . 
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Presbyterian institution, or anything 
else, they would say it was doing good; 
and in this institution, if there were not 
a single Seventh-day Adventist in it, 
and they had a young man somewhere 
who would say to the President of the 
General Conference, "What would you 
say of my going up to Battle Creek to get 
a knowledge of the principles there?" 
He would say, "By all means go." ... 
They are advising these very young 
men now to go to the medical schools 
that are perfectly rotten with iniquity. 

Here we are trying to maintain the 
only Christian medical school in the 
world, the only one the world has ever 
seen; trying to maintain it, and at a 
sacrifice. The men that do the work 
there do it without any compensation 
forit After they have done a good day's 
work, they will study night, evenings 
and mornings, all their spare time to 
help these young men and women to 
become medical missionaries of truth. 

The first Medical Missionary 
School ever started was the starting of 
the Medical Missionary Training
school for Nurses. We carried those 
enterprises along as beneficent enter-

prises, and these people have set their 
heads to destroy them, ... and the only 
things they are accomplishing are sim
ply to deprive the Seventh-day [Ad
ventist] people from the help and bene
fit they might have from the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium. The Lord has helped 
us to hold it up. While I hada$I00,OOO 
debt that I incurred in carrying on the 
medical missionary work myself per
sonally, and the Sanitarium had a half a 
million dollars' indebtedness-their 
debt was $700,000, but itis diminishing 
and diminishing rapidly .... 

The Washington 
Sanitarium 

Now, I do not see how these men 
believe the testimonies. They claim 
that the Lord directed them to put the 
Sanitarium in Washington, and asked 
the people to give to this Washington 
Sanitarium because the Lord specially 
directed this. "The Lord has left the 
Sanitarium at Battle Creek; this is the 

The Kelloggs moved into The Residence five blocks west of the original sanitarium, in 1894. 
Its spaciol4$groundsincluded.a grQlleottrees, deer park,yegetablegardens,.andallU.ge 
children's playground. 
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Lord's institution." Sister White wrote 
them a letter and told them the institu
tion should not cost over $25,000 or 
$30,000, that it should be small and 
should be a wooden building, a simple 
structure, and should be an example of 
simplicity in every way. What did they 
do? They got together and had a little 
council; they said, "We cannot use 
brick; we cannot use stone; we have got 
to have something better than a wooden 
building. We will use cement, make 
cement blocks and have artificial 
stone!" 

So they decided on that, and went 
ahead and put up a building that has cost 
them $115,000; they have got a debt of 
$50,000 on it, and it will only accom
modate 35 or 40 patients. Here is a 
building that cost five times as much as 
that and accommodates 20 times as 
many people. This one is full, crowded 
with people who are getting well faster 
than they ever did before; and down 
there they have two or three people in 
the house. Now, if I can get any indica
tion at all, it is this thing; that the Lord 
started a work here 40 years ago, in 
Battle Creek, and He wants us to stand 
by it, and I propose to stand by it; and if 
the thing has got to fall, if it has got to go 
down in a great catastrophe, I am will
ing to go with it, and I would rather 
stand there by that and go down with it 
than to run off and neglect it ••. 

Amadon: Doctor, what do you 
think is the fulfillment of this text of 
Scripture in the experience of this de
nomination? "Thy watchmen shall see 
eye to eye when the Lord brings again 
Zion." This is the most awful record 
ever I heard of. 

Incorrect Diet 
I ndicates Failure to 
Believe Testimonies 

Kellogg: Well, sir, we are seeing 
eye to eye, and we are going on about 
our business and we see eye to eye. We 
are standing by the principles the Lord 
has given us there, and you cannot put 
your finger on any evidence of deca
dence to those principles. We are 
standing there all the while, while Elder 

. Daniellsisgoing aboutthe country eaF 
ing beefsteak and drinking his tea. I 
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don't believe you men yourselves are so 
circumspect about these principles. I 
don't believe you believe the testimo
nies yourselves. I know Daniells, Evans 
and those men don't pretend to when it 
comes down to diet. I have had no 
evidence that the leading men of this 
denomination have, or ever have had 
the faith in the teaching that Sister 
White has given in relation to the health 
principles, that they have had the faith 
that I have had. I think if you look back 
over the course right straight through, 
over the whole thing, you will see that I 
and my colleagues have followed more 
closely in the instruction which we have 
had from the testimonies right straight 
through the whole thing .... When the 
ministers and General Conference folks 
used to come here, they used to go up to 
the Sanitarium and sit down, and every 
last man of them ate their beefsteak. I 
remember when the health reform frrst 
came out, Brother Amadon was a very 
strong, straight health reformer, and he 
began to backslide, and I guess all the 
prominent people did, but I did not. I 
stood by the thing, and not because the 
testimonies said it, but because I knew 
it was true. I believed it was true; and at 
the present time we see the truth win
ning out wonderfully allover the world; 
the vegetarian principle is coming to the 
front. 

Amadon: Doctor,Ibelieveonsome 
points of health reform, I am more of a 
health reformer than you are. 

Kellogg: You probably get your 
sleep regularly. 

Amadon: I don't refer to any such 
thing as that, no sir. Ever since you 
returned from Europe and went to Van 
Hom's and told them what you had 
learned from somewhere about the 
treatment of epilepsy and what you 
thought would be good for their son, I 
said, "I wonder if that won't be a good 
thing for me," and since that time I have 
not put a particle of salt on my food. 

Kellogg: Do you think I eat salt? I 
stopped eating salt 35 years ago. Do 
you suppose I would be so foolish as to 
eat salt when I know the harm it does? 

Amadon: Don't cut and slash at me 
on that point when I do a thing like that 
See here, Doctor; for 30 years, I have 
not taken a piece of butter on my butter 
dish and spread it on my bread. I don't 
believe you can say that 

Kellogg: I don't u~ the ordinary 
butter. If I use butter, it is sterilized 

butter; for the trouble with the butter is 
in the germs that are in it. The testimo
nies never said you should not eat salt 
Here is something from Sister White. 
This is a little thing called the Bulletin, 
which has just started down there in 
Washington. I see the earmarks of Dr. 
Kress in it. Here is a statement from 
Sister White: "At this stage of the 
earth's history meat eating is dishonor
ing to God." The president of the Gen
eral Conference, when he went over 
there to Europe five years ago, and that 
whole lot of Seventh-day Adventist 
ministers who went over with him, they 
went from conference to conference 

. around the country in Europe eating 
meat right along. "Those who believe 
present truth should refuse to eat flesh 
meat." 

Amadon: I would like 
to use to quite an 
extent these health 
foods you make, but 
you charge such a 
tremendous price for 
them we cannot do it. 

Amadon: That is good. 
Kellogg: Do you know where it is? 

"The light which God has given upon 
health reform cannot be trifled with 
without injury to those who attempt it; 
and no man can hope to succeed in the 
work of God while by precept and ex
ample he acts in opposition to the light 
which God has sent." 

Use of "Health 
Foods" 

Amadon: I would like to use to 
quite an extent these health foods you 
make, but you charge such a tremen
dous price for them we cannot do it, 
people with small income like Brother 
Bourdeau. 

Kellogg: I don't eat any health 
foods at all. We eat scarcely any at our 
bouse. I live upon bread, potatoes and 
fruits. I do not eat health foods. I do not 
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have to. I don't believe there is any 
health food on our bill offare today. We 
rarely ever have any. We have got 
bread, potatoes and fruit. When I trav
eled abroad I was gone three months, 
and I lived on plain food all the time I 
was gone. I had a few things along with 
me that I could use for lunch when I had 
time to eat. 

Amadon: I thought these health 
foods were to benefit people? 

Kellogg: They are; but they are only 
to help people who don't know how to 
live themselves. People who know how 
to prepare foods don't have to have 
health foods. The Lord didn't make a 
bakery or a health food factory in the 
Garden of Eden. If you cannot carry out 
the health reform without a food factory 
the thing is moonshine. 

Bourdeau: When I have had my 
stomach sour, had indigestion, I have 
allowed myself to eat a little piece of 
meat about as big as my thumb to stimu
late the stomach, then there would be a 
long time after that I would not have any 
trouble again. The stomach had gotten 
lazy and wanted something to stimulate 
it a little. I don't consider that meat is 
anything easily digested. 

Kellogg: "Those who believe the 
principles of truth should refuse to eat 
flesh meat." I would not eat a piece of 
meat that big any quicker than I would 
swallow a toad .... 

I had to stand against that thing for 
twenty-five years, all the time, and you 
know it. I had to be held up there as a 
fanatic and a crank. I tried to hold these 
principles up; and I believe there are 
more health reformers outside the Sev
enth-day Adventist denomination that 
have become such from my work than 
there are in the whole denomination. A 
woman over in Oakland when showed 
the article in the Review against the 
Living Temple and my work said, "That 
is good; now I can eat all the beefsteak 
I want" 

Amadon: Oh, that is nonsense, non
sense. 

Kellogg: Of course it is, ridiculous. 
This light was given thirty years ago, 
and the Seventh-day Adventistdenomi
nation are not heeding it. I think there 
are probably not a dozen families, Sev
enth-day Adventists, in this town that 
do not eat beefsteak, chicken, most 
right straight along; and all taking tea 
and coffee right straightalong,and allin 
good standing in the church. Nobody is 
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making any inquiry as to whether these 
people obey the testimonies; the whole 
question is, "Do you believe the testi
monies?" It is not a question whether 
they are living up to them or not 

Amadon: Tobelieveistolivethemout 
Kellogg: No, sir. You profess to 

believe it; you do not live up to it; you 
don't live it out That is what I am 
saying to you. Now here is a fact, that 
for many, many years I have not heard 
a Seventh-day Adventist minister 
preach a sermon on health reform or 
rein the people up on these principles 
for many years. 

Amadon: Within a fortnight, I have 
heard our ministers say there must be 
something said here on health reform, 
within a fortnight. 

Kellogg: That shows that what I am 
saying is true; they have not been saying 
it But here it is-straining at a gnat and 
swallowing a camel. There is not a bit 
of sense in it. ... 

Lies About Kellogg 
and the Sanitarium 

Brother Keck was a member of the 
investigating committee which was ap
pointed to come here to the Sanitarium. 

... I invited them to come here for areal 
sitting down together, for a council, and 
Sister White commanded them not to 
come. That is what headed it off. ... 
He [Keck] told me he would come, but 
he didn't tell me how he was coming. 
He came around by way of Washington 
without letting me know anything about 
it He was here four weeks. The day 
before he left he came to the office and 
said, "Well, Doctor, I can give you a 
clean bill of health." I said, "What do 
you mean?" He said, "I will tell you. 
When I got to Washington I sat down 
and had a half day's visit with Mrs. 
Prescott and she told me a lot of things." 
Then he went on to tell me the tales told 
him, and one of the tales told him by 
Mrs. Prescott was that the Sanitarium 
was a brothel and I was inviting young 
ladies there to seduce them .... 

Brother Keck waited over and had a 
meeting with Daniells, Prescott, Spicer, 
and Evans, and 1 think four or five of 
them were in the meeting, and he told 
them. For four hours they labored with 
him to keep him from coming here .... 
They were very sorry, so sorry that 
these awful things were true; it was so 
sad that they were compelled to believe 
them. And they thought they were 
going to scare him out of coming here; 
that 1 would hypnotize him, and it was 
not safe to come. 

Any extended stay at the sanitarium involved participation in vigorous morning caLiStheNlcs.- --.------------- -- _.-_. 
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He came on, and he spent four weeks 
running down everything. They told 
him the names of people who they said 
would confmn what they said. He went 
to see those people, and they turned the 
whole thing down, and they took their 
stand for us instead against of us. He 
went back there and he told them it was 
not true; that he had investigated every
thing that Mrs. Prescott had said. Mrs. 
Prescott replied, "1 am very sorry to 
know it is not true," and then went 
straight over to Europe and went to 
telling the same tales all over Europe. 
One of our nurses had a sister over there 
who has written her that she is so sorry 
to hear these awful stories about the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium that Mrs. 
Prescott told her. Now, they have be
gun to get scared. 1 said to Brother 
Keck, "You tell these men down there 1 
won't stand that thing any longer; thatif 
they don't stop that miserable, nasty, 
dirty talk, 1 will make them answer for 
it" Well, when some of our doctors 
were down there at the dedication of the 
Sanitarium, Elder Daniells spoke pub
licly about these reports that have been 
told. "Now," he said, "1 know Dr. 
Kellogg has got papers already made 
out to serve on me to sue me for libel; 
but I can take care to keep just within the 
line." He said that in the presence of 50 
or 75 people, and four or five of our 
doctors heard it ... 

. . . You know Keck was president of 
the conference .... Daniells wrote to the 
conference committee to take his cre
dentials away from him because he had 
repeated what Daniells had told him 
with reference to those vile stories. 

Both of you know Irving Keck. He 
went there, saw the conference commit
tee, told them the stories, showed them 
the letters from me and from Daniells, 
and they wrote Daniells that he better 
call that thing off, better not pursue 
Brother Keck any further; and they did 
not take his credentials away. So 
Daniells writes to Brother Keck, "We 
are not going to make war on you; we 
will drop our differences." Keck has 
told him to his face that he lied, and they 
did lie. Daniells has got those men 
together, and they prepared a paper and 
signed it to the effect that matters of my 
morality at the Sanitarium were not 
even mentioned in the conversation 
they had; and he signed that paper and 

- got the other members who were there 
to sign that paper to protect themselves 
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from libel. . . . Elder Daniells got the 
medical students together here when he 
was here and told them the most mon
strous tales; he told them that when I 
went to Europe that I knew I was going 
to get admonished that we ought not to 
build in Battle Creek; I knew I would 
get a testimony to that effect, so I told 
my secretary not to send me any mail. 
... I have got ... letters from people all 
over . . . of the tales that Daniells, 
Prescott, Spicer and others have told 
them .... 

Now, Brother Amadon, these men 
have turned things upside down. . .. 
They are cultivating loss of confidence 
in themselves when they don't know it, 
because people gradually find out the 
untruth of what they have said, and then 
they lose confidence in them, and not 
only lose confidence in them but in their 
policies. 

Rebuilding of the 
San After 1902 Fire 

. . . A more downright fraud was 
never committed than to publish that 
testimony three years after the fire, 
dated two days after the fire, to prove to 
the people that we were warned not to 
put the building up here. It was a 
dastardly outrage against everything, to 
do such a thing as that. 

... Now, if you will read that testi
mony right straight through, you will 
see it was all favorable. 

Dr. Paulson was in Sister White's 
office, in her room at her house, visiting 
her that very day when that was written, 
and it is a marvelous thing how the Lord 
has checked this thing right along. Dr. 
Paulson was there and he wrote me a 
letter. He said, "I have just been having 
a talk with Sister White. She says she 
has got to write an article for theReview 
because people will say that was judg
ment on the Sanitarium, and she says 
that ought not to be and she must write 
an article to counteract that thing; and 
she wrote that article in her diary." 

This article datedPebruary 20, 1902, 
said the very same thing Doctor Paul
son says. It was an appeal for sympathy 
for the Sanitarium right straight through 
with the exception of one paragraph. 

It is ambiguous so you can turn it a 

little one way or the other. It says, 
"What return has there been for the 
thousands of dollars spent in the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium?" And goes on in that 
very strain. "If the question is raised, 
Why should not the Sanitarium be built 
in Battle Creek at large expense, we 
may ask, What return has there been for 
the thousands of dollars which have 
been expended there?" 

It is out of joint with the whole tenor 
of the article, like a discordant note 
sounding out above every other thing. 
You can read the article through and 
cannot help but feel that that paragraph 
does not belong there .... I asked them 
[Ellen White's staft] to produce the 
diary with reference to that thing; but I 
know they cannot find it there; you see 
it is impossible, because it is the very 
opposite of all the rest of the article. It 
is like a black spot standing on a white 
wall .... 

SDA Failures in 
Health Reform 

I have not a particle of hope that the 
Seventh-day Adventist denomination 
is going to reap anything but wreckage. 
I believe the truth and I know the truth 
will triumph, and Sister White said to 
the Seventh-day Adventist denomina
tion more than 40 years ago that if this 
church did not heed this light that was 
given to them and hold it up to the world 
and perform their mission, another 
people would be raised up that would do 
it. ... 

Now the principles are being vindi
cated and the Seventh-day Adventist 
denomination don't get the credit. The 
Battle Creek Sanitarium gets the credit. 
The whole denomination ought to have 
had it; and I get credit the whole de
nomination ought to have had and 
which it would have had if it had stood 
by it and been true to it. . .. The most 
wonderful scientific evidence is com
ing forward in support of the whole 
thing, and hundreds of thousands of 
people are giving up flesh eating, and 
the college football teams even are be
coming vegetarians in order to become 
strong and well, ... testing out to show 
the wonderful improvement in endur
ance that comes from the non-flesh di-
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etary, . . . and the wonderful facts 
brought out by scientific investigations 
made at Yale and Harvard and Chicago 
Universities; and these scientific men 
are coming here every day, and some of 
them are here now, to investigate this 
institution to see why it is, and to test 
endurance. 

By the Lord's help, I 
propose to stand 
square and true to all 
the things I know are 
right and true; and 
when this Battle Creek 
church gets ready to 
turn me out, it is all 
right to do it. 

They come here and put our doctors 
and nurses and bath men through tests 
of endurance, such as holding out the 
arms, for instance, and they find our 
men are able to do-for instance, here 
is one man who stood up here this way, 
and went down on his heels that way
simply a boy, one of our medical stu
dents who never was an athlete-and 
they found he did it 5,000 times; he 
went up and down just like that at the 
rate of 40 and 50 a minute for the most 
part of the time, and the last part of the 
time was at the rate of 32 and 34 a 
minute-an average of more than 35 
movements a minute for two hours and 
forty-five minutes-5,002 times. 

Down here at the Yale University, 
the biggest athletes they have, men who 
have won national honors in competi
tions, men who had world's records, 
... the very best they could do was 1,200 
times .... Now, those men were tremen
dously stronger than our men but with
out the endurance. They could crush 
them with a blow, but they could not 
keep on doing it; they had not the endur
ance. 

... I don't expect what I have said 
here today has the slightest influence 
with you and in your minds. You make 
up your minds from your own experi
ence. . .. The truth we have been 
standing for is the Lord's truth and I 
know it, and I propose to keep right on 

. stariding forit;and I expectyoufmd me 
carrying out the principles Sister White 
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has been outlining in the Testimonies 
... when a whole lot of these people that 
are clamoring about the testimonies and 
against me have abandoned the whole 
thing and gone to the world and the 
devil. You watch and you will see. 

By the Lord's help, I propose to 
stand square and true to all the things I 
know are right and true; and when this 
Battle Creek church gets ready to turn 
me out, it is all right to do it. I don't ask 
them to do it, don't want them to do it, 
and don't want anybody to think I have 
gone back on what I know is true; and 
that is why I have never made any such 
request, and shall not make any such 
request It will be represented so to the 
world when it is not the truth. The truth 
is I stand just where I have stood all the 
time, and I have not changed, and do not 
intend to change. 

At the Sanitarium, we never have 
had any plan for any offshoot, or side 
issue, or organization of any kind. I 
have nothing to do with such a thing. If 
the Seventh-day Adventist organiza
tion is not good enough for me, there 
isn't any other that is. If the Seventh
day Adventist organization cannot tol
erate me, no other one could. I propose 
to go on, to stand alone for the Lord, to 
stand for the truth alone when I have to. 
. .. I am not in rebellion, and I am not 
fighting anybody. If! were fighting, I 

would be using the things I am telling 
you about; I would be scattering them 
broadcast allover the United States; 
and if I should publish what I have just 
been reciting to you this afternoon, and 
ten times as much more that I could 
present-if I should publish that thing 
over my signature, and those of other 
people who are conscious of the thing, 
and publish the actual documents to go 
along with it, it would bring everybody 
connected with the thing into discredit; 
for there are a good many thousands of 
people who would believe it. These 
things won't be published unless they 
are compelled to be published. If Mrs. 
White will send me a challenge to pub
lish this thing, I will do it. If the General 
Conference will send me a challenge to 
publish this thing, I will do it in reply to 
their challenge. I won't do it any other 
way. I shall do my utmost to prevent 
such a thing from being published. My 
own reputation is in it. Haven't I been 
in this thing for 40 years? Won't people 
say to me if I publish this, "You have 
known this for 25 years, why didn't you 
publish it before?" ... 

This thing I am telling you I know, 
and if this was all I did know, I would 
have been out of this thing a long time 
ago; and I know a whole lot of things 
besides. I said to Dr. Stewart, "That is 
only a little bit; and you have only just 
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been picking out flaws here and there; 
but there is the other side you haven't 
said anything about; and you have no 
right to send out a document of the sort 
which presents only the faults you have 
been able to pick out and says nothing 
about the greater side which is far more 
worthy of attention." I want to tell you 
I have never spent 15 minutes in look
ing over my documents to see if I could 
fmd something of this sort I have taken 
pains not to do it I have said, "I cannot 
allow myself to do such a thing." 

James White's 
Difficulties 

I will tell you further, Brother Ama
don, away back when I was a boy of21, 
in the Review and Herald office there, 
I saw things, knew things, saw what the 
Elder was doing-his manufacturing, 
his scheming, his manipulating against 
you and Brother Smith. I know of Elder 
White's opening private letters in order 
to get information of what was going 
on. Warren Bacheller does not know it 
to this day, but it is a matter of fact that 
one day when Uriah Smith was up at 
Grand Rapids he (Elder White) saw a 
letter from him, and he said, "This is 
from Warren Bacheller, I know his 
hand writing." He softened that enve
lope, opened it up, read it, didn't fmd a 
word in it of what he thought was there, 
sealed it up and sent it on in the mail. I 
know the man that saw him do it. 
Warren didn't know anything about it I 
have never told him. But Dr. M. G. 
Kellogg was present when he did it, and 
saw him doing the thing, and he is an 
honest man. 

Now, I saw scheming going on. El
der White talked to me about what he 
wanted to do to Uriah Smith, and I 
pleaded with him for Uriah. We once 
had aconferencecommitteeof oorown, 
and he and Brownsberger and I were the 
whole Conference Committee. You 
remember that time? 

Amadon: Yes. 
Kellogg: I stood stiffly against that 

thing. I refused to send my resignation 
in. Some men are alive today that have 
got that very weakness. W. C. White 
has got all the weakness of his father 
without the greatness; and that is just 

- TJfePdlm Garden provided a restful, light-filled space for patientst6recupefate:---- . where thettoubleisinthisgame. Eldet 
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[James] White, when he got to going on 
a wrong track, and found he could not 
do a thing, turned square about, ac
knowledged it, and said, "I have made a 
mistake." 

... He was a peculiar man. He came 
to me one day and said, "Dr. Kel
logg,"-he was telling me of his trials; 
he and Sister White were having a quar
rel. He said, "Brother Kellogg, it is 
wonderful; my wife sometimes has the 
most remarkable experiences; and the 
Lord comes near to her and she has the 
most remarkable experiences; and then 
again the very devil comes in and takes 
possession of her." Sister White her
self, I want to tell you, has gone through 
a very peculiar experience. Twenty
nine or thirty years ago she was going 

She [Ellen G. White] 
said, "They call· me a 
prophet; I am not a 
prophet. Prophets 
predict; I do not 
predict." Now I believe 
Sister White told the 
exact truth about that 
thing. I think they 
have mistaken the gift 
the Lord gave her. 

through a very peculiar experience, and 
1 think she was very much depressed. 
She had had troubles; she and the Elder 
had had a quarrel; he had gone off and 
left her, and for two weeks he would not 
go out to the old brick house by the mill 
pond to sleep with her. He would not 
stay in the house with her. 

She said, "Dr. Kellogg, I sometimes 
doubt my own experience." All the 
while the Elder was an erratic man, had 
had several strokes of apoplexy, and of 
course his conditions were abnormal. 
But Sister White backed him up for a 
long time. He fought me for three years, 
went all around the country calling me 
a thief and a liar, and Sister White 
backed him up for a long time, but after 
[a]while took my side. Sister White 
came here to Battle Creek,8 saw these 
men had misrepresented her, and saw, 
as she told Elder Haskell, "Dr. Kellogg 
is the same man as he always was." She 

talked to the patients, and she went all 
about the Sanitarium, and she blessed 
the whole place. She was here for 48 
hours, and not one word of censure did 
she say against the institution either 
here or at the Tabernacle .... 

She saw that she had been deceived, 
and she told the audience there she 
knew that there had been this exaggera
tion, that it had been perpetrated upon 
the people, and they had been misled; 
and she said, ''They call me a prophet; I 
am not a prophet. Prophets predict; I do 
notpredict" Now IbelieveSisterWhite 
told the exact truth about that thing. I 
think they have mistaken the gift the 
Lord gave her, and have exaggerated 
the thing, and tried to make out of it a 
club with which to beat people into line. 

The Elder had a dealing with the 
Sanitarium by which he got possession 
of $5,000 that did not belong to him at 
all. He made a contract with the Sani
tarium to publish the Health Reformer 
for half the profits. At the end of three 
years, he had a profit of $5,000, and 
they asked him to let them have $4,000 
of it to put up the new building with; 
they asked him to take $1,000 and let 
them have four; and he said he would 
take the whole thing or none. He said if 
they would not let him keep the whole 
thing, he would throw up the sponge, 
withdraw his influence from the Sani
tarium; and I helped the Elder work it 
through. 

1 was doing the editing; it was paid 
for out of the profits, and there was 
$5,000 left. 1 labored with Harmon 
Lindsay, Ben Auten, and Ire Abbey to 
get them to assent to the Elder's propo
sition. 1 said, "That money will come 
back," and 1 felt under obligations to see 
that it did come back. The Elder went 
on, kept the money for several years 
more, and made thousands of dollars. 
When the Elder died, 1 figured it up and 
found out that through myself, the 
Health Reformer, and my brother 
Merritt, he had made out of the health 
department, $20,000-a sum equal to 
$20,000, and the Elder got sick about 
the time we started the new building; he 
had promised to raise the money for it, 
but he got sick just as we started and 
there we were, with the foundation laid, 
the frame going up, and he hadn 'traised 
any money at all; and he had a stroke of 
apoplexy, went down to South 
Lancaster, stopped with Elder Haskell, 
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and while there he sent me an order for 
$5,000 on the Review and Herald. He 
told me before he went down there that 
he intended to pay that money back, that 
he had always intended to pay it back, 
that he had told the members of the 
Board so, told Drusilla Lamson so, told 
Mrs. Hall and others, they all knew it, 
that he intended to pay that money back; 
so when it came, I understood that was 
the refunding as he agreed to do. 

But he got well, came around and 
demanded it back. . .. 1 told him it 
belonged to the Sanitarium, . . . and 1 
couldn't do it. Then he went right at it 
to down me. When it came up to the 
election, I told the nominating commit
tee they could leave him off or leave me 
off; I would not serve on that Board with 
him. He had been using his influence 
against the institution, told the people 
all over the country the institution was 
going into bankruptcy, and so on, and 
advising them to withdraw their money; 
and I would not be responsible ifhe was 
on the Board; so they left him off. 

He demanded that an arbitrating 
committee be appointed, and it was; and 
we left the thing in their hands. That 
committee came to see me and our 
Board, and said, "We have talked with 
Sister White, and she says she has seen 
that you should pay that money back to 
the Elder." I said she never saw it 
"Oh," said Elder Butler, "Oh, do you 
mean to say that you know better than 
Sister White does what she has seen?" I 
said, "I can prove to you she never saw 
it, that the Lord never showed her any 
such thing." 

"Well, you have a big task, it seems 
to me, for a little doctor." 

"Very well," I said, "I will do it to 
your satisfaction. You will have to 
admit it." 

I proved it to him in less than five 
minutes .... When he made that bar-
gain, ... it was a part of the bargain that 
he and his wife should have their board 
at the Sanitarium. He and his wife 
should have their board and half the 
profits, and the Sanitarium should have 
the other half; so of course the Sanitar
ium paid his board and his wife's board 
out of their half of the profits, and he 
would pay the expense of conducting 
the journal out of his half of the profits. 

He boarded there with his wife; and 
when they left town, he put me in to take 
hisplace~and 1 boarded there for two 
years on his credit at the Sanitarium. 
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Now, then, the Lord knows what that 
board is worth, and the Lord is a good 
bookkeeper, and the Lord never would 
have said the Sanitarium should pay 
back the whole $5,000; the Lord would 
have deducted the board bill, at least 
They all saw it you know, so there 
wasn't any way to get out of it. ... 

However, the next morning after that 
meeting, I went to the bank, got the 
check, and paid the money back to the 
Elder when I knew we ought not to do it 
Why? Because these men had got Sister 
White to take her stand with Brother 
White that the money had got to go 
back; the Lord had said it. I could not 
stand up against that. But I took my 
stand before them so they knew how I 
felt about it The Elder took the money, 
paid it into the Review and Herald to 
settle up the old scores down there when 
he had had more of the profits than he 
ought to have had on his books. 

Then he got up a special supplement 
of the Review, and in that he told how he 
had paid the $5,000 into theReview and 
Herald office .... There was a little 
note in the supplement to the Review 
in which he admitted he had had more of 
the profits than he ought to have had out 
of the Review and Herald office, and he 
had made it right by paying in $5,000. 
And that $5,000 he had stolen from us to 
payoff a $5,000 debt-to pay back 
$5,000 he had stolen from the Review 
and Herald, to make the thing square. 

Now I waited. It was an awfully hard 
thing. I went to the bank, and got the 
money on my own account, borrowed 
the money at the bank, got the money on 
my own account The money was in the 
bank on deposit, and I trusted the Lord 
to help me to get it back some way. I did 
that to take that out of the hands of that 
committee, because the Elder claimed 
the Good Health also, and I claimed the 
Good Health for the Sanitarium, and I 
felt if! did that thing, then the commit
tee would have courage enough to say 
that the Good Health belonged to us. I 
saw they were going in for compro
mises, and I knew we must pay the 
$5,000 and keep the Good Health. 

When the committee met, they de
cided there was nothing to do with the 
$5,000; and the Good Health belonged 
to the Sanitarium. So I waited to see 
what next to do, waited for awhile, and 
in the meantime, the Elder died (August 
1881). He would not have done such 
craz)rthings ifhe had been sound: It 

came pretty nearly time for the next 
General Conference to come, and I got 
to W. C. White-I never talked this 
over with you before, did I? Never had, 
any talk with you about this before? 

Amadon: No. 
Bourdeau: No. 
Kellogg: I got W. C. White, S. N. 

Haskell, H. W. Kellogg-they were 
here getting ready for the General Con
ference. I told them I wanted that 
$5,000 back; that it was gotten away by 
wrong doing, and I was going to have it 
back. H. W. shook his fist in my face 
and said, "You will never get a dollar of 
it" I said, "I will have every cent of it." 
I said to W. C. White, "If this money is 
not paid back to me before the General 
Conference comes, I shall stand up in 
that General Conference, and I shall tell 
the entire story from beginning to end." 
I said, "It will be a hard thing to do now 
that your father is dead and gone but I 
will do it before I will let the Sanitarium 
suffer the loss of that $5,000 which 
belongs to it and which we need." We 
were in great debt and having a hard 
time. 

They had a business session at the 
Review and Herald office. You were 
down there, and must have been present 
at it; and I happened to be down there 
that day about ten o'clock in the count
ing room, and H. W. walked in and said, 
"Here is a check for you." He passed it 
to me-a check for $5,000. He says, "I 
want you to understand I don't do this of 
my own free will, but because I am 
instructed to do it by the Board." And I 
suppose you are one of the men that 
instructed him to do it. 

Amadon: I don't think I was on the 
Board then. 

Kellogg: Perhaps you were not, but 
you knew about it. 

Amadon: 0 yes, I knew about that. 

Kellogg's Relations 
With Ellen White 

Kellogg: I took that $5,000, and that 
squared the thing up. Now this is the 
point: I took my stand square against 
Elder White and Sister White and the 
testimonies in that thing, and against the 
whole General Conference Committee, 
and they gave me $5,000 because they 

-didnot dare face the thith.Now, IDeo, 
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Sister White knew from that time on 
that it wasn't any use sending me testi
monies that were not square; that I 
would not submit to a testimony or 
anything else that was not square, in 
harmony with the truth, and that I would 
not go on cringing down on my knees. 

When I sent Sister White my fJfSt 
letter and told her I did not accept what 
she had written me, and it was not the 
truth-I have got the letter on fIle-the 
concluding words of that letter are, "In 
sorrow because I have caused you sor
row, Ellen G. White," ... and [she] 
begged me to come to Australia; but I 
could not leave my work and run over 
there to settle up such a trifling thing as 
that ... 9 

Success of 
Kellogg's Program 

But so far, I confess, it has not 
looked very much as though the time 
had come for our work to be closed up. 
It does not look that way. Our work has 
been growing. . .. Our Com Flake 
Company with just simply nothing but 
a little handful of com flakes over on the 
shelf two years ago-today that com
pany is worth a million dollars, and I 
have very little interest in it I had the 
principal interest but I turned it over to 
the Medical Missionary Board with the 
instruction to use it for helping the 
Sanitarium out of debt, and helping the 
Haskell Home, and carrying on the 
things I have been trying to do, and for 
paying off those Medical Missionary 
Board debts if the General Conference 
refused to do it, just as far as the Board 
thought they ought to do it 

I did that a year ago-appointed that 
Board, and put that money entirely out 
of my hands. The General Conference 
has been going around ever since that 
time, going about telling how I stole that 
money, disregarding the cry of the poor; 
that we had defrauded them, and all that 
sort of thing when I have made provi
sions to pay every dollar of it. I saw 
letters from Evans and others saying 
that I know J. N. Loughborough; you 
know him don't you? 

Amadon: I think I used to know 
him. 
---Kellogg: Ifyouwntehinfand tell 
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him you have permission, he will send 
you a letter from me in which I laid that 
thing before him. He had five hundred 
dollars here, and when I understood the 
facts about it, I wrote him at once and 
told him that I would see that every 
dollar of it was paid; that I had made 
provisions for it already; explained to 
him just what I have been telling you. 
He dido't come to me. If he had come 
to me I would have told him; but he 
talked it all around town, never came to 
me, and I dido 't know about it until just 
the other day, since I wrote him. As 
soon as he wrote me, I wrote and told 
him the thing was going all straight and 
I would see that every dollar of it was 
paid; that nobody that ever trusted me 
would be sorry for it; and he wrote me 
and told me about it. He had got the 
letter. He has written me since, and he 
kind of hinted in his letter that he had 
had considerable feeling and said some 
things once; but I didn't know what it 
was until a man told me the other day 
that he talked very badly about me when 
he was here. He said I told him it would 
be certainly safe, and he could get his 
money and all of it any time. When he 
wrote and told me about it, I said, "You 
can be sure you will get your money." If 
this Board into whose hands I put the 
money would not pay it, I would pay it 
myself. 

. . . The little factory over there 
making health foods, I did not own a 
dollar of it. I rented it. Now I own it, 
own the whole thing; and the Com 
Flake Company have just declared a 
dividend the other day of 300 percent. 

Bourdeau: You are connected with 
your brother, W. K., I presume in the 
food factory here? 

Kellogg: I have been the proprietor 
of the thing; he has been my manager 
and had a certain income for his serv
ices. Now the com flake factory-I 
incorporated that, turned over the stock, 
and I have only got just a little stock in 
it.IO My stock, that is the great bulk of it, 
I tumedover to a new Board, the Ameri
can Medical Missionary Board, so that 
it might have that with which to meet 
those obligations. 

Bourdeau: I have brought you 
some hundred hands in your factory. 

Kellogg: I don't know anything 
about the factories, have nothing to do 
with them; I don't pay any attention to 
them; I have got enough other things. 
They simply go ahead and do what they 

can. It looked as though I was hope
lessly bankrupt, and to tell the truth, that 
is why those men made such a scamper
ing to get away from us-because they 

I am accused by the 
General Conference 
men of infamy, of 
immorality; I am 
accused of robbery; I 
am accused of sending 
spies about; I am 
accused of being 
hypnotized by Lucifer. 

saw we had such a great debt they 
thought we could never get out of it in 
the world; and they now see the thing is 
working its way out, and they are mad 
with jealousy. AmanwhoknowsW.C. 
White intimately told me that he knew 
positively that W. C. White was dis
tressed beyond measure because he saw 
what had come about as a result of his 
attack ... .n 

That is what I said to Belden, and 
what I said to everybody that had any
thing to do with it; that I hadn't any 
sympathy with the Conference, and I 
think the church has gone too straight
forward against right and reason, that it 
is perfectly right they should be taken 
with the consequences of their own 
folly, and they will. Now, I do not know 
whether I have anything more to say. 

Amadon: I have been thinking 
while you have been talking here, Doc
tor, speaking about various things, I 
have thought of this text of Scripture, 
"How can two walk together except 
they be agreed," and I have been think
ing how in truth, or what good there is in 
this connection, of your being a mem
ber of the church and feeling as you do 
towards the people against the General 
Conference, and Sister White, and Will 
While. 

Kellogg: I haven't any feeling 
against them at all. I haven't intimated 
to you that I wanted to do them any 
harm, have I? I have no feeling against 
them. They will suffer the conse
quences . of their wrong doing ... Why 
. should I have any feelIng against them? 
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I have simply mentioned to you the 
facts, and they have been making 
charges against me. All the Battle 
Creek church has got to do, if they have 
any confidence in their course of ac
tion-let them put me on trial and dem
onstrate these things are true. That will 
be enough to tum me out of church. lam 
accused by the General Conference 
men of infamy, of immorality; I am 
accused of robbery; I am accused of 
sending spies about; I am accused of 
being hypnotized by Lucifer. I have 
been openly accused before the whole 
town of infamous things here, of being 
connected with the devil; those things 
have been held right up in public .... 

James White's Early 
Actions Towards the 
Sanitarium 

Elder White was running amuck 
against me for three years, and Sister 
White was with him most of the time. 
Then she and the Elder had a quarrel and 
she began to come on the other side of 
the thing. There was a testimony at that 
time that you must have in your posses
sion, when the Sanitarium was built, 
when the first building was put up; you 
remember the time-a little testimony 
was put out-the Elder says himself 
that he dido 't do things quite straight in 
those days. O. B. Jones was superinten
dent. When it was gotten done, it had 
cost a great deal more than we expected 
it would cost, than we expected it was 
going to cost. When we were digging 
the ground, putting in foundations for 
the building, we came across some 
stone-

Amadon: You know we had a regu
lar hocus pocus-a foundation one 
time-then that had to be all taken out. 
Brother Loughborough and J. M. 
Aldrich encouraged it. 

Kellogg: It was an infamous thing, 
a crime-tearing that thing down. It 
was tom down for no other reason than 
because James White was not con
sulted. They were putting on the second 
story. When we were digging the foun
dation for that new building, we found 
some of the old foundation stones of 
that first building, and the Elder said, "I 

. <le,clare;h.ereis a partofthat olclfollnda
tion; I thought we got every one of those 
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stones out of here." He said, "I will tell 
you, Doctor, if 1 had known how much 
power and strength there was in this 
thing, 1 never would have tom that thing 
down." 

Now, the Elder came in and tore it 
down for he didn't have a thing to do 
with founding the Sanitarium. He tore 
that thing down. They had to raise 
about $11 ,000, if 1 remember right, and 
that was all thrown away in tearing that 
building down .... 

When we got the next building done, 
it cost a great deal more than we ex
pected, and the Elder thought we were 
going bankrupt sure. We were in debt 
$15,000, and the Elder felt pretty blue. 
A testimony came out saying that build
ing was too big; and we had been pat
terning after the world; and our furni
ture was too expensive; and all that sort 
of thing; and there was a footnote in it 
Do you remember that little footnote in 
it which Elder White put onto the tes
timony, explaining that the cost was due 
to changes for which Dr. J. H. Kellogg 
was responsible? Do you remember 
that also? 

Bourdeau: I think I do. 
Kellogg: You remember that, 

Brother Amadon? 
Amadon: Idon'trecollectthatnow, 

but I know there were some funny 
things going those days. (!) 

Kellogg: You told me once that you 
had a copy in your house of that testi
mony that condemned the building, 
condemned the furnishings, con
demned me as being responsible for it; 
and James White slipped out of it so as 
to get it all onto my shoulders. 

Amadon: 1 know something about 
how the Elder used to do things. 

Kellogg: Don't you remember that 
testimony? 

Amadon: Perhaps I don 'tjust recall 
particulars. 

Kellogg: You are hedging. I want to 
know whether you have got a copy of 
that testimony or not Does the truth 
need to hide? 

Amadon: Oh, no, no, no! 
Kellogg: It was not true at all and 

never was true about my being respon
sible for the great cost. I had made a few 
changes, but the changes saved ex
pense. I was not responsible at all, but 
then the testimony said I was respon
sible. James White put that note in, you 
see, so as to tum the thing onnie,at
tached it to the testimony; and it went 

out with the testimony as a part of it. I 
mention that simply as an illustration of 
the old manipulations. 

Bourdeau: You were younger and 
you could bear it 

Kellogg: I could bear it now better 
than I could then. This is not a new 
experience to me. I have had practice in 
it and training in it I want to tell you that 
12 years ago I had a clear apprehension 
that just this thing would come that is 
here, and it has been a worry to me, a 
worry to me all along the years; for I 
knew that sooner or later these fraudu
lent practices in relation to the inner life 
of this thing would come to the public, 
and they will come. The Lord helping 
me they won't come by me, because my 
feeling has been that the Lord was deal
ing with Sister White, and the thing was 
to be left with the Lord, to let the Lord 
deal with her. It is notmy duty to correct 
her; I have got faults enough of my own, 
and she has a right to make mistakes (?); 
that does not change my attitude. 

G. W. Amadon: That is why I feel 
so about that poor, deluded Dr. Stewart, 
a man comparatively in his youth at
tacking that aged woman. 

Kellogg: Well, sir, but he is not to be 
blamed for it. His experience is respon
sible for his doing such things .... 12 

When things were going on down 
here at the Tabernacle, Brother Ama
don, and those miserable things were 
being written in the papers, I knew.she 
would see some of those things, and I 
wrote her and told her that whatever 
appeared in the paper she must know I 
had nothing to do with it; that I refused 
to see reporters or to have anything to do 
with them. 1 sent her word because I did 
not want her to think I was so mean, 
contemptible, unmanly, and would do 
such things as that. The Business Men's 
Association sent a committee to see me 
to tell me they would have Elder 
Daniells arrested if I would permit them 
to do it 

Amadon: We were there before the 
business committee. 

Kellogg: But I want you to know 
they could have done it and would have 
done it if I would back them up; but I 
told them I would not back them up one 
atom in doing a thing. The thing Elder 
Daniells was doing is recognized by 
law as conspiracy, and imprisonment is 
the punishment for conspiracy. I have 
just as good legal adviceasI wanted to 
have that those men are carrying on this 
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minute a conspiracy, and 1 could make 
it warm for them if I chose to, any 
minute I chose. You cannot get up, get 
a whole lot of people organized to
gether to run down an institution or a 
man or a community. Institutions, char
acters' and business are respected and 
protected from invasion by the gov
ernment. ... 

If the General Conference Commit
tee will challenge me-I make that 
statement about that-if they will chal
lenge us to prove it, and will call me up 
in court, I will do it; I will prove that. I 
can prove that they do say that thing; 
that they are doing it Is Irving Keck a 
liar? Their own ministers are the men I 
can bring forward as evidence against 
them. When W. A. Spicer was in South 
America, he just went around there tell
ing people tales that are false, and they 
scattered them about the country, and I 
know it now. Now see here; this is the 
thing I have to meet ... 

The Campaign 
Against 
Living Temple 

I want to tell you one thing to show 
you what I have to stand, what I have to 
meet. Elder Evans came to me and said, 
"Prof. Prescott made a statement in 
public about you that was false." I said, 
"What was it?" He said, "He stood up 
before the whole church there and 
stated that you had sold fifty thousand 
copies of Living Temple. when he 
came down from the pulpit I saw him 
and I said, 'Prof. Prescott, you know 
yourself there were only 5,000 copies 
printed.' 'But,' he says, 'I have got a 
letter that says 50,000 copies.' I said, 
'Oh, but you know thatisa stenographic 
error.' 'But 1 am not responsible for 
that '" Now that is the kind of man we 
have got to deal with, Brother Amadon, 
by the confession of their own man. 

Prof. Prescott wrote an article in the 
Review that was an absolute falsehood. 
... When in Washington after I was 
denounced by that article by Sister 
White, I had a talk with Prof. Prescott 
that I told you about. 

Amadon: And you say she didn't 
intelldthat artiGlefor publication? 

Kellogg: No, no. They telegraphed 
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her, "Great crisis, it must be published," 
after 1 stated that 1 would accept the 
testimony and would stop the sale of the 
book. A friend was in the house when 
the telegram came and told me about it 
They forced the thing upon her. A man 
who has been always rather against 
us-they said in a General Conference 
Committee meeting, and this was told 
me by a man that was there at the time 
of the meeting-they said, "Prof. 
Prescott, that thing ought to be pub
lished." He said, "You trust me. 1 will 
see that it is published." So he immedi
ately sent this telegram to Sister White: 
"Great crisis; must be published." And 
she reluctantly consented to let it go. 

Now 1 am not sure whether that went 
before publication or afterwards, but 
my own impression is that after it was 

. published they sent it as an excuse for 
publishing it, so that she did not have 
any chance to say anything lothe con
trary; but 1 may be in error about that, so 
1 do not make a positive statement with 
reference to that thing. I said to 
Prescott, "Professor Prescott, there was 
that article you put in the Review; it was 
not true at all." ... 

Then there was an article 1 had writ
ten about the schools, and an article that 
Sister White had written about the 
schools, and they agreed exactly ,andhe 
knew it, and he was in a bad fix and did 
not know what to do. So he wrote an 
editorial and said, "Any reader will 
easily discover the entire disagreement 
there is between the article of J. H. 
Kellogg and that of Mrs. E. G. 
White,"-simply a political trick to tell 
them there was disagreement when 
there wasn't any at all. 1 said, "I am 
surprised to see your article. Tell me 
where there is any disagreement 
between my article and Sister White's? 
My own little children saw that was not 
straight. How could you do that thing, 
Prof. Prescott, how could you do that 
thing?" He said, "You know, Doctor, 
we have been in a state of war. We do 
things differently in a state of war from 
what we do in a state of peace." ... 

They wrote to Mrs. White herself, 
and she told a falsehood about me be
cause she had been misinformed, de
ceived about it My brother, Merritt, 
went up there and had a talk with her, a 
while ago, and she said to Merritt, "Dr. 
Kellogg cannot tell the truth. He is 
naturally a liar; he always has been." 
He said, "Why, Sister White, how can 

you say that of him? What has he said 
that was not the truth?" She said, "He 
said that he would stop selling the Liv
ing Temple and he did not stop; he has 
gone right on and sold 10,000 copies 
more." And she has told that around. 
They have told her so, made her believe 
it 1 don't hold the old lady responsible 
for it 

Bourdeau: How many copies have 
you sold? 

Kellogg: We printed 5,000 copies 
of it When this thing came up, we 
found there were 3,000 copies left. 
There had been only 2,000 copies sent 
out, and some of them came back. We 
took them, cut out of those books cer
tain pages, pasted others in; and 1 wrote 
W. C. White about what we were going 
to do, to send out a few copies, and he 
agreed if we did not hear something 
from his mother to the contrary, to let 
them go. So we cut out a few of the 
objectionable pages, pasted other mat
ter in place of them, and let some of 
them go you see. w.e. White agreed to 
it So 1 suppose there are left about 
1,500 copies now. They have not been 
sold since. Now, then, over in England, 
the tract society had about 500 copies, 
and they went right on selling them. 
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They sold off the balance of them just a 
little while ago. 

1 knew Sister White made that state
ment about me, and it is not the truth. 
She said I am a liar because 1 sold 
10,000 copies of Living Temple when 1 
said 1 would stop. Now, 1 am not a liar. 
Prof. Prescott stood up there before an 
audience and 1 could bring scores of 
people to testify to it-that he said 1 had 
sold 50,000 copies of that book. 

Amadon: 1 cannot believe that, 
Doctor-that Prescott would get up 
before the people-now see here, if 
there were a thousand persons present, 
that virtually amounts to a thousand 
lies, because it conveys that thought to 
each one, and it seems as though-

Kellogg: Then it was 10,000 lies, 
for 1 do not doubt that every one of them 
told as many as ten people of it; and he 
told the 10,000 lies then. He said it 
Now 1 will tell you the facts. You see he 
was one of the directors of the printing 
office that printed the book, and he 
knew it was a 5,000 edition. 1 was 
talking with him in his office after the 
thing was denounced, and 1 have stated 
to him, "We have only sent out a few 
hundred copies, about 3,000 copies 1 
think." When 1 got home 1 wrote to him. 

Started in 1927, the Towers Addition expanded sanitarium facilities to accomodate 
1,300 guests. Then came 1929 and the Depression. The average number of patients fell 
to 300 and in 1933 the institution Went into receivership;- ----------
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On inquiry I found there had not been so 
many sent out as I thought; that instead 
of sending out 3,000, we had only sent 
out 2,000. We had still 3,000 copies on 
hand of the 5,000 edition we had 
printed. I wrote him that just a short 
time after I got home you see. 

On looking up the letter after Elder 
Evans told me of it, I found out the 
stenographer had got on an extra cipher, 
so the letter said, "We have still on hand 

I do not believe in free 
love doctrines, and I 
never have been 
standing on that side 
of the fence. I am 
trying to stand up for 
straightforwardness 
and purity .... These 
people have come out 
to try to smut us in 
every way they can. 

Kellogg: Brother Amadon, would it 
be a good thing for the General Confer
ence Committee to act on that principle 
for a little while? All the brethren say, 
"Be patient, Doctor, be patient; bear all 
things;" and I am bearing all things. I 
have been bearing all the things you 
have been hearing this afternoon; and I 
am bearing it; but how much are these 
preachers bearing it? How much are 
any of them bearing? They are simply 
hatching up cases, making a man of 
straw and a monster out of straw, carry
ing it all over the world exhibiting it 

Amadon: You know the Psalmist 
says, ''They search out iniquities; they 
make diligent search." 

Kellogg: It is not iniquities they 
search for; it is myths and fables. They 
manufacture goblins out of whole 
cloth-stories about W. K. and me, 
stories about a brothel-

Amadon: I can't believe they circu
late any such miserable stuff as that. 

Kellogg: You can say what you like 
about it. It comes to me from allover the 
country-about having a house of ill 
fame downtown-that we supported it 

There have been put into those tes-
timonies sentiments and insinuations 

3,000 copies of the 50,000 copies that that are just enough to give the people 
were printed." So you see I referred to foundations for manufacturing such 
the fIrst edition, the only edition that tales, and thinking the testimonies are 
was printed. By mistake my stenogra- backing them up; then when you come 
phermadeit50,OOOinsteadof5,000. In up to make them face it, "Oh, no; we 
order to believe we had sold that many, didn't mean any such thing as that at 
Brother Amadon, he had to imagine that all." I want to tell you that when Mrs. 
between the time I was there in Wash- White wrote in her article that that book, 
ington and the time I wrote that letter, Living Temple, taught free love doc
which was about six weeks-that in trines, she wrote something that was 
that time, we had actually printed, pub- libelous, and is not true. There are no 
lished, bound, and sold 45,000 copies such doctrines in Living Temple. You 
more of the old edition. I wrote him and have read the book through, did you 
stated, "We have got 3,000 left of the fmd any such there? 
5,000 edition which was printed." But Bourdeau: I didn't think I did at the 
the stenographer put a cipher on by time. 
mistake, and that made it 50,000. Then Kellogg: You cannot find it; it is not 
he went off, got up and made a state- there. I do not believe in free love 
ment in a public meeting that there had doctrines, and I never have been stand
been 50,000 copies of this awful book ing on that side of the fence. I am trying 
circulated .... While he knew it was not to stand up for straightforwardness and 
true, he thought that letter would protect purity, and I try to do my part in holding 
him from being shown to be a willful up correct standards in the world. These 
liar. The Lord knows it was a willful people have come out to try to smut us 
falsehood. He was trying to make his in every way they can. 
case as good as he could. . . . Bourdeau: That is one of the points 

Amadon: What does Paul's text I wanted to speak to you about some 
say-"Beareth all things, believeth all time-that is, what is contained in that 
things, hopethalLthings,endureth~alll>Q<>k. __ 
things." Kellogg: I will tell you about that; it 
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will take but just a minute to say all I 
have to say about it, and that is this 
thing; I believe in the omnipresence of 
God. How God is omnipresent I don't 
know. Do you believe in the omnipres
enceofGod? 

Bourdeau: I do, omnipresence, om-
nipotence, and omniscience. 

Amadon: Present as a Holy Spirit 
Kellogg: That is all I believe. 
Bourdeau: I believe we are in the 

likeness of God, with regard to intellect 
as well as to body; but at the same time 
that the knowledge that He has is unlim
ited, but with us it is limited; and the 
power He has is unlimited, but with us 
it is limited. 

Kellogg: Certainly, certainly. Now 
I hear the brethren say when they are at 
a meeting, "I feel that the Lord is here." 
I go into the laboratory, look into a 
microscope, see cells under my eyes, 
see cells worlcing there, and I say, "God 
is here working." I cannot see how 
God's Spirit is separate from His pres
ence. Now you see I don't mean "the 
Lord Himself is here;" I mean His Spirit 
is here. It is all right as far as I am 
concerned. All I wanted to explain in 
Living Temple was that this work that is 
going on in the man here is not going on 
by itself like a clock wound up; but it is 
the power of God and the Spirit of God 
that is carrying it on. Now, I thought I 
had cut out entirely the theological side, 
of questions of the Trinity and all that 
sort of things; I didn't mean to put it in 
at all, and I took pains to state in the 
preface that I did not; I never dreamed 
of such a thing as any theological ques
tion being brought into it. Ionlywanted 
to show that the heart does not beat of its 
own motion, but that it is the power of 
God that keeps it going. Now, Sister 
White wrote an article and said, "It is 
wrong to say that God Himself is in the 
tree." 

Now, I didn't intend to say that. I 
didn't intend to say that-that God 
Himself; the Almighty, separate and 
distinct from His power, from His spirit 
as a separate entity-that He was in the 
tree. I didn't mean to say that I meant 
that the Spirit, the power, the intelli
gence of the Almighty is being mani
fested in all these living things that are 
going on about us. 

Amadon: Yes, in all vegetable life, 
in all animal life. 

~ ~~~ JJo:unt(!all: ~ IIl~y~rything. 
Kellogg: Certainly. Ineverdreamed 
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of such an interpretation being put on it 
as they have. When I found such an 
interpretation was being put on it, I said, 
"I will change it, do anything to correct 
that;" and you know, they would not let 
me change it. 

Bourdeau: One thing you left out
about God's having form, shape, parts. 

Kellogg: I must say I don't know 
what God's shape is. 

Bourdeau: We can tell to a certain 
extent, but at the same time we are so 
inferior we cannot tell what we see. 

Kellogg: I simply say I do not 
undertake todefme thatpart; lam willing 
to take it just as the Bible leaves it; and 
that is the way I have always been 
willing to take it. 

Amadon: That is all right. 
Kellogg: ... I told Prof. Prescott I 

would go home and submit to anything; 
and they put me under thesopervision 
of the West Michigan Conference, and 
I submitted to it. They put the Sanitarium 
under the supervision of the West 
Michigan Conference and appointed 
your daughter, Brother Bourdeau, as 
superintendent of the health and tem
perance work of West Michigan, and 
when it came to the end of the year, I 
was required to send my report of the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium to your daughter 
who was the official head of the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium, was the head over us, 
andIsentinmyreport,andshepresented 
it to the West Michigan Conference, 
and it was published. 

What more could they ask of me? I 
considered it a very pusillanimous ar
rangement, I am perfectly willing to 
say, but I submitted to it so they could 
have no excuse for saying I was in 
rebellion .... 

I believe exactly as I did when Sister 
White said I ought to be ordained for the 
ministry. But when they get ready to 
turn me out, I shall not make any protest 
or lawsuit about it, or anything; I shall 
just simply accept the thing when it 
comes along; but I am not going to 
withdraw from the church or make any 
request to be put out, because that will 
put me in an attitude in which I do not 
wish to stand. I stand for the truth, and 
I have not changed, and I do not want 
anyone to have any excuse for saying I 
have. I want the people who keep on 
telling the lies to be responsible for the 
lies. 

Bourdeau: I wish it were a good 
deal different with regard to the situa-

tion. 
Kellogg: These men have made it. 

W. C. White is fIrst responsible. Prof. 
Prescott is next responsible, Daniells 
comes in, and Evans is ready to do any 
kind of dirty work they want him to do. 

Sanitarium By-laws 

Bourdeau: With me it has been 
only on two points-the point you have 
mentioned in your book, and the point 
of the Sanitarium by-laws. 

Kellogg: Now, what about the by
laws? 

Bourdeau: I don't know as we 
ought to spend the time. I fmd it is stated 
three times that the work of the Sani
tarium, of the Association, is not to be 
denominational or sectarian. 

Kellogg: Yes, that is right. 
Bourdeau: Then I fInd it stated too 

that the persons that come into the Sani
tarium as members, that they are to 
come in as believers in God, believers in 
the Bible, as being the Word of God, 
and Christianity, principles of Christi
anity, and then not having anything to 
do with sect or denomination. That is, 
it matters not whether they belong to 
sect or denomination if they will be
lieve in God-

Kellogg: The fundamental prin
ciples of Christianity. 

Bourdeau: They can become mem
bers. With that idea it is a great question 
in my mind, with that idea-our Sev
enth-day Adventists as a denomination 
which started that institution are not 
mentioned at all in the incorporation or 
by-laws-not mentioned at all, no ref
erence is made to them at all whatever; 
then how can they be known to be the 
persons or the company of the people 
that control the Sanitarium? 

Kellogg: They are not the people 
who control it; and they never were. 

Bourdeau: Well, members can be 
understood to be members in good 
standing in the Seventh-day Adventist 
church. That could have been put in. 

Kellogg: But it never was in; it was 
not in the original articles that were 
gotten up for the incorporation; there 
was not a word mentioned there of 
Seventh-day Adventists. 

Bourdeau: You see it is different 
from any institution of the kind estab
lished by other denominations. . .... 
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Kellogg: But the denomination did 
not establish this institution. It was a 
private corporation. A dozen people 
came together, put money in, some 
more put money in, and it was owned by 
them. They were all Seventh-day Ad
ventists, but they dido 't put that into the 
Articles of Incorporation. They made it 
themselves, and not one mention was 
made of Seventh-day Adventists or any 
other denomination at all .... You can 
see them on fIle yourself. You might go 
through all the original papers of the 
Sanitarium, and you would not know 
there was a Seventh-day Adventist de
nomination on the face of the earth; it 
was not mentioned at all-never was. 
But it was distinctly understood and 
stated to me when I took charge of that 

When they get ready 
to turn me out, I shall 
not make any protest 
or lawsuit about it, or 
anything; I shall just 
simply accept the thing 
when it comes along; 
but I am not going to 
withdraw from the 
church .... 

institution, that that work was unde
nominational. It was never mentioned 
in the original articles; so when we 
formed the new articles, we copied these 
after the old articles. We copied it very 
largely after the old articles. It never 
mentioned Seventh-day Adventists or 
any sect at all; but in order to make sure 
that there would be no question about it, 
we put it into these articles-the things 
that have been understood before, the 
things that James White published in 
his lif~that this institution is unde
nominational and non-sectarian. That 
is what it says in this articl~that the 
money must be used for undenomina
tional purposes, and it does not say the 
institution is undenominational; it does 
not exactly say that in so many words; it 
says the work is undenominational and 
non-sectarian, and the money should be 
expended for such purposes-it does 
not say anything about whether the in-
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stitution is sectarian or what it is; there 
is nothing said about that; you cannot 
fmd it there in the articles. 

Its objects and purposes were non
sectarian; that makes it non-sectarian; 
but the old institution was not owned by 
the church, was never controlled by the 
church, never had any orders from the 
General Conference committee, the state 
committee, the church committee, never 
obeyed any orders from any of these 
bodies; it was a self-controlled institu
tion. Men put up the money. 
The church never appropriated money 
to it, and the tithe was not appropriated 
to it. It was done by individuals just like 
a farm or a store, or any other thing, but 
working all the while with the denomi
nation,for the denomination; so gradu
ally had come to be looked upon as a 
denominational institution; but there was 
no ground for claiming church control; 
but this institution is owned at the present 
time by 675 Seventh-day Adventists. 
One hundred twenty-five of them are 
preachers. I think you are one of them. 
These people can come up here and vote 
to take possession of this institution, to 
turn me out of it anytime they want to do 
it, for I was just elected to office a short 
time ago for two years more; but they 
can come up next year and put in five 
preachers, anybody they want to put in; 
and at the end of another year, they can 
put in five more; then they can have the 
opportunity for the control of the thing 
and do what they like with it. 

... If they want to come in and do it, 
why don't they come and do it? Why 
don't they vote us out and take posses
sion of it? 

Bourdeau: The printing office was 
the Seventh-day Adventist Publishing 
Association. 

Kellogg: Nobody ever asked to 
have it put in in this institution. 

Bourdeau: Don't you think it would 
have been fully as well? 

Kellogg: No, I don't. If they had put 
it in that way, I would have quit right 
then. I don't believe in doctors putting 
themselves in that kind of comer. I 
think it is a doctor's duty to be free, to 
work untrammeled. This is a medical 

institution, and I don't believe that a 
medical institution has any right to be 
carried on with an ulterior denomina
tional movement behind it. 

Bourdeau: Were all those received 
the other day Seventh-day Adventists? 

Kellogg: I don't know whether one 
of them was or not? You can find out by 
asking Mrs. Foy or Mr. Wentworth, or 
Mr. Judd. I think it probable they were 
all Seventh-day Adventists. I didn't 
raise the question; I don't think any
body raised the question. 

Bourdeau: Don't you think it would 
have been a proper thing to put into the 
Articles of Incorporation that anybody 
could have been a member of this Asso
ciation who was a Seventh-day Adven
tist? 

Kellogg: And then go the state of 
Michigan and ask them to exempt this 
institution from taxes? This institution 
was established for certain specific 
purposes. I have a testimony from Sister 
White in which she says, "Your work is 
an undenominational work." Then if 
we get our support from inside, why 
should we ask the outside to support a 
denominational concern? Isn't the de
nomination willing to support its own 
institutions? Are they willing to carry 
on adenominational institution and then 
ask the outside public to support it for 
them? Do they want a thing for the 
cultivation of their own cause, then 
expect somebody else to pay for it? 
Sister White said, "Your work is not a 
denominational work, therefore you 
ought not to ask our people for funds, 
but should get it from the outside." This 
institution has not asked the Seventh
day Adventist people for funds. 

We have earned our way; we are 
paying our own way. With my own 
hands in surgical operations, and with 
the profits on the foods and my own 
machines that I have invented, the thing 
has been paid for again and again; we 
have turned back to the Seventh-day 
Adventist people $700,00[0] in charity 
and in' educational expenses for the 
$35,000 which they originally put in. 
We paid them back all they ever put in, 
and they still own it 
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Bourdeau: With regard to mem
bership, I am a member, and my mem
bership cannot be transferred to anyone 
else, and if I die, my membership dies 
with me. 

Kellogg: Yes, sir. 
Bourdeau: Is it so for all? 
Kellogg: Everybody. 
Bourdeau: With yourself as well as 

anybody? 
Kellogg: Yes, sir. I have got one 

vote, only one. I got a letter from a 
brother a while ago, and he said, "The 
leading brethren in this Conference have 
stated that you own the Sanitarium, and 
we want to know the facts if you have 
gotten possession of it." Brother White 
who used to be here in town, came here, 
and he said to me in my office, "Doctor, 
I have a good deal of sympathy with 
you, but I think you have made some 
very serious mistakes." I said, "Be 
perfectly frank to tell me about them." 
"Well," he said, "don't you think it was 
a mistake when you allowed the deed of 
this institution to be put in your name?" 
I said, "How did you get that idea?" 
"The leading brethren told me so." 

Bourdeau: That it was put in your 
name? . 

Kellogg: Yes, sir. I said, "I am not 
going to answer that question. You go 
to the register of deeds and find out in 
whose name it is. Do you suppose the 
Sanitarium could issue bonds on an 
institution when I had the deed?" ••. 

I shall attend to my work, my busi
ness. It is the preachers of the de
nomination, and the members of the 
denomination, the leaders of the de
nomination who have neglected the 
principles I have been standing for, 
and we could not help but see that when 
these men were neglecting these prin
ciples we were working for, and 
neglecting our work, gradually there 
would grow up a chasm. 

Bourdeau: I thank you for having 
spent so much time with us. 

Note: Dr. Kellogg was cast out of 
the Battle Creek Church without a trial 
November 10.1907. 34 days after this 
interview. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES 

1. Dr. Kellogg proceeds to give quite a "gossipy" account 
of a G. L Butler romance with a young woman following his 
wife's death. The point of the story is to demonstrate that, 
while Ellen White "approved" of this romance, A. G. 
Daniells did not, hence demonstrating his lack of faith in 
Mrs. White's testimonies. 

2. Irving Keck had been president of the Florida Confer-
ence and was knowledgeable about the Butler incident 

3. J. Edson White, Ellen's older son. 
4. At Union College. 
S. This is evidently upon her return from Australia in 

1901. Kellogg has jumped around in his account, making it 
difficult to keep the sequence of events straight 

6. This is obvious hyperbole. Kellogg had a reputation for 
holding grudges. 

7. Kellogg had obviousiy done just what he accused 
others of doing-setting out to suggest a course of action for 
Mrs. White to follow. This was something many church 
leaders did throughout her long ministry. 

8. It is hard to tell here if Kellogg is talking of a visit before 
James White's death in 1881 or one more than 20 years later. 

His tendency to run his arguments together tempts one to 
suspect that he may have mixed up events in his own mind. 

9. Kellogg nextretums to claiming that the new Washing
ton Sanitarium is much more expensive and less efficient 
than the one in Battle Creek. 

10. In actuality, when the Com Flakes Company had been 
formed some 18 months previously, W. K. Kellogg was 
named president and CEO. Although Dr. Kellogg held a 
majority of the stock until he gave it to the American Medical 
Missionary Board, he had agreed, at his brother's insistence, 
to take no active part in managing the company. 

11. Kellogg digresses to discuss F. E. Belden's efforts to 
get control of the Tabernacle while working for the Kellogg 
brothers, how they opposed this, and eventually frred him for 
it Belden was Ellen White's nephew, well-known Adventist 
hymn writer, and a long-time employee of the Review and 
Herald 

12. After denying any part in Dr. Stewart's "Blue Book," 
Kellogg argues that it owes its existence to the misuse and 
manipulation of the Testimonies and the "vicious" things 
Ellen White has written concerning him. 



Adventism's Choices: 
Monolith or Pluralism? 

Angry Saints, George Knight (Hagerstown, MD: 
Review & Herald Pub!. Assoc., 1989). 158 
pp. $13.95. 

Reviewed by H. Ward Hill 

N ot many students of Adventist 
history are crying out for more 

coverage of the Minneapolis General Conference. 
George Knight himself senses a surfeit of com
mentary on this event. " ... I have heard too much, 
seen too much, and perhaps said too much on the 
topic of the 1888 General Conference session" (p. 
152). Why then another book? 

Knight mayor may not agree that the lesson of 
history is that we do not learn anything from 
history. He nevertheless thinks that we can learn 
something. He is persuaded that, imbedded in the 
factious wrangling among Adventists of a century 
ago, is the raw material for framing a viable global 
strategy for finishing the Lord's work on the earth. 
Understanding history is the key. 

Knight elaborates a multi -dimensional crisis in 
the Adventist church of the late 1880s. He sees an 
uncongenial mix of variant understandings and 
personality conflicts, characterized by harshness 
of spirit and misuse of authoritative sources. He is 
sparing in his praise of those he endorses and 
charitable toward those whom he demeans. He 
clarifies the context of the quibbling over such 
things as the identity of Daniel's ten kingdoms. 
But he sees smallness in the spirit of the debate 
even though the subject is no longer seen as trivial. 
Hence, the incongruous coupling in his title, An
gry Saints. 

H. Ward Hill is the vicepresideIltf()rA(;a~~!l1ic 
Administration at Union College. 

Reviews 

The most obvious lesson is one that most of us 
already know. Doctrinal accuracy can reside in 
the hearts of crusty Christians; embracing the 
pillars of truth does not insure that loving deeds 
will follow. 

Like an encouraging number among the new 
breed of Adventist leadership today, Knight 
seems ready to speak in front of the children. He 
courts the scholarly wing of the church by touting 
the virtues of glasnost. He italicizes A. T. 
Jones's reminder that "our views will have to be 
examined by men who are acquainted with the 
avenues of history ... "(p. 20). He includes W. C. 
White's assessment that sentiment during the 
famous righteousness by faith controversy waS 
willing to forgo unity in favor of being 
"correct"(p. 21). He wants us to remember that E. 
J. Waggoner had stressed that "every point of our 
argument will have to be subjected to the test of 
the most rigid criticism"(p. 24). 

While Knight notes these calls for careful ex
amination of each point of faith, he does not 
follow through with suggestions that there be an 
agenda for specific points of discussion (Ii la 
Ford) but makes a call for loving relationships. 
This may indeed be the first step. And in one sense 
the problem at Minneapolis was more attitudinal 
than substantive (p. 94). 

But the appeal to love one's neighbor, without 
an accompanying call to other eternal truths, can 
prove to be largely visceral. It can self-destruct if 
it proves to be little more than the waving of arms 
in pentecostal delight, having one's brokenness 
healed by the touch of flesh on flesh, and one's 
whispered concerns made more memorable by a 
prolonged hug. 

Knight sees the current tensions within Ad
ventism, which have grown out of the Barnhouse! 
Martin dialogue of the 1950s, as paralleling the 
controversy at Minneapolis. In the eyes of some, 
the publication of Questions on Doctrine raised 
the issue of the identity of the Seventh-day Ad
ventisiChurchslnce,illihdi view, some time---
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honored positions seemed to be altered. "That," 
argues Knight, "was the essence of the struggle, 
and the emotional foundation for that struggle, at 
Minneapolis" (p. 132). 

There are indeed many voices in the Adventist 
church today who believe that those points of faith 
which can be defended only by tortuous routes 
through obscure religious symbolism must be left 
to individual conviction. To try to force an ortho
doxy on these points will drive away many who 
love the Lord, want to keep His commandments, 
and look forward to the return of Jesus. 

As he enumerates the foibles of the faithful 
involved in the 1888 encampment, and draws 
lessons implicit in this event and those which 
followed, Knight focuses sharply on what he calls 
"the forgotten issue of Minneapolis" (p. 1(0): re
ligious authority. In his view this was "the most 
crucial thing Adventists can learn from the Min
neapolis experience" (Ibid.). In the words of Mrs. 
White, the lesson of 1888 was to "Investigate the 
Scriptures for yourselves .... No man is to be 
authority for us" (p. 102). Twice he quotes a 
passage from Mrs. White, stressing the discovery 
of truth as an on-going process: 

As a people we are certainly in great danger, if we are not 
constantly guarded, of considering our ideas, long cher
ished, to be Bible doctrines and in every point infallible, 
and measuring everyone by the rule of our interpretation 
of Bible truth. This is our danger, and this would be the 
greatest evil that could ever come to us as a people (pp. 
103,136). 

Knight doubtless understands that the correc
tive path to which he points can be very painful. 
For, when one point of doctrine is called in ques
tion, the shadow of fallibility falls over the un
challenged portions of the faith as well. These are 
calls to surrender the safety of certainty. To chal
lenge an entrenched and treasured doctrinal truth 
angers the saints who hold it. Here, righteous 
indignation over perceived erroneous teaching 
combines with elements of a bruised ego, tending 
to make an unholy mix. 

While one can read Knight's analysis with a 
great deal of profit, there remains a critical point 
which is left undeveloped. We can all agree that, 
where disunity occurs, we should appeal to a 
prayerful study of the Scriptures. But at some 
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point we must realize that those who earnestly 
study the Scriptures do not necessarily reach the 
same conclusions. When Scripturally based but 
divergent views are held, what is the path to 
unified action? 

In the same congregation can be found mem
bers labeled as fundamentalists and traditional
ists, or evangelicals and liberals. Those who align 
themselves with particular groups or streams of 
thought within the church face dilemmas. Those 
bent on preserving the traditional distinctives find 
it extremely difficult to accept those who differ 
with their interpretation of these distinctives. 
They cannot be at home with "evangelicals" since 

. they are persuaded that the latter misunderstand 
the nature of Christ, and what victory in him 
means. Such a view, traditionalists feel, will 
simply anesthetize believers to the true gospel, 
and confirm them in their sins. With such an 
understanding, the latter rain will never get be
yond a few drops. 

On the other hand, the evangelicals or liberals 
feel that the traditionalists are actually embracing 
the Babylonish doctrine of salvation by works. 
Hence mutual intolerance prevails. The liberals 
can be tolerant of almost anything. What they 
cannot abide is intolerance. 

Must Adventists seek an identity 
characterized by a monolithic 
doctrinal structure, or must we be 
content with a pluralistic order 
where tolerance triumphs over 
regulated orthodoxy? 

Knight cries out for "Christ-like forbearance" 
as the critical need of times past as well as present. 
In Mrs. White's words, it was "the manner in 
which the truth has been handled, because Jesus 
was not in it" which was the root of the contro
versy (p. 51). 

Nevertheless, Knight holds that Adventists 
"attained a full-orbed message" and began the 
loud cry in 1888 (p.128). All that is required now 
is the "vitalizing latter rain power of the Holy 
Spitit" (Ibid.}. lIe .aclInits, hQw~ver, th.~Lmany 
Adventists "still find themselves trapped in a pre-
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1888 theology that emphasized 'our righteous
ness' and the law of God, rather than the all
importance of Christ's merits" (p. 134). 

While Knight keeps his feet planted on rela
tively safe ground, reading his book cannot but 
keep alive a searching question which is haunting 
the Adventist church today: Must Adventists 
seek an identity characterized by a monolithic 
doctrinal structure, or have we reached the place 
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where we must be content with a pluralistic order 
where tolerance triumphs over regulated ortho
doxy? Whether we like it or not, the pluralistic 
order is here. 

Perhaps Knight's next book will show us how 
to be fervently united in our mission even if we 
find it impossible to agree on a number of other 
things besides the ten kingdoms and the meaning 
of law in the book of Galatians. 
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